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TRANSACTIONS I

I

HON. SECRETARY’S REPORT.

The 75th Annual Meeting was held at Norwich Castle Museum
on April 29th, 1944. The retiring Hon. Treasurer, Mr. F. C.

Hinde, presented a satisfactory balance sheet for the year

and was accorded the Society’s thanks for continuing in office

for a further term. The following officers were elected :

—

Sir Henry Upcher to be President in 1944—45 and Mr. Jim
Vincent President elect ;* Miss C. E. Gay to be Hon. Treasurer

;

Messrs. G. J. Cooke, B. B. Riviere and H. Wormald to serve on

the committee for three years in the places of members retiring

by rotation
;

Mr. C. R. A. Hammond was re-elected Hon.

Auditor and Mr. H. W. Back Hon. Secretary. Four new
members were elected.

Miss C. E. Gay delivered her Presidential Address on “ The
Work of the Norfolk Naturalists’ Trust.” In voicing thanks

to the retiring president, Sir Henry Upcher stressed the need

of full co-operation between this Society and the Trust. He
hoped that membership of both would increase, and would

provide a medium through which those who lived in rural

areas could induce city dwellers to acquire a closer knowledge

of what was really happening in wild places, and the country-

side generally. Mr. Russell Colman, in proposing that Mr.

Jim Vincent should be President-elect, spoke of the great

debt owed him by naturalists for his work in protecting rare

birds and their eggs during the many years he had looked after

Lord Desborough’s sanctuary at Hickling. Mr. Vincent,

replying, stated that he was convinced that within the next

ten years the black-tailed godwit would again be breeding in

Norfolk.

It was hoped to carry out a few fungus forays in October,

1944, but war conditions naturally caused difficulties
;

one

foray took place on October 22nd, at Wheatfen Broad, and

was attended by Mr. R. W. G. Dennis, assistant mycologist

at the Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The

names of 12 new members were brought forward for election

at the next meeting.

Note.—Mr. Vincent died on November 4th, 1944.
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II

THE JUNIOR BRANCH OF THE NORFOLK AND

NORWICH NATURALISTS’ SOCIETY.

Annual Report, 1944.

The Junior Branch is primarily intended for those young

people who being at school or college are unable to attend the

meetings of the Senior Society, but others interested are eligible.

The Annual Subscription is 2s. 6d.

The present membership numbers 80.

Nine new members joined during the year.

Four members resigned during the year.

Owing to transport difficulties, only one meeting could be

held during 1944.

Eighteen members met at Ouidenham Hall on April 19th by

kind invitation of the Countess of Albemarle. An interesting

day was spent round the Mere and in the Hall grounds. A
Wood Warbler was heard singing in the Mere Woods and later

identified by two members. This is the first time a Wood
Warbler has been seen at Quidenham.

BALANCE SHEET for the Year ending 30th September, 1944

Receipts
£ s. d.

Expenditure

Balance from 1933 Account 5 14 10 Norfolk Wild Bird Protection

24 Members’ Subscriptions 3 0 0 Committee
Postages ...

Balance in haed ...

£8 14 10 £8 14 10
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III

PRESIDENTS ADDRESS
THE NORFOLK NATURALISTS TRUST

Presidential Address, delivered by Miss C. E. Gay to the members

of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society, at Castle Museum,
Norwich, on April 29th, 1944

Much has been heard recently of post-war planning schemes,

and the inclusion of special areas to be scheduled against

development and of nature reserves within these, has raised

the hopes of naturalists throughout the country.

Norfolk has sent in suggestions to meet its own needs

—

drawn up by a committee of specialists appointed for the

purpose
;
and if these recommendations find favour, the natural

features for which the county is so well known and its unique

fauna and flora will be safeguarded for posterity.

In possessing a Trust which was formed for such purposes

the county is well-equipped for looking after such reserves,

and in the following record I have related the circumstances

which led to the inception of the Norfolk Naturalists Trust,

and to those which followed its foundation, in the order in

which they occurred. Such an account would be impossible

without reference to the founder, Dr. Sydney Long, and to his

personal part in the events as they happened, but it is obviously

not within the scope of this address to give more than the

briefest outline of his work for the Trust for which naturalists

throughout the country are so much indebted.

The similarity between the titles of the Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society and the Norfolk Naturalists Trust has

unfortunately been the cause of some confusion between the

two organisations, and I have tried to make clear their different

spheres while emphasising the desirability for the close co-

operation and sympathy which does indeed exist between

them.

In order to bring the record up-to-date it is necessary also

to include some description of war-time conditions and of their

effects upon the nature reserves of Norfolk, although it is hoped

that, in the main, these will prove transitory.



4 president’s address

The geographical position of Norfolk and its widely different

natural features are responsible for the richness of the fauna

and flora for which it has held pride of place in the country

since the first known records of natural history. Some of the

earliest of these come from Sir Thomas Browne, in whose day

the undrained fens and marshes of East Anglia attracted many
birds which have since been lost to the country as breeding

species. Their disappearance was the result of the great

agricultural development of the eighteenth century, but there

have been other losses, some of which might have been avoided

but for the ruthless pursuit by collectors of skins and eggs.

The earliest Act now in force to preserve bird-life is the Wild

Birds’ Protection Act of 1880. Unfortunately this protection

by law of the rarer species of birds, and of those believed to be

beneficial to agriculture, is for obvious reasons difficult to

enforce in remote places and is frequently evaded.

It may have been the realisation by Norfolk naturalists of

the county’s earlier losses that induced them to take a definite

lead in regard to the protection of its breeding birds, for one

of the first societies in the country which existed for this

purpose was the Breydon Wild Birds’ Protection Society

formed in 1888. This was followed some years later by
the Blakeney Point Wild Birds’ Protection Society and soon

after by the Wells and the Wolferton Societies. In each of

these special areas one or two people made themselves re-

sponsible for the collection of sufficient funds for the employment

of a Watcher during the breeding season, and as at that time

these places were little known and somewhat difficult of access

such protection was all sufficient.

After the war of 1914—18 however, there was a rapid improve-

ment in transport facilities and these, with the advent of the

small car, were factors in the ever-increasing popularity of

Norfolk as a holiday resort. Hitherto summer visitors were

confined mainly to the Broads and the coastal towns, but now
every village became accessible, and the beaches and quiet

sea-shore, up to this time known to the comparatively few

people interested in the bird-life there, were invaded by
holiday-makers.

For this and other reasons the supervision and control of

these special areas became increasingly difficult and
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involved too much responsibility for the one or two persons

concerned. Accordingly in 1921 the Norfolk and

Norwich Naturalists’ Society took over the administration

of these local societies and, at Dr. Long’s suggestion, formed

the Norfolk Wild Birds’ Protection Society with him as its

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. He was, as everyone here

well knows, one of the most active members of the Society

for many years, its President in 1927, Hon. Sec. from 1912

—

1935, and editor of the Transactions form 1912—1929. During

all this time he rarely missed any of the regular monthly

meetings, and as Editor he maintained the high standard for

which the Transactions of the Society have always been known.

His work for this Society and later for the Norfolk Naturalists

Trust was the natural outcome of a life spent in the apprecia-

tion and enjoyment of his native county. No man has ever

had a more intimate knowledge of it—gained from personal

observations from boyhood and from wide reading and study

of its local history
;
or of its bird-life, the study of which was his

life-long hobby. Born at Wells it was natural that with so

many happy memories of its beaches, marshes and creeks, the

North Norfolk coast came first in his affection, and it is not

surprising that his association with the nature reserves of the

county began in this district.

The first Norfolk reserve to be established as such was

Blakeney Point. This was purchased and handed over to the

National Trust in 1912, mainly through the agency of Dr.

F. W. Oliver, whose name will always be associated with the

Point for the valuable scientific work carried on there over a

period of many years.

The war of 1914— 18 then intervened, and it was eleven years

before a similar opportunity arose in regard to Scolt Head

Island—at that time only a name to most people, even in

Norfolk, but well-known both to Dr. Oliver for its botanical

interest, and to Dr. Long from his boyhood. Their co-

operation in the work of acquiring the island and of securing

it as a nature reserve was therefore most appropriate. An

appeal for the necessary funds met with generous response

and it is remarkable that within a month Dr. Long had collected

£600 . At an historic meeting held on the Island in the summer

of 1923 it was formally handed over to the National Trust.
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The acquisition of Scolt Head and his subsequent responsi-

bility for its administration as Honorary Secretary and Treasurer

of the Local Committee of Management led Dr. Long to consider

the desirability of safeguarding other parts of Norfolk from

the development then beginning so rapidly to spoil certain

parts of the coast line and other places. His long drives

about the countryside—in an open car in all weathers—had

made him familiar with every heath, mere, wood and marsh

of ornithological interest
;
and it was due to this intimate

knowledge of the amenities of the county, and of the develop-

ments which threatened them, that the idea originated and

gradually took shape in his mind of forming a Norfolk Trust

to look after Norfolk sanctuaries—a Trust that would in no

way conflict with the comprehensive aims and objects of the

National Trust, but one that by reason of its specialised

knowledge of the County would be pre-eminently equipped for

looking after the interests of the natural history peculiar to

Norfolk.

It was not until the year 1926 that the opportunity for which

he had been waiting presented itself. In the early spring of

that year the Cley marshes—well known to ornithologists for

the rare birds of passage often seen there on migration, and much
coveted by sportsmen as a duck shoot—was offered for sale.

Faced with the probable exploitation of such a property Dr.

Long knew that there was no time to lose and, exercising his

gift for firing others with his own enthusiasm, within an incre-

dibly short time he had extracted from a few friends and

acquaintances the promise of a sufficient sum for the purchase.

The suspense of that auction will long be remembered by those

who attended it for, as had been foreseen, a bidder for a syndi-

cate of wealthy sportsmen from the south of England, sent

the price soaring perilously near the limit of Dr. Long’s resources

before his opponent gave up the contest. A week later a

meeting of the purchasers was held at the Geotge Inn at Cley,

at which it was resolved unanimously that the property should

be established as a breeding sanctuary to be vested in the

hands of and administered by a body of local naturalists as soon

as such a Trust could be formed.

It has never been within the province or powers of the

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society to hold and manage ’
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property, the practical study of Natural Science being its

primary aim and object, and to have changed completely its

constitution, established as it was in 1868, for this purpose
would not have been desirable, and would indeed have met
with opposition from the majority of its members.

The legal machinery necessary for the forming of a company
to hold the Cley marshes was therefore put into operation at

once and The Norfolk Naturalists Trust was incorporated on

November 5th 1926. It is a company limited by guarantee

without a share capital and not for profit. A few of

the principal objects for which it was established can best be

quoted from the Memorandum of the Trust :

—

“ To protect places and objects of natural beauty or of

ornithological, botanical, geological, zoological or scientific

interest from injury, ill-treatment or destruction.

“ To establish, form, own, and maintain sanctuaries or

reserves for the preservation of birds or other animals, and

to establish, form and maintain reserves for wild plants.

“To promote research in all branches of Nature Study,

and to make grants or donations for such purposes.
”

A year after its incorporation the Trust was pronounced

a charity, in the legal sense of the term, by the Charity Com-

missioners, and as such is exempt from the payment of Income

Tax.

The time and energy which Dr. Long as Honorary Secretary

and Treasurer of the newly-formed Trust proceeded to devote

to this work can best be judged by the fact that at its first

General Meeting, held only four months after its inauguration,

there were already thirty-eight Life Members and a bank

balance of just upon £1,000. Moreover it continued to grow

and prosper.

The first addition, in 1928, was the marsh in the parish of

Martham known as Starch Grass. It was purchased as a

breeding ground for bitterns, bearded tits and harriers, and

although only 26 acres its value is much increased by the fact

that it adjoins the Horsey Hall estate with its wealth of bird-

life.

In the following year, 1929, a small wood of oak trees believed

by Prince Frederick Duleep Singh to be on the site of an ancient

forest, and bequeathed by him to the Archieological Trust for
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that reason, was handed over by that Society to the Norfolk

Naturalists Trust as being a more suitable body to hold it.

In this year also a special fund was raised for the purchase

of a permanent dwelling for the Watcher of Scolt Head Island,

for although the Island belongs to the National Trust the

watcher there has always been maintained by means of the

Norfolk Wild Birds’ Protection Fund. These premises, now
known as Dial House, were formerly the old Victory Inn with

its brewhouse and barn. Two rooms are reserved by the

Trust for the use of visitors to the Island, and in accordance

with one of the objects for which the Trust was formed—that of

promoting scientific research—the brewhouse was leased,

until the early part of the present war, to Cambridge University

for the use of students who have done much valuable scientific

work on the Island.

In July 1930 another appeal was made for the purchase of

Alderfen Broad. It is so seldom that one of the Broads changes

hands that it was felt that the opportunity of acquiring one so

suitable as a reserve should not be missed
;
moreover Alderfen

cannot be approached by water because the stream connecting

it with the Broads and river system is not navigable. The

water is for the most part shallow—as the abundance of water-

lilies in summer shows—but there are deep pools where some

of the biggest bream taken in the Broads have been caught.

There is good cover for bird-life in the surrounding reed-beds

and black-headed gulls nest on the floating “ hovers ”
;

also

the fen-flora of the adjoining marshland is of special botanical

interest. .

•

In order to raise money for this and for possible future

purchases the first of the series of Greetings cards which have

proved so popular was produced in the autumn of 1930. The

bearded tit, from a painting by Mr. J. C. Harrison, because of

its special association with the Norfolk Broads was most

appropriately chosen as the subject of this first one, and the

modest supply was sold out within a few weeks.

The rapid afforestation of Breckland, begun in 1921 and

proceeding regardless of its effect upon the fauna and flora and

other amenities of this unique heathland, had for some time

been the cause of great concern to those familiar with it, and

especially to naturalists. Dr. Long left no stone unturned in
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his effort to secure for posterity a sufficiently large area of

typical breck in its natural state, and his failure to achieve this

object in his life-time was the one great disappointment he

experienced in his work for the Trust. He had, however, the

satisfaction of obtaining Commoner’s rights over Lakenheath

Warren by the purchase in 1932 of three cottages in the village

of Lakenheath to which such rights are linked. In this way
this large tract of heath was saved from afforestation.

Hopes of obtaining a suitable reserve in Breckland were

again raised when in 1934 the Culford Estate was sold. An
anonymous donor was prepared to meet all the expenses of

purchase and transfer of 1200 acres of it—known as the Ickling-

ham Strip— if the Forestry Commissioners, who had bought

the whole estate, could be persuaded to part with this area.

Negotiations between the various organisations concerned

went on for a considerable time, and the disappointment was

in consequence all the greater when the Forestry Commissioners

eventually decided that this land was needed for a special

purpose and could not therefore be resold.

The increasing demand upon his time, made by the rapid

growth of the Trust was the chief reason for Dr. Long’s request,

at this time, that the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’

Society should appoint another Hon. Sec. to take over the

work which he had carried on for more than twenty years.

This decision involved the future of the Wild Birds’ Protection

Society with which he had been associated ever since the small

separate societies at Yarmouth, Blakeney, Wells and Wolferton,

had been incorporated as one body. It was by mutual agree-

ment therefore that in 1934 the responsibility for its administra-

tion was transferred by the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’

Society to the Norfolk Naturalists Trust.

During the next two years Dr. Long worked untiringly

to make the Trust more widely known, and by persuading those

interested in it to become Life Members he began to build up

the reserve fund so necessary for a progressive policy. One

instance of this far-reaching influence was the promise of a

substantial legacy from a resident in Cornwall—a bequest

which materialised some years later.

The early spring of 1937 saw the completion of the Watchers

Cottage at Cley—a compact little house strongly built of red
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brick and flints to withstand the exposure of this part of the

coast. The site for it had been purchased with the marshes,

across which it has an uninterrupted view to the sea.

The high ground known as the Eye at the eastern end of the

Salthouse marshes, between them and the sea, with its two

bungalows, was purchased in this year through the courtesy of

the previous owner, and with the help of a grant from the

Pilgrim Trust. It was felt that this precaution was necessary

to prevent so desirable a site from being developed commer-

cially, particularly as Great Eye had been used as a tea-house

some years previously. An interesting feature of this property

in pre-war times was the bird-trap constructed on the top of

the Eye for catching and ringing migrating birds.

Another small property which came to the Trust in 1937

was the Duchess’s Pightle at Burnham Overy presented by the

Duke of Bedford. It adjoins the old windmill and because of

its unrivalled view over marshland dunes and sea it had been

purchased by the late Duchess—who took especial pleasure in

the bird-life of Norfolk—a few years before her tragic death,

when flying her own aeroplane.

The following year, 1938, expectation again ran high in

regard to a possible Breckland reserve when the Wretham Hall

estate with its lovely heaths and meres changed hands. Un-

daunted by previous rebuffs, and in spite of the illness which

soon ended fatally for him, Dr. Long once more petitioned the

Forestry Commissioners. The negotiations were long and

complicated but eventually, with the assistance of the late

Mrs. Rich of Wretham Hall, the Trust secured the two best-

known meres, Langmere and Ringmere, with a large enough

area of the surrounding breck to form an efficient nature reserve.

The Founder of the Trust did not live to see this fulfilment

of his efforts, but it is here that it is proposed to raise a memorial

to him and there could be no more fitting place for it.

The mere recording of the facts viewed in retrospect tends

to dim the achievement of so much in so short a time, for it

should be remembered that Dr. Sydney Long’s work for the

Trust was accomplished in such time as was left over from a

busy life as a physician and as an active man in public affairs.

His wish that he would one day be able to devote the whole of
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his energies to furthering the work which meant so much to

him was never realised, but he laid the foundations of the Trust

so securely as to pave the way for others to carry it on.

The present war has had the inevitable effect of slowing

down the Trust’s activities, but during it, besides the Wretham
property, another Breckland reserve was acquired in 1942.

This lovely little breck of about 300 acres is in the parish of

Weeting in the south-west border of the county. It is of

sufficient size to form an oasis for the Norfolk, ringed and green

plover to continue nesting there when the adjoining afforested

land has grown into a conifer forest. It is separated from this

on the west by a well-defined stretch of the ancient earthworks

known as the Devil’s Dyke
;
the eastern boundary is a wood of

fine beeches, and to the south, between the breck and the river

Ouse, is a boggy carr of osiers and reeds where bearded tits

have been known to nest and, more recently, Montagu’s

harriers. It is hoped that this too will be added to the property

and so enhance its value as a breeding sanctuary.

In order to bring this record up-to-date it is necessary to

review the effects of war-time conditions on the nature reserves

of Norfolk and, considered from the aesthetic aspect, these

could scarcely be worse. The marshes at Cley are enclosed in

the ten-foot high barricade of iron and barbed-wire with its

four year’s accumulation of rust, which is a feature of so much

of the coast-line. Time has somewhat reduced the huge mud-

bank resulting from the widening and deepening of the roadside

dyke, but it can have no softening effect on the concrete huts

of the camp in the north-west corner, nor on the concrete

blocks which by their great weight have already caused serious

damage to the boundary banks.

The ternery beach at Blakeney Point is littered with shrapnel

from aerial target practice, and the greater part of Scolt Head

is subjected to almost continuous bombardment from artillery

range fire, and from the air. The shell-holes in the dunes and

on the marshes will fill up with time, but the destruc-

tion of the plantation in the House hills is complete. These

maritime, Austrian and Scotch pines were planted fifteen

years ago to provide cover and resting places for birds on

migration—now they are blackened stumps.
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In Breckland tank exercises have churned up the heaths

making deep ruts which catch the seeds of noxious weeds such

as ragwort, houndstongue, and thistles. Moreover the rabbits

—an important factor in the control of breck flora—have

disappeared, their burrows being crushed out of existence.

The once green tracks at Weeting, and the Drove road by

Langmere now resemble wide unmade roads. Part of the

Wretham reserve has been taken by the Air Ministry, and

also the major part of Lakenheath Warren.

Grim though these conditions appear, no one having regard

to the geographical position of Norfolk can question the

necessity for the defence precautions taken in 1940, nor dispute

the use of such suitable country for the purposes of military

training and defence. Time alone will show whether the Trust’s

reserves have suffered any permanent damage in regard to the

purposes for which they were acquired. Such losses of bird-life

as have been experienced are mainly due to lack of keepers, for

the Watchers for Cley and Blakeney Point are both in the

Royal Navy. The question of the control of Nature is a

controversial one, but experience of nature reserves has

established the fact that some interference is at times

necessary, and the killing of vermin is of course an essential

part of the watchers’ work. At Cley the refuse from the camp

attracted so many rats that they were a menace to the duck

nesting there until the sea-flood of last April drowned them.

Black-headed gulls have also become a nuisance in some

places, and at Blakeney Point in 1941 they were responsible for

killing most of the tern chicks. These birds will always

dominate the area they select for nesting and should be re-

stricted to the gulleries of which there are sufficient in Norfolk

The Sandwich terns at Scolt Head have proved that they

do not mind noise as much as human interference, for in spite

of the continual racket of gun-fire they have increased in

numbers steadily during the three breeding seasons in such

conditions. In pre-war days, if too many visitors disturbed

them at the beginning of the season, they would peck their

eggs and leave, and yet last summer a mis-directed mortar

bomb which landed in the middle of the ternery failed to scare

away the survivors.
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In Breckland there must be considerable loss of ground-

nesting birds as a result of tank exercises. It is fortunate that

in recent years when so much of their usual habitat has been

afforested, both Norfolk and ringed plovers have taken to

nesting on arable land, and in the autumn big flocks of “ thick

knees ” preparing for migration are still to be seen on the brecks

which remain. The conifer forests in this area are growing

higher every year, shutting out the wide sky-line which until a

short time ago was so attractive a feature and enclosing

such of the open land as remains. The rainfall will probably

increase here, and the fauna and flora will change, for few plants,

birds or other animals will live in the dark forests. The Norfolk

Naturalists Trust has done everything possible to preserve for

posterity some of the natural breck-land, and for this it will in

future years deserve gratitude.

Finally, though the foundation of the Trust is firm,

it needs the co-operation of naturalists throughout the

country and particularly of the Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society. Both organisations require the stimulus

of youth, and after this war is over, every effort must

be made to encourage young naturalists and to interest them

in the work which they will have to carry on.
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IV

SOME UNUSUAL GROWTHS IN TREES.

By Robert Gurney.

I have recently come across some abnormal structures in

trees which, though they have no doubt been recorded before,

are sufficiently rare to be worth noting.

(I) In three cases of Salix cinerea, two female and one male,

I have seen branches on which three flowering shoots sprang

from each bud instead of one. Close examination showed that

the three shoots did in fact spring from within a single bud-

scale, the two side shoots being the products of lateral buds

which are normally present but so small as to be sometimes

difficult to detect.

Now the single scale of willow buds is generally interpreted

as a stipule or a fused pair of stipules
;
but this interpretation

must be wrong if it covers not one bud but three.

Having had one’s attention drawn to these minute dormant

lateral buds it is easy to satisfy oneself of their presence in

normal shoots, and, by removing the young growing shoots,

they can be forced into growth. An example of the natural

growth of these side shoots after the death of the central bud

is shown in fig. 2. I have a shoot of 5. purpurea from which

the male catkins have fallen, and a pair of shoots is sprouting

from each of the catkin scars.

(II) Each flowering shoot of Salix cinerea has 4 or 5 basal

leaves. In the male catkins between the catkin itself with its

series of bracts, each with a flower in its axil, there is an inter-

mediate leaf which is bract-like but longer than the normal

bract. This leaf quite commonly has a flower in its axil, but

it seems to be usually imperfect. I have seen the same thing

in S. fragilis, and no doubt the transition of leaf to flower-

bearing bract can be quite commonly seen if looked for.

(III) Prof. Weiss* has already recorded the appearance in

autumn, upon hazel shoots which have been cut back, of female

flowers growing in definite catkins, and approaching the birch

* J. Linn. Soc. 1932. p. 107, and North Western Naturalist, Sept. 1932, p 191
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1 . Salix cinerea. Three female
Catkins springing from one
bud.

2. S. cinerea. Two lateral Shoots
springing from one bud.

3. Four abnormal female Catkins
on one shoot of hazel
(enlarged).

Fig. 4. Two normal female Catkins
of birch. Usually there is

only one on each shoot.

„ 5. Abnormal birch Catkin, the
base female and the end
male.

„ 6. The male part and end of
female part enlarged. Sta-
mens visible in the male part
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in the form of the bract. I have nyself found an abnormality

even more striking. In this case, in February, a bud had

opened to give rise to a flowering shoot bearing four fairly long

catkins, just as the male shoot bears 3 or 4 catkins ;
but these

catkins bore only normal female flowers, and were not pendent

like the male ones. In the normal female inflorescence the few

female flowers are “ telescoped ” into a catkin which does not

elongate, so that the whole looks like an ordinary bud with a

tuft of red stigmas at the end. In this case the red stigmas

project all along the catkin—a very remarkable sight.

(IV) On one birch tree in my garden a very large proportion

of the female catkins are abnormal.. These are erect, and bear

female flowers at the base, but male flowers at the end. In

those which I have examined the change-over is quite clear-cut

without any bisexual flowers, and the difference between the

male and female part is obvious, the male part being thicker

and tending sometimes to become pendent as it elongates.

The flowers themselves seem quite normal. Now, in July,

these catkins only differ from normal female ones by being

somewhat shorter than usual and having a brown withered

end which is all that remains of the male part.

It would seem that this is a case of reversion to a more primi-

tive condition when the catkins normally bore flowers of both

sexes, as they do now in sweet chestnut. In the chestnut the

inflorescence may bear only male flowers, and in some trees

female flowers may be very few or even apparently absent
;

but, so far as I have seen, no inflorescence bears only female

flowers. Where flowers of separate sexes are borne on one

spike it would seem usual for the distal ones to be male, as,

for instance, in the reed-mace
(
Typha).

(V) For the normally paired cotyledons on the seedling to

develop in threes is an abnormality which seems to be not

uncommon. I have seen it very rarely in lime and oak, but

in a batch of plane seedlings last year the proportion with three

cotyledons was remarkably high. This year I have seen none

among my plane seedlings. I have this year found a number

of sycamore seedlings with abnormal cotyledons. In one case

each cotyledon was partly split into two
;

in several one coty-

ledon was split, generally to the base, giving the appearance
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of three complete cotyledons. In all these the first leaves

appeared quite normally in pairs. In two cases only did the

leaves develop in a whorl of three, and in these plants the coty-

ledons were quite clearly separate and left three separate scars

when they fell. With these two exceptions I have never seen

a seedling tree or sapling with leaves in threes
;

but it is not

very rare to find one branch of an older tree with the leaves so

arranged. The same thing is occasionally seen in horse chest-

nut, and I have once seen it in ash.

Postscript.

I find that tricotyledonary seedlings of sycamore were

described by Thiselton-Dyer in 1902 (Ann. Bot. XVI p. 553).

His view is summarised as follows :

—
“ I arrive, however, at

the conclusion that the simplest explanation is that in all the

cases now described, the embryo is provided with three instead

of two primordial lateral outgrowths, and that these either

develop into three normal cotyledons or that two of them

sooner or later coalesce into one which is more or less bifid.

If this explanation is true of the cotyledons it must equally

apply to the similar phenomena exhibited by the epicotylar

leaves.” With this explanation I entirely disagree.
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V

FEN AND BOG IN WEST NORFOLK

By C. P. Petch, m.b., m.r.c.p.

The War has brought great changes to the English countryside

and there is prospect of still more to come. It seems therefore

an appropriate time to record the existence and nature of such

tracts of wild or semi-wild land as still remain, either as a step

to preservation or as a historical note if they should disappear.

There are in West Norfolk a number of small areas of fenland

* and bog which, although less extensive than the Broadland

marshes on the eastern side of the county, are of considerable

botanical and ecological interest.

Two distinct types of vegetation are included in the title.

There is first true fenland, characterised by peat with alkaline

soil water, dominated by Cladium mariscus and the taller

Carices, grazed or mown and resembling to some extent the

well-known Wicken Fen of Cambridgeshire. Secondly there

is bog with (here) shallower peat and acid-loving vegetation

dominated by Erica tetralix, Eriophorum angustifolium, Molinia

ccerulea, Sphagnum, or Narthecium ossifragum. My excuse for

considering them both together is that although typical

examples are quite distinct, they merge into one another under

the conditions prevailing.

The bogs arise on the lower Greensand for the most part, in

valleys or low-lying areas bordering on Callunetum heaths.

The presence of the typical flora depends on the obstructed

drainage of acid soil water from the adjacent Callunetum.

Persistence of this Callunetum is in turn associated with the

periodic burning of taller vegetation, such as young birch

trees, which might otherwise in this part of the world be

expected to colonise it. After such fires certain of the bog

species [Erica tetralix, Molinia, Juncus squarrosus, Scirpus

ccespitosns and Drosera rotundifolia

)

tend to spread temporarily

into the Callunetum, thus enlarging their territory. The bog

itself is usually too wet to burn, but on Dersingham ‘ Fen ’ (a

bog, beside which, the railway runs) the peat became so dry
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during a hot summer in the ’twenties that over big stretches it

burnt down to the underlying sand. Recolonisation by
Eriophormn angustifolium (cotton grass) has proceeded slowly,

but even now there are large patches of bare sand to be seen,

bordered by a pure growth of cotton grass. In the unburnt

bogs, the wettest areas, where rudimentary drainage channels

have been made, develop ‘ carr This word is used locally

for a scrubby wood of birch, sallow and bog myrtle, with a

permanently wet floor. In the carr are a number of characteris-

tic shade or marsh plants which will not tolerate the acid

conditions of the bog, but many of which are found in the fens.

There follows a list of species of plants making up the flora of

four typical bogs, viz. :

—

1 . Roydon Common (by far the most extensive and luxuriant).

2. Dersingham Fen (noted above).

3. A small area of Ling Common.

4. East Winch Common, on Glacial Gravel, with shallower

peat and less bog than the others. It is enriched byr two

species not found commonly in West Norfolk : Gent i ana

pneumonanthe
,
which local tradition holds to have been

an introduction, and Littorella uniflora.

Abbreviations used :

—

D = dominant O= occasional L = local

A= abundant R=rare LCD = locally co-dominant

F= frequent VR

List of plants.

Anagallis tenella

Calluna vulgaris

Carex echinata

C. lepidocarpa • .

C. panicea

C. pulicaris ...

C. rosfrata

Cirsium anglicum

= very rare.

Status in the four bog areas.12 3 4

... R — — —
F R A A

... R R R

... R — — R

... F — — —

... R — —
R LA —
LF — — F
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List of plants.

Cladium mariscus

Drosera anglica

D. longifolia ...

D. rotundifolia

Eleocharis multicaulis

Erica tetralix

Eriophorum angustifolium

E. vaginatum ...

Genista anglica

Gentiana pneumonanthe

Hammarbya paludosa

Hypericum elodes

Juncus acutifloras

J. bulbosus

J. squarrosus

J. subnodidosus

Littorella uniflora

Molinia ccemlea

Myrica gale ...

Narthecium ossifragum

Orchis ericetorum

Oxycoccus quadripetcdus

Pedcidaris palustris . .

.

P. sylvatica

Phragmites communis

Pinguicula vidgaris . .

.

Platanthera bifolia

Polygala vulgaris

Potamogeton polygonifolius

Potentilla erecta

Rhynchospora alba

Salix repens ...

Schcenus nigricans

Scirpus ccespitosus

Sphagnum spp.

Succisa pratensis

Utricularis intermedia

U. minor

Status in the four bog areas.

1

L
2 3 4

0
0 R 0 R
F F F 0
0 R R —
D F A D
A D R R
R — — —
0 — — R

R
R

— — A

LF
LA R A LA
0 — — —
0 — 0 0
0 — —

R
ALCD F D

LA 0 LA —
A R 0 —
R — — —
A LA LA —
R — — —
R — — F
LA
R
R

— —

•

—

F — F —
R — — R
F 0 — A
LA R R —
0 — — F
LA — — —
F R F F
LD F LA 0
LF — — F
LF — — —
LF — —
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Reference to the older records in Nicholson’s Flora of Norfolk

for such a characteristic species as the cranberry (Oxycoccus

quadripetalus) shows that at one time this type of vegetation

must have. been more extensive in the county than it is now.

Since it is extremely susceptible to improvements in drainage,

the reason for its disappearance is not hard to seek. In

Cambridgeshire the bog element in the flora which lingered for

a long time, is, as far as I know, practically extinct.

Turning now to the fen vegetation, an entirely different

aspect is presented. It occurs in conjunction with the streams

that drain the district, the Gaywood river, the Nar and the

Wissey, and owes its preservation often to the existence of

common rights of grazing, etc. It is subjected to cutting and
grazing, but not to fires. Where the grazing is light for a period,

a scrub of birch, alder and sallow may develop on the hillocks,,

but this is not continuous enough to earn the name of carr. In

the Wissey valley fens, Khamnus catharticus and Frangula

alnus are both important constituents of the scrub. The dry

margins of the fens are coarse pasture with gorse bushes. In

practically every sample of fen small areas of Erica, Sphagnum,

Drosera, Oxycoccus and other typical bog plants can be found
;

they are usually located on the part most remote from the

main drainage channel. Such species as Eriophorum angusti-

foliurn and Succisa pratensis occur both here among the acido-

philous plants and among the sedges. Epipactis palustris and

Parnassia palustris appear intermediate in their requirements,

occupying a zone between the true fen of the sedges and the

acid bog. Each species in fact has its own range of habitat and,

judging purely by inspection, it would seem that the reaction of

the soil water is the most important factor in determining this

range.

In the following list of plants typical of three fens near the

Gaywood river it is not possible to give the exact distribution

of each species, but those with a limited range are marked (L)

and the purely bog species have been omitted.
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List of Fen Plants. Status.

Agrostis stolonifera ... A
Anagallis tenella ... ... L
Anthoxanthum odoratum... O
Baldellia ranunculoides ... L
Briza media ... ... R
Callitriche stagnalis ... R
Caltha palustris ... ... O
Cardamine pratensis ... R
Carex diandra ... ... F
C. disticha ... ••• O
C. hudsonii ... ... LD
C. lasiocarpa ... ... O
C. lepidocarpa ... ... R
C. nigra ... ... ... LD
C. ovalis ... ... ••• R
C. panicea ... ... LF
C. rostrata... ... ... O
Chara spp. ... ••• F
Cirsium anglicum ... LF
C. palustre ... ... O
Cladium mariscus ... LD

'

Eleocharis palustris ... F
Epilobium palustre ... R
E. parviflorum ... ... O
E. tetragonum ... ••• F
Epipactis palustris ... L
Equisetum limosum ... O
E. palustre ... ... F
Eriophorum angustifolium O
Eupatoriuni cannabinum R
Galium palustre ...

G. uliginosum ... LF
Genista anglica ... ... R
Gvninadenia conopsea ... R
Holcus lanatus

Hydrocotyle vulgaris

Hypericum acutum ... R
H. elodes ... ... LF
Juncus acutiflorus ... A
J . conglomerate ... O
J . effusus ••• ••• R

List of Fen Plants Status

J. lamprocarpus ... ... R
J. subnodulosus ... ... A
Lotus uliginosus ... ... F
Lychnis flos-cuculi ... O
Lycopus europceus ... R
Lythrum salicaria ... O
Mentha aquatica

Menyanthes trifoliata ... F
Myosotis palustris ... R
Oenanthe ftstulosa ... O
Orchis ericetorum ••• R
O. latifolia ... ••• R
Osmunda regalis ... ^ R
Parnassia palustris ... LF
Pedicularis palustris ... O
Phragmites communis ... O
Pilularia globulifera ... L
Potamogeton polygonifolius O
Potentilla erecta ... ••• LF
P. palustris ... ••• A
Prunella vulgaris ... O
Ranunculus flammula ... F
R. lingua ... ••• O
R. repens ... ••• R
Rumex acetosa ... ... O
R. conglomerate ... ... O
Salix repens ... ••• O
Samolus valerandi ... R
Schcenus nigricans ... LF
Scirpus fluitans ... ... LF
S. pauciflorus ... R
S. setaceus ... ••• R
Slum erectum ... ... O
Sphagnum spp. ... ••• O
Succisa pratensis ... O
Trifolium pratense ... R
Triglochin palustre ... R
Utricularia intermedia ... LA
U. minor ... ... ... LA
U. vulgaris ... LA
Valeriana dioica ... ... O

Similar fens occur at Marham and East Walton in the Nar

valley, and extensively in the Wissey valley.

It is clear that the types of vegetation can only be called

semi-natural and will only retain their present form while they

are subjected to the same kind of limited human interference

as they receive to-day. They would, on the other hand, be

rapidly and radically altered by comparatively simple drainage

operations, and the control of such operations would be a matter

of interest to all Norfolk naturalists.
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VI

ROYDON COMMON, WEST NORFOLK

By Eric L. Swann.

Now that this large area of 670 acres has been recommended

for preservation by the Nature Reserves Investigation Com-
mittee it would be as well to draw the attention of members to

this extremely interesting station from a botanist’s point of

view.

It is situate about 4.1 miles north-east of King’s Lynn and on

the southward side of the main King’s Lynn—Grimston road.

The Midland & Gt. Northern railway line marks its eastern

boundary and a track running from Warren Farm in an

easterly direction clearly divides it from Grimston Warren.

Geologically, it is on the sands and gravel associated with

the Lower Greensand interbedded here and there with the

Chalky Boulder Clay. This large tract of land rises somewhat

abruptly on its western edge to a height of 120 feet above

sea-level.

The plants recorded by botanists in the past throw an interest-

ing light on the changes in flora wrought by improved drainage

and deficient rainfall. For instance, in 1918, W. G. Clarke

counted no fewer than 174 spikes of Hammarbya paludosa

(L.) O. Kuntze (Malaxis paludosa L.). Then again, it was in

1910 that the same botanist found one flower of Utricularia

intermedia Hayne. The significance of this solitary find is

important in botanical history because Roydon Common is

the second British locality from which the extremely shy

flowering of this particular Bladderwort has been recorded.

Prolonged search this year failed to locate one spike of the

first-mentioned Bog Orchis and although there was a fair

amount of vegetative growth of the Utricularia, not a flower

was seen.

Ecologically, the different types of vegetation may be

classified as (i) Dry heath
;

(ii) Wet heath
;

(iii) Reed Swamp ;

(iv) Carr, and (v) Bog.
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Dry Heath.

Over considerable areas Eupteris aqulina (L.) Newm.
(
Pleri-

diiim aquilinum L.) is the co-dominant with Calluna vulgaris L.

but in the proximity of the innumerable rabbit-burrows a more

varied flora will be observed. Immediately around the

burrows there are large patches of bare ground due to

rabbits’ scratchings and fringing these are zones of closely

eaten turf. These bare areas are colonised by plants which,

in the absence of severe winters, are rabbit-resistant.

In many cases they are weeds of adjacent arable land and

here they colonise the ground denuded by these animals
;

this,

coupled with the selective grazing, accounts for the unusual

floral wealth.

The list of species for these “ rabbit-controlled ” areas

follows—(d= dominant, a= abundant, la= locally abundant,

f= frequent, o= occasional, r=rare).

Arenaria serpyllifolia

Cerastium vulgatum
Cirsium arvense ...

Cirsium lanceolatum
Cynoglossum officinale

Agrostis tenias

Aira prcecox

Arenaria serpyllifolia

Calluna vulgaris

Carex arenaria

Carex pilulifera ...

Centaurium umbellatum

.. f Myosotis arvensis... f

o Nepeta hederacea ... o

.. f Senecio jacobcea . .

.

... a

o Teucrium Scorodonia f

f Verbascum Thapsus ... o

driest parts of the Common a

would be :

—

list of the

a Eupteris aquilina... co-d

f Filago germanica ... la

o Galium saxatile ... f

co-d Potentilla erecta ... f

la Teucrium Scorodonia o

r

f

Ulex europceus o

In passing, many plants of Teesdalia nudicaulis R. Br. were

seen growing in the exposed soil of the burrows this spring.

Wet Heath.

There follows upon the “ dry heath ” formation zones of

transition before the “ wet heath ” proper is reached.

Plants characteristic of such

Agrostis tenuis ... ... f

Anthoxanthum odoratum... o

Calluna vulgaris ... a

Erica Tetralix ... ... o

Eriophorum angustifolium f

Eriophorum vaginatum ... r

Galium saxatile ... ... f

Juncus squarrosus , ... a

transitional zones are :

—

Luzula multiflora . .

Molinia ccerulea ...

Pedicularis sylvatica

Polygala serpyllifolia

Potentilla erecta ...

Scirpus ccespitosus

Ulex europceus

o
f

a
o
f

f

f
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In the “ wet heath ” itself the species, with an ever-present

water supply, become more numerous and luxuriant :

—

Agrostis canina ... ... f

Angelica sylvestris ... o
Calamagrostis canescens ... la

Carex Hornschuchiana ... r

Carex lepidocarpa ... o
Carex panicea ... ... a
Carex pulicaris ... ... f

Cirsium palustre ... ... f

Erica Tetralix ... ... a
Eriophorum latifolium ... vr
Eupatorium cannabinum o

Reed Swamp.

Genista anglica ... ... f

Juncus conglomeratus ... f

Juncus effusus ... ... f

Lychnis flos-cuculi ... o
Molinia ccerulea ... ... la

Myrica gale ... ... la

Orchis ericetorum ... ... f

Potamogeton polygonifolius f

Potentilla erecta ... ... a
Ranunculus flammula ... i

Succisa pratensis ... ... f

Valeriana dioica ... ... f

Owing to the improved drainage this area is limited to the

wettest part of the Common and the species list is :

—

Elcocharis palustris ... f

Galium palustre ... ... f

Iris pseudacorus ... o
Juncus articulatus ... a
Juncus effusus ... ... a
Mentha aquatica ... ... f

Menyanthes trofoliata ... a
Phragmites communis ... d
Ranunculus flammula ... f

Utricularia vulgaris ... f

Carr.

Here and there on the permanently wet parts small scrubby

patches are found with the characteristic

Betula pubescens ... ... Phragmites communis
Molinia ccerulea ... ... Salix atrocinerea

Myrica gale

On the southern side is a large damp wood which may well

represent the climax of the plant succession of the Common.

It is a tangle of vegetation in the summer months and relatively

undisturbed.

The list of species there is :

—

A Inns glutinosa ... ... f

Betula pubescens ... a

Caltha palustris ... ... a
Carex paniculata ... a

Carex remota ... ... f

Dryopteris thelypteris ... a

Eupatorium cannabinum f

Galium palustre ... ... f

Mentha aquatica ... ... a
Myosotis palustris ... f

Phragmites communis ... o
Polygonum Hydropiper ... f

Quercus robur ... ... f

Ranunculus flammula ... f

Salix atrocinerea ... ... a

Solanum Dulcamara ... i

Valeriana officinalis . . o

Bog.

In the more open zones where competition is less severe

owing to water-logged acid soil an interesting number of species

is to be found such as

Anagallis tenella ... o Oxycoccus quadripetalus . r

Drosera anglica ... r Potamogeton polygonifolius i

Drosera longifolia o Rhynchospora alba r

Drosera rotundifolia a Utricularia spp. ... f

jVarthecium ossifragum . .

.

f Sphagna spp. la
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A Few Rarities.

In the south-west corner near Warren Farm there are a few

acres approximating to the well-known breck district of

Thetford, that is, ‘ a tract of heathland broken up for cultiva-

tion from time to time and then allowed to revert to waste.

This year a few plants of Medicago minima Desr. were found

in mid-June together with several plants of Hypochcsris glabra L.

Along each side of the track leading from Warren Farm to the

Common, many plants of the rare Fescue grass, Vulpia ambigua

Le Gall were observed. They were so numerous that the red-

dish colouration of the rachis conspicuously marked the path.

Where this leads on to the Common, a few plants of Apera

interrupta (L.) Beauv., were seen. This grass is native only in

a few scattered localities in East Anglia and is nowhere common ;

indeed, it is given in most floras as decidedly rare. With us it

appears to be increasing as I have noted it from several stations

in West Norfolk.

Roydon Common is such a large tract of land, with divers

types of vegetation, that a complete list of species would entail

many months of intensive study, but it is hoped that this

paper will prove to members the floral wealth of this corner

of West Norfolk.
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VII

WILD BIRD PROTECTION IN NORFOLK IN 1944

Report of the Council

The Council of the Norfolk Naturalists Trust has pleasure in

presenting to supporters of the Wild Birds’ Protection Fund
the Annual Report and bird news of the past year. The
generous help which continues to be given year by year by so

many people has been largely responsible for the continuance

of the work of bird protection throughout the five years of

the war, and the Council is grateful for their assistance.

Now, with the hope of peace in the near future, it is necessary

to look forward to post-war conditions when the watchers

serving in the Royal Navy will return to Cley and Blakeney,

and some supervision will probably be necessary for the reserves

which have been acquired during the war at Weeting and

Wretham. It is hoped therefore that the Trust’s friends will

be good enough to make its work known to any one likely to

be interested, for more financial help will be needed to meet

these added responsibilities.

Bird protection in Norfolk has lost an ardent supporter in

Mr. Jim Vincent who died on November 3rd of this year.

He was, as one would expect of the head keeper of Hickling,

a keen sportsman and an excellent shot, but at heart he was

more concerned with the protection of birds in his district than

with shooting them. Of recent years he had cherished the

hope of being able to keep the Broad as quiet during the winter

months as in the breeding season, in order to see the effect upon

the duck population, and it w^as a disappointment to him that

he wtis not able to carry out such a plan. His progressive

policy of cutting, grazing and flooding in order to make the

Broad attractive to duck and waders proved so successful

that it has become famous as a breeding sanctuary throughout

the country. He w'as always ready to give pleasure to those

visitors to Hickling who wished to see bearded tits, harriers

and bitterns in their nesting haunts, and perhaps also some

of the rare birds of passage which occur there from time

to time, and many will have memories of delightful days

spent with Jim in the punt which he managed with such skill

along the narrow waterways. His bird notes have been a
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feature of this Report for many years and as a rule he had

some record of peculiar interest.

The accompanying photograph of him was taken in the

summer of 1943 and we are indebted to Dr. Stuart Smith for

so kindly lending it for reproduction.

The Council also tenders its thanks to Mr. Eric Hosking for

his unique study of a short-eared owl showing its enormous

wing-spread ;
and to Mr. Yeates for the interesting photograph

of a black redstart about to feed its young, which was taken

at Lowestoft during this summer.

SCOLT HEAD

The winter of 1943-44 was as mild and open as the preceding

one and this may have been one reason for the absence of the

rarer winter visitors both on the coast and inland. It must

also be borne in mind that there are few reliable reporters in

Norfolk for the time being, and that although the ban on the

coast has been lifted, there are still restrictions on the use of

field glasses.

The watcher of Scolt Head, Charles Chestney, still spends a

good deal of his time at Cley and his records cannot be

consecutive for either place.

Of the winter visitors at Scolt Head small parties of shore-

larks were seen at frequent intervals from the beginning of the

year until April 4th, but not more than six at any one time.

Snow-buntings were present in their usual numbers and some

of these remained until early April.

Merlins, which on the Island appear to live largely on the

snow-buntings and linnets, were seen frequently throughout

the winter. On February 7th Chestney watched two of them

chasing linnets, one of which saved itself by diving into a bush

of Suceda Fruticosa.

Short-eared owls and hen harriers were also commonly seen

hunting over the marram hills.

In the harbour the Brent geese began to arrive in the autumn

and by January had formed a large flock. A few still remained

as late as May 16th. It is interesting to note that these geese

were much disturbed by low-flying aeroplanes, and would

invariably rise from the creek and fly out to sea for a short
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time when these were passing over. It would appear that the

resident birds, and those of more southerly breeding grounds
have become so used to the noise of planes that they no longer

take any notice of them. How low these machines are at times

is instanced by two pilots who on March 16th landed on the

hard sand at low tide, enquired of Chestney as to their where-

abouts, and then took off again for Scotland.

On January 22nd five great northern divers were in the

harbour. One was judged from its behaviour to be slightly

oiled.

Two long-tailed ducks, one male and one female, were noted

on March 3rd.

February 9th. was an early record for a passing greenshank.

On March 15th when Chestney was repairing the hurdles

protecting the base of the Hut hill, he saw three robins close by
and judged them to be Continental birds.

The strong N.N.W. wind on April 3rd washed ashore quanti-

ties of horse mussels from outlying beds and provided a great

feed for large numbers of gulls, mostly great black-backed and
herring gulls. It is a lovely sight, as one walks through the

sand-hills onto the beach, to see these handsome birds rising

from the long stretch of sand in a huge black and white cloud.

Most of them return as swiftly to the feast, and here and there

a. sagacious bird flies up with an extra large or hard mussel and

macks it by dropping it from a height on to the shingle.

The first signs of the breeding season were noted on April

10th
;

sheld-ducks were inspecting nesting holes in the dunes,

oyster-catchers were in pairs and ringed plovers were making

scrapes.

Sandwich terns appeared on April 29th and were seen flying

along the shore in an easterly direction. Soon after this some

settled down on the Island and the first eggs were laid on May
15th. They gradually increased in number and eventually

formed six separate colonies, each of which consisted of about

250 nests, in the dune area at the western end of the Island.

The common terns nested between the colonies of Sandwich

terns and spread well down the dunes in an easterly direction.

Unfortunately there was a very high mortality among the

jarly-hatched chicks and few of these survived. There

seemed to be no obvious reason for this as there was plenty of
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food. It would appear that common tern chick9 are less

robust than those of other species of terns or are possibly more

prone to disease, for in exactly the same conditions there is

hardly any mortality among the chicks of the Sandwich or of

the little terns. It has been suggested that inter-breeding

may be responsible, and it would be interesting to know whether,

the same thing happens on other terneries as regularly as it

does at both Scolt Head and Blakeney Point.

One pair of roseates nested on the Island this season and

successfully reared two chicks.

In the following list of breeding birds estimated numbers

are given :

—

Common tern . . . About the usual number nested but

few except late-hatched chicks were

reared.

Sandwich tern

Little tern . .

.

Roseate

Oyster-catcher

Ringed plover

An estimate of 1000 nests most of

which hatched successfully.

Rather fewer than usual.

One pair which reared two young.

All the usual sites were occupied.

As many as usual on the ternery and

along the beaches, and rather more in

the Hut dune area, though possibly

these may have moved from the House

hills where target-practice would have

disturbed them.

Redshank A good average number judging by the

number of young seen near the ternery

and elsewhere.

Mallard Four ne9ts were found but the number

of young seen in July showed that

more than this number of broods had

been reared.

Sheld-duck Many came to grief looking for holes

in the target-area. Some hatched

successfully for several broods of young

were seen in the creek.
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Green plover It seems improbable that they could
have bred in the conditions which
existed on their usual nesting ground,

but continuous target-practice made
it impossible to ascertain.

Black-headed gull ... The same as above. Those eggs found
on the ternery were picked up, for it

is impracticable to have them nesting

there.

Swallow A pair nested over the door of the Hut.

Wheatear Three pairs around the Hut dunes.

There were the usual number of larks, linnets, meadow pipits

and pied wagtails.

Birds of passage noted during the summer and autumn are

as follows :

—

Common redstart. Some on the Hut hurdles on May 4th and
on September 18th, when there was slight fog and a hold-up

of many small birds all ^long the coast.

Pied flycatcher. A number seen around the Hut and on the

bushes on September 18th.

Black-tailed godwit. Four noted on May 16th and twenty,

in fine summer plumage on the beach on June 6th.

Black tern. One flew past Chestney’s boat as he rowed
home on May 23rd. He also saw one over the harbour on
September 16th.

Arctic skua. On June 25th a bird of the more uncommon
light form was noted. Of those seen later in the summer and
autumn all were of the dark variety.

Great skua. Two were flying over the sea on August 28th.

There are three records of birds seen inland from Brancaster

which are of interest :

—

A stone curlew was flushed on the uplands during a shoot at

Hunstanton on September 25th when Chestney was loading for

Mr. Bury.

A common buzzard was seen on the same day.

Several magpies seen from the bus between Brancaster

Staithe and King’s Lynn. These birds once rare in Norfolk

have increased very much the last few years probably because

of the absence of so many game-keepers.
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The western half of the Island is still used as an artillery

practice range and although at first the damage done appeared
superficial, the cumulative effect of constant shelling is very
serious. It would seem that firing at one target goes on until

everything round it is flattened
; not a tree remains in the

House Hill plantation, and to the west of it the dunes have
been so completely removed as to leave no protection against
the inroads of the sea. If it breaks through here, as it well may
do, the Overy end of the island will be completely cut off.

CLEY AND SALTHOUSE

The work of repairing the damage to the East Bank, caused
by the inrush of the sea in the April gale of 1943, was going on
all through the winter. This disturbance, and the mild winter,

was probably the reason for there being so few birds of interest

seen at Cley during the first few months of 1944. Moreover
the marsh has not yet recovered from the effects of the flooding,

and it is unlikely to be attractive either to ducks or waders
until the drainage system is improved and the salt conditions
eradicated.

On April 6th the weather turned suddenly warm and the
first swallows were seen passing westward. On the same day
Sandwich terns were heard calling out at sea but they did not
stop. On April 12th a bittern on the marsh was trying its

voice and by the end of the month was booming all day long.

By the end of May a few pairs of Sandwich terns and some
common terns, had settled down on a small island of Salthouse
Broad close to the beach. Later Chestney waded across from
the East Bank and counted twenty nests but it is doubtful
whether the young were reared, for now that the shingle beach
is so much lower the sea percolates through it very easily and
the marsh is very liable to shallow flooding.

Two pairs of bitterns again nested at Cley. On July 7th
Chestney watched an adult repeatedly attack a harrier, and
concluded it was protecting its young. On July 10th he heard
one booming again on the marsh in front of Watchers Cottage,
a late date, which leads one to suppose that a pair had been
unsuccessful in rearing young earlier and were nesting again.

Of the summer visitors the most interesting record is of two
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spoonbills which flew in from the sea on June 8th and settled

on the Big Pool. These birds remained on the marsh for some
days.

A few ruffs and reeves arrived at the end of July and with
greenshanks, green and common sandpipers were commonly
seen throughout August.

The misty weather of September 23rd brought in a number
of small birds among them common redstarts and flycatchers.

Mrs. jopling found a pied flycatcher in one of the bedrooms at

Great Eye Folly, Salt house.

Wigeon began to arrive in the third week of September and
by the 28th a flock of 200 could be seen on the shallow pools

of the marsh opposite the cottage where Chestney wa9 then

planting a Lonicera hedge.

The first fieldfares came in from the sea on October 12th, and
on the same day very large flocks of starlings were seen travel-

ling westward.

There was a definite movement of small birds on October

18th and numbers of skylarks, fieldfares, blackbirds and a few

wrens were seen along the East bank.

BLAKENEY POINT

Thursday, July 6th, proved a good choice of day for a visit

to the Point
;

it was fine and warm for once and there was no

aerial target practice going on over the area, so it was possible

to walk over the fernery at leisure and in comfort.

The common terns were spread out over a much larger area

than usual and were nesting along the whole length of beach

from the Far Point to the Big Low. Compared with the number

of parent birds there were very few chicks, and it was

obvious that the nesting season had been a disastrous one at

least for most of the earlier-hatched ones. It has been suggested

that although there was apparently plenty of herring syle and

whitebait about they must have been difficult to catch in the

high winds and constant rain of the early summer. The parent

bird, if away from the nest too long, returns to find the newly-

hatched chicks cold and lifeless, and Chestney has often seen

them stamping on the chicks in an apparent effort to revive

them. Whatever the reason the infant mortality was

obviously enormous.
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There were a few nests of the Sandwich tern on the Far Point

scattered around one or two newly-formed dunes there.

The little terns were not so numerous as usual. This has

also been noted at Scolt Head this season, and Major Buxton
reports that none have nested on the beach at Horsey.

BIRD NOTES FROM HORSEY

By Major A. Buxton

For two summers my garden, which since the flood provides

the only cover in the parish suitable for birds that like the

shelter of trees and bushes, has been dominated by a pair of

brown owls. My rule has been to leave well alone and let

•everything fight it out without interference—a rule that has
never been broken except in the case of one little owl, which
sat on a coop and ate somebody else’s chickens. Now I have
been driven to break the rule again over the brown owls,

which have for two seasons instituted a reign of terror. In

1943 they discovered that they could break into some of my
tit boxes and they ate nearly all the young tits in the garden
in addition to killing off practically every other bird that hatched
including young wood pigeons, jays, blackbirds, thrushes, etc.

I further suspect them of complicity in the disappearance of a
pair of lesser spotted woodpeckers. Nothing had any peace
and the terrified chatter was incessant, but still I held my hand.
In 1944 they again started on the tit boxes, killed full-grown

plovers and cuckoos and heaven knows what else
;

they even
attacked and seriously wounded the keeper’s cat and so terrified

the animal that it hardly ventured from the house, and when
it did so maintained a constant and terrified watch on the sky.

The cat is still a nervous wreck and, with a charming family
of terrier puppies disporting themselves on the lawn, I felt that
an end must be made of the pair of rogues before worse accidents

occurred. The owls and their family are dead, but brown owls
are common enough and I hope that they will be replaced by a
better-mannered pair.

The summer of 1944 was the most disappointing season
that I can remember at Horsey. The scarcity of short-tailed
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field mice no doubt accounted for the absence of long and short-

eared owls and the scarcity of kestrels, but I can think of no

reason for the lack of many other birds. In 1943 there were

a great number of sedge warblers
;

in 1944 these were

reduced to a mere sprinkling and yet reed warblers came
in force. Garden and grasshopper warblers, greater and lesser

whitethroats were all very scarce and no willow wrens

remained to breed. On the other hand blackcaps were more

numerous in the garden than in any previous season. Spotted

flycatchers, of which we have always had at least two pairs

round the house, were reduced to one pair at the back

premises. A similar reduction is reported from other houses

and gardens in the County. Tits, thrushes, robins and wrens

were far below normal and the volume of sound came from

blackcaps, blackbirds and wood pigeons.

Two blackcaps, one on either side of the house, were singing

up to mid-July with a persistence which proved that one can

have too much of a good thing. I presume that this late

singing meant that they had failed to find or had lost their

mates
;
or possibly it pointed to some disaster to their nest, an

occurrence which always prefaces a renewed burst of song.

Just outside the parish are some tall thick fences by the side

of a road which in some years are frequented by three or four

pairs of red-backed shrikes
;
there were none at all last summer.

The village postman reported a great grey shrike in April, and

although I did not see the bird myself his excellent description

of it and its habits leaves no doubt of its identity. No golden

oriole has been seen or heard for the second year in succession,

and only one pied flycatcher and one ring ouzel were noticed

passing through in the spring.

An experiment in reseeding marshes has resulted in a much

better crop of orach than of grass and it was interesting to find

that yellow wagtails were particularly numerous in the area

covered by this hideous plant, which ran rampant over the

salted marshes after the sea-flood of 1938. This confirms my
conviction that the marked increase in yellow wagtails since the

flood has been due to the presence of some insect that likes salt-

loving plants, possibly an insect in some way connected with

orach.
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I have recently come across instances of blackbirds which

are freaks in their musical performances. One which lives in

the Close in Norwich developed a peculiar song in the summer

of 1943 and again this year, but although I suspect it of being

the same bird the note was not the same in the two seasons.

This summer it resembled the double whistle (first note high

and the second low) with which human beings call the attention

of a friend and I think that this bird was imitating a boy. A
Horsey blackbird introduced at the end of his song a very

ugly screeching whistle and again has only done so late in

the summer.

In 1943 there appeared to be for certain birds a banned area

east of a line running roughly along the Hickling-Horsey

boundary past Blackfleet Broad and no shoveller, teal, bearded

tit or water-rail apparently bred there. This year the line was

not so marked and a few of these birds began to en-

croach across it. At least two pairs of water-rails

established themselves to the east of it and I have reason to

believe that a pair of Garganeys did so, but no common
teal or shovellers. A distant explosion has the same effect on

on a water-rail as on a pheasant, except that it makes it

squeal and groan instead of crow.

The bearded tit behaviour has been peculiar
;

a fair number

wintered round Horsey Mere and two pairs in early April, which

looked as if they had settled down to breed, disappeared again.

Late in May however one pair was definitely located and after

much trouble I found the nest when the hen was laying—the

first on the Horsey property, I believe, since the flood.

My conclusion is that food for the young bearded tits and

certain other birds is only just beginning to reappear in thi9

area, which received a very big dose of salt.

The bittern population was most disappointing and I doubt

if there were a quarter of the birds which bred in 1943. I can

think of no reason to account for the shortage which was

apparent in the winter as well as in the spring. There were

only three males booming at Horsey in 1944 and they were very

late getting into full voice.

In 1943 there were two nests of marsh harrier at Horsey and

two at Hickling
;
and one nest of Montagu’s harrier at Horsey.
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This year a number of marsh harriers appeared early in April

and I found two nests. Then both the cocks disappeared and
the hens which depend on them for their food naturally deserted.

One of the cocks was found shot. The same fate apparently

awaited the pair of Montagu’s soon after they had settled in

their nesting site. The hold of the harriers as breeding birds

in Norfolk, and indeed in the British Isles has always been

precarious. Nearly everyman’s hand is against them and I

can see little hope of preventing their complete disappearance

unless an area large enough to cover their wide hunting range

is made permanently safe from gun and trap. People in

England have, since the introduction of game preservation,

become accustomed to the absence or scarcity of birds of prey,

and the theory is widespread that if you have birds of prey

you cannot have anything else. Those who have travelled

must however have realised that this is untrue : birds of prey

must of course destroy great numbers of other birds, but the

supply seems somehow to meet the demand. One of the most

noted examples is the marshy area on the delta of the Guadel-

quiver in the south of Spain called the Goto de Donana. It

swarms with birds and beasts of prey—eagles, harriers and

other hawks as well as lynx, wild cats, stoats and other hunters

in numbers sufficient to break a keeper’s heart, but there is

plenty for all of them to eat. I have never seen elsewhere such

quantities of wildfowl and waders, or such a mass of bird-life

of every kind. Perhaps without the birds and beasts of prey

there would be more still, but to some of us at least, it would

be much less interesting—in fact it would be unnatural and

that is the last thing that a nature reserve should be.

In the autumn of 1944 there was a marked increase of king-

fishers at Horsey which became far more numerous on the

Mere and along the dykes than I have ever seen them. Owing

to lack of suitable sites they hardly ever breed in the parish. I

have only found one nest there since 1930 and that came to

nought owing to the intrusion of rats.

At the end of September, for the first time since the sea-flood

of 1938, I saw several herons stalking about in the middle of a

marsh near Horsey Mill. I have learnt from experience that

they are stalking moles. The presence of the moles on these

marshes means either that at long last the earthworms are
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beginning to spread from what was Horsey Island over the

land that was flooded by the sea or that some worm eggs

survived the flood and have now hatched. In Holland small

worms reappeared in a flooded area (Anna Paulowna polder)

the third year after flooding, and if the eggs remain hatchable

for three years it seems possible that they might last for five or

six. At Horsey all earth worms were killed by the sea flood

except those on Horsey island and on one or two stretches of

bank that were just clear of the water.

On a single day in August Mr. George Crees saw three ospreys

over Horsey Mere. One was sitting on the remains of a wooden

target on the mere, a second flew off from a dead tree and the

third was circling high overhead.

There has been since the flood only one suitable place for

woodcock at Horsey, namely the Hall garden, which makes

knowledge of their movements handy to acquire. We have

learned to expect them during the full moon at any date after

October 15th and especially if there is a strong west wind blow-

ing at the time, which presumably makes them drop into the

first available covert after a hard passage across the North Sea.

This year the dates of the autumn full moons were on October

2nd which was too early, and October 31st. At the latter

period there were strong west winds blowing and the garden

was full of woodcock although none had been there previously

this season.

There appeared to be something peculiar about the weed

in Horsey Mere in the Autumn of 1944. On most days in

summer and autumn there had been between fifty and one

hundred swans on the Mere, but diving duck had been almost

absent up to November 25th. Until that date there had been

nothing but a small flock of golden eye and tufted duck,

about fifty coots and no pochard. Moreover the divers all fed

at the east end of the Mere whatever the wind, which pre-

sumably means that there was no suitable weed elsewhere on

the mere.
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NORFOLK BIRD NOTES

By Michael Seago

Whitlingham Sewage Farm

Gadwall.—A party of six were seen on August 5th, a single

bird on 7th, and one on 12th.

Dunlin.—A juvenile arrived on August 10th and stayed two
days.

Ruff.—An adult male with white neck flecked black seen

from July 25th to 29th. A reeve arrived on August 7th and

stayed until 12th. A juvenile was present on August 18th.

Common Sandpiper.—Numbers passed through from August

10th to September 17th.

Wood Sandpiper.—Single birds were identified on August

12th, 15th and 23rd.

Green Sandpiper.—A good many seen from July 28th

•onwards; two were still there on November 4th. On several

occasions eight or nine were seen together, and on August

29th two were seen displaying, “ leap-frogging ” over one

another with outspread tails and half opened wings.

Greenshank.—A Party of three arrived on August 23rd,

increasing to five on 29th, and remaining till September 3rd.

Breydon Water

Little Bunting.—An adult, which I believed to be of this

species, was seen on a telegraph wire next to the estuary wall

on September 10th. It looked like a small female reed bunting

the size of a linnet. The upper-parts were brown streaked

darker, the underparts were lighter streaked with black. The

crown and sides of face were rich chestnut brown, and between

the crown and cheeks was a very noticeable black stripe. The

call notes were identical to those in the “ Handbook.”

Snow-Bunting.—Large flocks seen up to mid-March when

they all left. First autumn arrivals seen October 6th, and big

numbers again by the end of the month.

Shore-Lark.—Small parties of three seen during January.

Twite.—Large numbers arrived early in November.

Rock-Pipit.—Several seen during November.

Wheatear.—Birds on autumn passage seen from July 15th

to September 22nd.
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Whinchat.—Passage birds seen on September 3rd.

Short-eared Owl.—Three seen on marshes September 30th,

and single birds on October 3rd and October 6th.

Peregrine Falcon.—One seen in January chasing a skylark.

Grey Lag-goose.—A party of ten arrived on estuarjr

September 25th.

Pink-foot and White-fronted Geese.—Large flocks of both

species fed on the marshes up to the end of February, and I last

saw them on March 19th. Amongst these were several bean

geese. A great horde of at least four thousand were seen on

December 29th, 1943. First autumn arrivals seen on Septem-

ber 30th.

Sheld-Duck.—A few pairs bred in the vicinity, bringing their

young on to the estuary in July. Over three hundred spent

the winter here, and large numbers are returning now in

October and November.

Mallard.—Great numbers of immigrants seen from January

to March.

Gadwall.—Saw an adult on July 15th.

Teal.—Numbers remained on the estuary till March with

the other duck. A big number arrived October 25th.

Wigeon.—The mild winter was an exceptionally good

one for this species, and in January over two thousand

five hundred were here, a thousand remained in February, and

in March the spring passage birds passed through in great

packs. Late stragglers remained until May 13th. First

autumn birds arrived September 3rd, and large numbers

returned in October.

Pintail.—A small flock of thirty spent the winter here, and

during the spring passage north in March fine flocks of about

fifty were seen. First autumn arrivals seen September 25th.

Shoveler.—Several remained on the estuary all winter and
during March a large number of passage migrants passed

through.

Black-necked Grebe.—-Saw an adult diving in one of the

drains on January 11th. The upturned bill and black of

crown extending over eye were both noted.
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Bar-tailed Godwit.—Small flocks of passage migrants seen

in May, amongst them birds in the red. During the autumn
very few passed through, indeed black-tailed outnumbered

them.

Black-tailed Godwit.—Several passed through during the

autumn, some still in summer plumage. I saw two on August

13th, one on 26th, three on September 1st, seven on 6th, one

on 10th, one on 21st, one on 22nd, and one on 30th.

Curlew.—’Great numbers passed through during spring and

autumn migrations. A pack of over three hundred were here

in early September.

Whimbrel.—A very large migration took place on May 7th,

when the flat9 were covered with them. First autumn birds

passed through on July 15th, and last ones seen on September

18th.

Knot.—A big flock arrived early in August, amongst them

some birds in the red. Throughout the autumn the species was

numerous together with dunlin, ringed plover, sanderling and

redshank.

Common Sandpiper.—Last autumn bird seen October 17th.

My latest date for this species is October 31st, 1942.

Wood Sandpiper.—Single birds seen here, where it is rare,

on August 9th, 13th and 16th.

Green Sandpiper.—Several passed through during August

and September. The first one was seen July 31st.

Spotted Redshank.—During the autumn migration I saw

one on September 6th, one on 9th, five on 10th, two on October

3rd, two on 6th, one on 8th, one on 12th, two on 25th, and one

on November 1st.

Greenshank.—Birds on autumn passage seen from early

August to September 28th. A party of twelve arrived on

August 26th.

Golden Plover.—First autumn birds seen August 4th, the

earlier arrivals were still in faded breeding plumage. A great

number arrived on November 1st, in flocks of from fifty to

two hundred.

Grey Plover.—On August 13th, I saw one in full nuptial

plumage, this is my earliest date for its autumn return. Several

other black-breasted birds were seen during August.
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Turnstone.—Small flocks seen in May and again in August

and September. Those in the spring were in full breeding

plumage. I also saw a pair on February 13th, this species is

rare here in winter.

Oyster-Catcher.—Two pairs of non-breeders remained the

whole summer, leaving in September.

Common and Little Tern.—From the end of July to early

September large numbers of terns were fishing for whitebait

on Breydon.

Iceland Gull.—An adult seen on the wall on January 11th.

It was standing next to an adult herring gull, and this was

helpful for identification. In flight the absence of black on

the primaries and long pointed wings were noted.

General Notes

Siskin.—I saw several at Postwick and Thorpe in January,

May, July, August, October and November. It is exceptional

to see the bird here in the summer.

Gadwall.—One shot at Little Melton on January 22nd, two

seen at Postwick on February 19th, and two at Rockland

Broad on October 11th.

Waxwing.—I watched two feeding on haws at Stoke Holy

Cross on February 20th.

Willow Tit.—A pair seen at Postwick on April 11th.

Nightjar.—Colony of several pairs located in open woodland

next to the Plumstead Road two miles from Norwich.

Jack Snipe.—Late spring birds seen at Postwick, April 7th,

and 11th. Also seen at Breydon during October.

Swallow.—A late bird was seen on November 2nd.

Terns.—During September large numbers of Sandwich,

Arctic, common and little terns were to be seen on and off

Yarmouth beach. It is reported that common and little terns

and ringed plover all bred on the beach at Yarmouth and

Caister.

Whimbrel.—A party of twelve flew over Great Plumstead on

September 2nd.

Cuckoo.—A late adult with no nape patch was seen on

August 24th.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

Golden Oriole

On August 17th Mr. R. W. E. Smith saw an oriole perched

on an elm tree in the vicinity of Downham Market. He had
a good view of it through field-glasses, and saw the birds again

on four separate occasions later.

Hoopoe
A hoopoe was shot at Salthouse at the beginning of April.

One seen on October 10th at Greenlands Farm, Gayton.

(David McLean).

Waxwing
On February 15th two were seen feeding on the berries of a

hawthorn close by the playground of the village school at

Stoke Holy Cross. They remained for several days, and were

not at all disturbed by the children playing so close to them.

Grey Wagtail
A pair nested at Taverham Mill again after an interval ot

several years. These birds are often seen in Norfolk during the

winter months, and one was noted at Taverham by Mr.

Robinson on Christmas Day, 1943.

Quail

At the beginning of August when Mr. E. C. Keith was riding

over a grass field at Barsham, his horse almost trod on a quail.

He says, “ It flew like a Jack snipe but quite straight, and

dropped like a stone into some standing barley.”

This bird has been known to breed in north and north-west

Norfolk for some years, but because of its skulking habits it

is seldom seen.

Fulmar Petrel

The fulmars arrived at the Sheringham cliffs on April 18th,.

a few days earlier than last year. The hole first used in

1940 was again occupied and also another one nearer Wey-
bourne. The birds were last seen on July 21st. (J. Barsham).

Osprey

Frequent reports of ospreys seen during the summer and

autumn have come in from different parts of Norfolk. On
May 7th there was one at Hickling

;
Major Buxton’s keeper

watched three over Horsey Mere at the beginning of August ;
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another was seen over Suffield Park by Dr. Ley during the last

week of the same month, and there was one at Woodbastwick

on September 19th (B.B.R.).

Little Auk
On November 8th Dr. Lej^ saw a tiny sea bird which he

believed to be a little auk fly past the Wellington pier at

Yarmouth.

The following species were mentioned by the late Mr. Jim

Vincent in letters received from him during the summer :

—

Little Gull Temminck’s Stint Black-tailed Godwit

These three species, and the osprey reported above, were

all seen at Hickling on May 7th. The previous night was a

very stormy one.

Ruff and Reeve
There were thirty-six on the Rush Hills and Swimcotes on

September 4th, the largest number seen together during his

long career at Hickling.

Spotted Redshank also seen on September 4th.

Marsh Harrier

A pair bred in the Catfield area, and later were frequently

seen at Hickling with one young bird of the season.

Strange Nesting Sites.

A pair of bearded tits built a nest in the reed fence of a

shooting butt, and a reed-warbler hatched its brood only one

and a half feet away in the same fence.

Mr. N. Tracey sends the following note on the birds nesting

in his woods at North Wootton :

—

Common Redstarts

These were plentiful. Six pairs nested in the wood and there

were others in neighbouring ones.

Wood Warblers
A bird was first heard singing on April 23rd, and on the 30th

eight cocks were singing. Unfortunately the weather then

turned very cold and most of these birds passed on, but one

pair remained to nest.
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Woodcock

Eight pairs bred in the immediate neighbourhood.

Willow Tits

A good average number bred in and around the wood.

These birds are very local in Norfolk.

Snipe Carrying its Young

The note which follows does not relate to the past year, but

is included because of its special interest. It comes from Mr.

H. Temple Owen of Moor Lodge, Reepham.

He was walking down a lane past the house in early May when
his attention was attracted by a snipe calling close at hand.

The bird, with several young, was in a ditch full of mud and

watercress, and from a distance of about three yards was seen

to pick up one of the chicks and carry it between its legs in the

direction of Booton Common (a fen only two meadows distant).

It was expected that the parent bird would return for the rest

of the young but it did not do so, and they soon disappeared

from view.

Signed (on behalf of the Council of the Norfolk Naturalists

Trust)

Constance E. Gay, Secretary.
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VIII

FAUNA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK

BIRDS, 1934—1943

Review by M. Seago.

The following list contains records of rare birds that have

visited Norfolk during the ten years ending December 31st,

1943. It includes notes on the status of some of the rare species

that nest in the county.

Raven.

—

One at Salthouse, November 1st, 1936 (R. M.

Garnett).

Rose Coloured Starling.—A female at Kelling, 7th July,

1937 (R. M. Garnett and J. C. Harrison).

Golden Oriole.

—

Fifteen recorded in the period under

review, almost all at Horsey in May and June (A. Buxton).

Mealy Redpoll.—A male at Clev, 25th to 28th April, 1935

(R. M. Garnett).

Cirl Bunting.—A pair at Hickling, 13th April, 1936 (C. A.

Norris).

Ortolan Bunting.—Four at Salthouse, 12th to 16th May,

1937 (D. Powell).

Rustic Bunting.—A female at Hickling, 28th April, 1935

(J. Vincent).

Richard’s Pipit.

—

One at Hickling, 18th to 20th September,

1936 and another in the same locality, 2nd October, 1942

(J. Vincent).

Water Pipit.—J. Vincent reported seeing at Hickling two

on 17th September, 1936 ;
one on 27th March, 1937

;
one 24th

to 25th March, 1938, and one 29th April, 1942.

Blue-Headed Wagtail.

—

A pair bred at Hickling in 1940

(J. Vincent).

Syke’s Wagtail.

—

A pair of wagtails, the male resembling

this form, bred at Hickling in 1940. Another abnormal pair

bred there in 1941. A pair of Sykes’s were seen at Hickling on

8th June, 1943, “ the male was displaying and judging from

their behaviour the pair were nesting” (J. Vincent).

Black-Headed Wagtail.—One believed seen at ( ley by

the watcher, 13th April, 1939.
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Grey-Headed Wagtail.

—

A male at Hickling, 11th to

21st May, 1936 (J. Vincent).

Grey Wagtail.

—

A pair nested at Ellingham Mill in 1937

(Mrs. Smith).

Willow Tit.—A pair bred at Kelling in 1935 (R. M.

Garnett). Two pairs bred at Hickling (J. Vincent) and one

pair at South Wootton (N. Tracy) in 1939. One pair bred at

Hickling in 1941 (J. Vincent).

Bearded Tit.—

G

reatly reduced in numbers by the severe

winters of 1939 and 1940, but now somewhat recovered.

Woodciiat Shrike.—One on Sheringham Common, 16th

May, 1942 (J. Marsham).

Waxwing.—Small immigrations recorded several years,

November to March. Party of sixteen seen by J. Vincent on

27th September, 1942, the earliest recorded date of arrival

here in autumn.

Red-Breasted Flycatcher.

—

One at Salthouse, 21st

September, 1936 (Miss Barclay). Two at Scolt Head in early

October, 1937 (D. Powell). An adult male at Hickling, 3rd

September, 1941 (J. Vincent) and another adult male at Gt.

Plumstead, 20th September, 1941 (M. Seago). One at Gt.

Yarmouth, 11th September, 1943 (Dr. Ley).

Firecrest.—One seen 22nd January to 12th February,

1935, at Kelling (W. Alexander).

Pallas’s Warbler.—One seen during a large-scale hold up

of migrants on 12th September, 1943, along the Waxham Cut

wall near Hickling (J. Vincent).

Great Reed Warbler.—One probably seen at Hickling by

one of the reed-cutters on 16th May, 1941 (J. Vincent).

Aquatic Warbler.—One at Salthouse, 12th May, 1937

(D. Powell).

Barred Warbler.—One at Salthouse, 27th August, 1936

(M. Barclay and others).

Alpine Swift.—One seen over Hickling Broad by J. Vincent,

3rd September, 1935.

Hoopoe.—Single birds were reported as seen at Catfield Hall

on 29th May, 1937 (Lord W. Percy) and at Horsey, 2nd and

3rd May, 1942 (A. Buxton).

Roller.—One seen by J. Vincent at Hickling in 1938.
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Great Spotted Cuckoo.—An adult was seen at Hickling on

29th July, 1941 (J. Vincent, British Birds, November, 1941).

Snowy Owl.—One at Gunton on 27th October, 1938 (Colonel

Meiklejohn).

Hobby.—A pair bred in Norfolk in 1934, but when the eggs

were near hatching on 26th July, the birds disappeared.

Marsh Harrier.—Two pairs bred in 1934, 1935 and 1936 ;

there were four pairs here in 1937 but all disappeared and no

young were reared. In 1938 two pairs nested but only one

young bird was hatched. In 1939 two pairs came and there

was one family of young ;
in 1940 one pair nested but deserted

the eggs
;
1941 : three pairs, but only one brood reared

;
1942 :

one male, with two females, both of which had nests with

broods ;
1943 : four pairs bred and fifteen young were ringed.

Montagu’s Harrier.—Two pairs bred in 1934 ;
out of four

pairs which came in 1935, all the males ‘ disappeared, but

two broods were reared
;
there were two pairs, with one young

bird hatched in 1937 ;
in 1942, two females with one male

produced five young which flew
;

one pair bred in 1943.

Goshawk.—One at Hickling, 25th November, 1942 (J.

Vincent, in British Birds

)

and one at Elmham, 7th December,

1942 (H. Wormald).

Kite.—One seen, but the species undetermined, by E. Piggin

at Hickling on 31st March, 1942 (J. Vincent).

White-Tailed Eagle.—One in Gunton Park, 27th October,

1936 (M. Barclay, British Birds xxx, 7). An immature bird

arrived at Hickling on 22nd November, 1940 and remained

until the end of the year, returning on 25th February, 1941

and staying a considerable while (J. Vincent). One was seen

also near Narford Hall on 23rd December, 1940 and thereafter

at frequent intervals (including 25th February) until 19th

March, 1941. Another, also immature, arrived at Hickling on

11th February, 1942 and stayed for a long time (J. Vincent).

An immature bird was again seen at Narford (Mrs. MacAlistar)

at the end of January, 1942, but did not make a long stay

there. One was seen by Dr. Sumpter at Brancaster Staithe on

8th March, 1942.

Honey Buzzard.—An immature bird was seen at Catfield

on 29th September, 1934 (Lord W. Percy).
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White Stork.—One over Hickling Broad, 14th June, 1942

(J. Vincent).

Spoonbill.—The largest party seen during the period under

review was a flock of fifteen at Cley on 4th July, 1940. The
latest date was 22nd November, 1936 (R. Harrison).

Glossy Ibis.—One seen at Hickling Broad on 12th Novem-
ber, 1943, by E. Piggin (J. Vincent).

Purple Heron.—An adult seen by J. Vincent at Wheatfen

Broad, 7th June, 1936.

Squacco Heron.—An adult was seen at Hickling from 22nd

to 27th July, 1936 (J. Vincent, British Birds, xxxvi.)

Little Bittern.—One at Hickling, 2nd August, 1942 (J.

Vincent, British Birds, xxxvi.)

Flamingo.—One was seen by the watcher on Breydon from

14th to 23rd July, 1934.

Garganey.—Between two and five pairs bred annually at

Hickling (J. Vincent).

Common Pochard.—Bred at Hickling in 1937 and 1940

(J. Vincent).

Ferruginous Duck.—A male was shot at Hickling, 13th

January, 1941. Four were seen on the Yare at Postwick, 22nd

January, 1942 (M. Seago) and one at Hickling, 2nd May, 1943

(J. Vincent).

Leach’s Fork-Tailed Petrel.—Single birds were picked up

at Cromer, 11th September, 1937; Blakeney, 27th October,

1939, and Breydon marshes, 7th November, 1943.

Great Shearwater.-

—

One picked up dead on Cley beach,

27th October, 1939.

Fulmar Petrel.—Birds ‘ present ’ on Sheringham cliff in

1940 (three), 1942 (four) and 1943 (seven)—J. Marsham.

Great Snipe.

—

One at Hickling, 2nd January, 1939 (J.

Vincent).

Southern Dunlin.—A pair bred successfully at Salthouse

in 1938
(
British Birds, July, 1938) and again twice unsuccess-

fully there in 1939.

Temminck’s Stint.—Twenty-four have been recorded in

these ten years.

Solitary Sandpiper.—One at Hickling, 1st and 2nd

August, 1942 (J. Vincent, British Birds, xxxvi).
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Little Ringed Plover.-—One at Hickling in the spring

of 1940 (Miss C. E. Gay and J. Vincent) and a pair on Breydon,

14th June, 1943 (M. Seago).

Kentish Plover.—Single birds seen on Scolt Head, 7th

July, 1937 (Miss J. M. Ferrier)
;

others at Blakeney Point,

September, 1938 (R. Goodman) and Cley marsh, 24th Septem-

ber, 1938 (N. Tracy and C. Gibbs).

Northern Golden Plover.—One identified at Salthouse,

18th May, 1935 (R. M. Garnett) and two seen there 5th May,

1937 (Miss Van-Oostveen).

Avocet.-—A flock of sixteen was seen on Breydon in August,

1935, the largest number recorded here for many years.

Common Crane.—Two at Salthouse, 6th May, 1937 (R. M.

Garnett)
;

two seen over Scolt Head, 12th May, 1938 (C.

Chestney)
;

one at Hickling, 21st May, 1939, was joined by

another on the 23rd (J. Vincent).

Black Tern.—Between 150 and 200 seen passing through

Hickling on 14th May, 1938.

Whiskered Tern.—Single birds seen at Hickling by J.

Vincent on 4th and 5th June, 1939, 3rd May, 1942, 30th June,

1942 and 11th July, 1943.

White-Winged Black Tern.

—

Single birds seen at Salt-

house, 10th June, 1936 (R. M. Garnett)
;

Horsey Mere, 1934

(A. Buxton)
;

Hickling, 22nd and 25th June, 1937 (J. Vincent)

and Blakeney Point, September, 1938 (W. Eales).

Gull Billed Tern.—Single birds seen at Hickling by J.

Vincent on 27th June, 14th June, 1938, in 1941 and 26th May,

1943.

Sooty Tern.—One reported as seen at Blakeney on 11th

September, 1935 (J. Sladen Wing, British Birds, xxix, 187).

Sabine’s Gull.—An immature bird on Hickling Broad,

19th September, 1935 (J. Vincent).

Mediterranean Black-Headed Gull.—One ‘ almost cer-

tainly of this species ’ seen at Hickling Broad, 10th October,

1939 (J. Vincent).

Iceland Gull.—Over twelve recorded between 1934 and

1943, including one as late as 6th June, 1936 (J. Vincent).

Purple Gallinule.—A bird of the year stayed on a

flooded marsh at Horsey, from September 8th to October

2nd, 1937 (A. Buxton).
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IX

POSSIBLE CHANGES IN THE PRACTICE OF SPORT.

Bv Anthony Buxton.

The upheaval of war may produce changes in the life of this

country, among these possibly changes in our attitude to sport.

Any such changes must have an effect on wild life and are

therefore a matter of importance to naturalists, whether they

have sporting instincts or not. Sport is conducted in different

ways in different countries and the effects on wild life of the

various systems are therefore already known. It may perhaps

be of interest to review impartially some of these systems and

the resulting conditions.

Nobody ,who has had experience abroad, could contend

that our practice in sport is democratic. The nearest approach

to democratic sport, apart from shooting on the coast, that I

know of in England, is the system of sporting licenses in the

New Forest. A number of such licenses are issued each year to

local inhabitants entitling them to kill game in the forest, and I

understand that keen and active sportsmen enjoy fair sport,

provided they have good dogs. This, however is not really a

parallel case to conditions in other countries for the New Forest

is constantly restocked from the private estates that surround

and in some cases lie within its boundaries.

Switzerland is a highly developed and essentially democratic

country, and it seems therefore appropriate to begin by con-

sidering the practice in that country. The contrast between

this country and Switzerland is shown at once by the fact that

there is no private shooting or fishing in Switzerland. The

only safeguard of privacy that I can remember is the rule that

no shot may be fired in a private garden or within 200 yards of a

house. I was once abruptly reminded of this rule by a pyjamaed

figure from an open window in the early hours of the morning,

while I was casting a pack of beagles across a lawn. “ Don’t

you know ” said the voice “ that you are not allowed to shoot

within 200 yards of my house.” My reply “ I hav’nt got a

gun ” silenced the owner, who retired in amazement into his
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bedroom. The rule of free access is well illustrated by the

fact that I never had to ask leave from a single farmer to

hunt with my beagles over his land.

Apart from the rule relating to houses and gardens anyone

with a shooting licence obtained from the Canton (County)

can go where he chooses, provided that he does no damage

to crops. Similar practice obtains in regard to fishing. There

is no private water, fishing licences are cheap and the

number of licences is large. Anyone who possesses a licence

and can prove that he is there for the purpose of fishing has

a right of passage along any water course. The only exception

to this rule of access to every part of the country and to every

river and lake is certain reserves, permanent or temporary,

established by the State or the Canton. There is for instance

an extensive National Reserve established especially foi the

larger animals and birds, bears, chamois, eagles, etc., and \ alle\ s

are also closed for a period of years to all sportsmen in order to

allow the stock of game such as chamois, etc., to increase. On

rivers certain lengths are reserved for the same purpose to insure

survival of stock and as reserves from which to obtain fish for

restocking other waters.

There are no gamekeepers, in our sense of the word, but

there are gardes champetres
,
one of whose duties is to see that

there is no poaching : their work in this respect is fairly simple.

The shooting season opens in Switzerland on the first Sunday

in September and closes early in January.and during that period

anyone with a licence can shoot where he likes, except in reserves

and the immediate vicinity of a house. During the rest of

the year any shot fired constitutes poaching for there are no

exceptions such as the killing of vermin or other out of season

methods of destruction.

The effect on wild life of almost universal access by large

numbers of shooters during a short open season is profound.

In order to encourage the taking out of shooting licences the

authorities restock with a limited number of partridges

pheasants and hares obtained from abroad and give great

publicity to this restocking (repenplement de la chasse). I have

watched but not participated in the shooting on the opening

day of the season. I remember seeing three separate pairs of

sportsmen all with dogs converging on one covey of partridges.
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The result is obvious, no bird with the stay-at-home habit of

a partridge or a pheasant can survive. It is almost true to say

that they are all dead by breakfast time on the first morning,

and the vineyards, which are closed to shooting until the grape

harvest in October, only save temporarily a small proportion of

the hares. Rabbits are non-existent and in any case could not

survive. In short practically no bird or beast of sedentary

habits that is looked on as fair game can survive and stock must

be replaced each year. The only exceptions are produced by

inaccessibility or thickness of covert, such as in the case of

capercailzie, blackgame, ptarmigan and hazel hen : in fact

not many of these survive. With migratory birds the position

is different. There is a regular and comparatively short passage

of woodcock through Switzerland in November and this pro-

vides what is generally considered the best form of shooting in

the year. The woodcock are widely scattered over large tracts

of wooded mountains and to find them is no easy matter.

Special dogs, which point them, are used and carry bells on their

collars. When the bell ceases to ring the sportsman looks for

his dog—and the woodcock. Anything more than a brace in

a day is considered satisfactory and the woodcock seem to

survive the ordeal. Moreover the Swiss do uot shoot woodcock

as do the French and Belgians on the return migration in March,

when woodcock flighting may be rather deadlyq for the

birds are paired.

Much the same thing mayr be said of mallard. The

approach to wildfowl on the many open lakes is extremely

difficult. On the lake of Geneva quite a number of diving duck,

mainly pochard and tufted, spend the winter in harbours such as

the harbour of Geneva, which is surrounded by the town and

a sanctuary from shooting. This results in a rush to town of

duck from the open lake at the sound of a shot, and in the

harbour tufted and pochard have learnt that they are safe

from disturbance and swim and dive within a few yards of

steamers and ferry boats, whereas on the open lake outside

they are almost unapproachable. The toll taken of both

duck and woodcock is probably not very' serious.

I had no experience of chamois shooting in the Alps but I

gather that the system of opening and closing of valleys results

in a rapid diminution of the game after the opening of an area.
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and the slow building up of stock during a closed period. The

system has at least insured the continued existence of this

delightful animal in the Swiss Alps.

The question may well be asked whether it is not the practice

for so large a body of sportsmen (1000 shooting licences are

taken out in a year in the small Canton of Geneva alone) to

shoot at anything they see. The answer is no. Their ideas are

not quite the same as ours as to what is fair game and what is

not, but they discriminate roughly on the lines of what is good

to eat and what is not. A clear indication of the number of

shots likely to be obtained is the fact that all guns are

furnished with a sling and are normally carried slung on the

shoulder. I remember meeting a Swiss acquaintance in the

middle of the morning on the opening day. He was returning

home after shooting on the marshes of the Versoix river

since dawn and told me “ I have five pieces and therefore

I am content.” They consisted of 1 duck, 2 water hen, 1

water rail and 1 landrail.

The Swiss and the French look upon thrushes much as we do

upon snipe, and for a natural reason. They are good to eat

and they are almost entirely migratory in Switzerland and
France. Song thrushes nest sparingly in the mountain
forests, but I only knew of one place on the plain of

Geneva where they bred. They do, however, pass through

in large numbers in October and March and are generally

found in vineyards. Missel thrushes are more or less resident

in the mountains and in very hard weather fieldfares and
redwings appear by unfrozen streams and marshes. Black-

birds and small birds generally are not shot and the craze

for collecting specimens is conspicuously absent. I never saw
cases of stuffed birds in a Swiss private house, and specimens

seem entirely confined to Museums. The absence of game-
keepers means that there is no regular campaign against birds

or beasts of prey but no doubt some of the sportsmen would
during the open season shoot at buzzards, which are very

common, and at other hawks.

The Swiss do not shoot birds or beasts because they are rare,

they shoot them because they are good to eat or because their

pelts are valuable. They include foxes and badgers in the bag
for both reasons. 1 was told by a Swiss sportsman that he
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would rather eat a fox-cub than a hare, but he disliked the taste

of an old fox. No one ever says simply that he has shot a

hare or a fox. It is always a hare that weighed say 6 lbs.

and a fox whose pelt was worth 40 francs. Badgers and foxes

are fairly numerous partly owing to the extent of mountain

forests and also owing to the impossibility of digging up earths

in a rocky soil or the long land drains which the animals also

use. There is general agreement on the excellence of badger

hams.

The effect of heavy fishing is less than the effect of heavy

shooting. Except in the lakes fish consist mainly of trout

with grayling in the lower reaches of the rivers. Rivers are

restocked when necessary and as in the case of shooting the

authorities encourage the taking out of fishing licences. The

price of a licence varies according to Canton. For instance a

licence cost 5 francs for Geneva, but 45 francs for Neufchatel

and the difference was justified. Licences for netting in the

lakes are much more expensive. I fished a great deal within

reach of Geneva and consider the licence cheap for the sport

enjoyed, but it was not easy fishing for the number of fishermen

insured the death of the fools and the survival of only the in-

telligent fish. That did not spoil sport but it made success

very sweet. The valley of the Areuse near Neufchatel provides

a good example of the effects of democratic fishing. The river

is gin clear and slow, the valley is full of watch factories and a

large proportion of the hands fish. Their rods and gear are

very cheap but the difficulties of the water make essential for

success a high standard of fishing and the standard is extra-

ordinarily high. There are plenty of fish, some of them big

and there is certainly no lack of fishermen. On one occasion

five of us including myself were on one bank and two on the other

all fishing in turn for a large grayling, rising steadily in mid-

stream. After about an hour one of the fisherman on the other

bank rose and caught it, a fish of about 2 lbs. He hurled it

back in disgust for grayling at the moment were out of season,

but to hook that highly educated fish on tackle that would not

have cost over 5 francs, was a mark of real skill. There are of

course drawbacks to democratic fishing
;

five is rather a crowd

for one fish and it is a little upsetting when you have patiently

crawled to within shot of a rising trout, to hear a cheery
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greeting from an upright figure at your back as he hurls a

minnow to the spot where your fly was about to alight, but

difficulty is the essence of sport and I thoroughly enjoyed

myself in overcoming or failing to overcome it. Luckily for

the fish and for the sport generally, bad fisherman far out-

number good ones in Switzerland as elsewhere, and the

Government sees to it that the rivers are well stocked.

Much space has been devoted to Switzerland because it gives

an example of sport conducted on what might be called extreme-

ly democratic lines. To our ideas the French system is demo-

cratic enough, but it is a stage up or down (whichever you like

to call it) from Switzerland for to a limited extent there are

shooting preserves. (Chasses privees). I need not deal with

these exceptions for in most of France sportsmen can go where

they will in search of game and in their open areas the main

difference between France and Switzerland lies in the fact that

the shooting season is much longer. For instance duck and

woodcock may be, and are, shot in' France and in Belgium in

March during their Spring migration. In my opinion this is

a grave mistake from every point of view
;
both these birds are

then paired and in these two countries, although for some

reason woodcock do not stay to nest, mallard attempt to do

so and the destruction in the early Spring is very serious.

In those parts of France with which I am acquainted a

Frenchman’s idea of what is game is much the same as in

Switzerland. It is not true to say that a Frenchman shoots

at everything, but I understand that it comes nearer to the

truth in the South of France than elsewhere.

In Switzerland and in the parts of France that border it

there is a more general knowledge of natural history than in

England and there is in my experience no destruction by man-
kind of nests. Among the great number of nests that I found

I can remember no instance of wilful destruction by school-

children or anyone else. School education at least in Switzer-

land is on a very high standard and it includes education on

natural history. Among young and old the knowledge of

animals, birds and plants is very high. As an instance of

knowledge of birds by a Frenchman, I was photographing a

pair of grey-headed woodpeckers just on the French side of
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the frontier and my hide by a tree in a fence was extremely

obvious. These woodpeckers are rare in the district, but

the local farmer knew all about them and the difference

between them and green woodpeckers and was extremely

interested in the results of my photography and in the well

being of the woodpecker family. He seemed proud that they

should have nested on his land. If birds, beasts and fish have

a worse gauntlet to run in the winter in France and Switzer-

land than in this country they are much safer there than

here in the breeding season.

The next country to be taken shall be Norway, another

thoroughly democratic country, and it is of special interest

in one respect for like Scotland it is the home of grouse.

Grouse are called dal ryper in Norway and in that

country they go white in winter and have white wings even in

summer, but they are grouse all the same, behave in exactly

the same way as our grouse and make exactly the same noise

and when turned out in Scotland gradually lose their white

feathers. They constitute a parallel case to stoats, which in

Scotland nearly all go white in winter, whereas in Southern

England most of them remain brown.

Not many years ago British delegates requested the post-

ponement of an International Assembly from the beginning to

the middle of September and gave all sorts of political reasons

for their request. A Dutch delegate, who had a good working

knowledge of British habits and tastes blew these political

causes to the winds. “ I know the real reason ” he said, “ Its

grouse, grouse, grouse and nothing but grouse.” The opening of

the ryper season, wisely postponed till about August 20th in

Norway, causes quite as much excitement in that country as

does the 12th of August in this. Ryper ground in Norway is

in most places far less accessible than grouse ground in Scotland,

but large numbers of Norwegian sportsmen make expeditions

after ryper, and in most places shooting is free. I was once

on the Hardanger Vidde after ryper and as it was a good,

season for the birds I saw large numbers of them and several

golden eagles hunting them. Inaccessibility prevents I

think any danger of serious diminution by shooting, but large

numbers of ryper, many of which find their way to the

British market, are snared in the snow.
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The extent of the forest in Norway is a safeguard for other

game birds such as capercailzie, blackgame and hazel hen.

In most parts of Norway that I have visited there is a shortage
of birds of prey and I understand that the authorities have
encouraged their destruction. In my opinion they have over-

done it. Norwegians are quite as particular as we are about
what they shoot and what they do not and there is no general

destruction and no lack of those birds which find that rugged
country to their liking. I forget whether the Norwegian
Government issues shooting licenses, but I have certainly

never taken out a fishing license in that country, and have
never been able to understand the Government’s reluctance

to charge a fishing license. In view of the sport available
I cannot imagine that anyone would regret paying a
reasonable sum for their license, and the income received
might be considerable.

I have spent far less time in Sweden but learnt something
about the regulations relating to elk. Each county decides
annually, after estimating its stock of elk, the opening and
closing of the shooting season. If the stock is considered too
small they may decide that there shall be no open season at all.

In any event the season is very short, seldom longer than a
fortnight, but during that time many people are after them.
I was told that there is a far larger head of elk in the Southern
portion of the country than in the north, owing to the difficulty

of preventing poaching in the less accessible parts of Sweden.
I he Swedes seemed to me to have very much the same ideas
about sport as ourselves, and are far too interested in their

wild life to allow destruction to exceed the danger limit, and
the same may be said of the Dutch.

1 he L nited States, after an orgy of destruction, have passed
the strictest regulations concerning shooting and I understand
that these are already causing a definite improvement in the
status of game which had become dangerously low. Their
system is far more democratic than ours.

1 he Germans, Austrians and Hungarians probably know
more than anyone else in Europe about the art of stalking in
timber. M\ personal experience in this respect has been con-
fined to Austria and to a time when the habits of the country
regarding sporting facilities were no more democratic than our
own. I understand however that more recently facilities have
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been made more general, but that they are accompanied by
strict and very sensible regulations. For instance so much is

charged for the killing of a stag or chamois, and a very heavy

fine is imposed for the loss of a wounded beast. This is a good

deterrent against long shots and indiscriminate shooting.

Fishing in Austria is popular
;

in Germany it seems to be

looked upon purely from the point of view of the kitchen.

Germans, in contrast to Frenchmen, do not seem to possess

fishing instincts. The owner of an inn in Austria, much fre-

quented for fishing by foreigners stated as his opinion that out

of 10 Frenchmen all could fish, out of 10 English one, and out

of 10 Germans none. I agree with that estimate.

To sum up, in a country so generally accessible and so thickly

populated as our own, democratic practice in shooting must

either reduce to vanishing point non-migratory game, or at least

make their continued existence depend entirely, on artificial

measures such as annual re-stocking, and severe reduction of

the open season. Its effect on migratory creatures is far less,

but even for these strict and easily enforceable regulations are

required to prevent too much destruction. Fair fishing,

however heavy, will not lead to extinction but to a high level

of education in the survivors. Moreover restocking of fish

is comparatively easy. Netting, however, and other still

more destructive methods can soon lead to a dangerous

situation. On the whole it is true, however, that the more

universal the fishing, the greater is the feeling against

poaching. My capture of a notable poacher was popular.

To be more precise if we became as democratic in sport as the

Swiss, abolished private sporting rights, gave free access every-

where (except to reserves) to all holders of licences, the stock of

resident game such as pheasants and partridges, even with a

shortened shooting season, would very soon be so reduced that to

prevent extinction annual restocking would be essential. The

migratory birds, such as duck, woodcock and snipe would no

doubt be reduced, but not to extinction. Unless there were

a great advance in the knowledge of natural history in this

country, many birds and beasts, other than game, would

suffer from the introduction of more democratic legislation.

The result as regards fishing would be less drastic but fishing

standards would have to rise to compete with the rise in edu-

cation of the fish and restocking would be constantly required
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X

NORFOLK COUNTY LIST OF FUNGI—PART V.

(Continued from Trans. Norf. & Norw. Nat. Soc. XV, 227).

By G. J. Cooke.

Abbreviations as used at XIV, p. 469, with the addition of “ L.W.”

(L. S. P. Welander).

807. Cliiocybe nebularis (Batsch) Fr.—V.C. Salhouse, 2/4/1857

(R. Ward)
;
Wickmere, Scole and Sparham, Oct. and Nov. (Plowright,

1872). “ Not common in W. Norfolk ” (C.B.P.). Brandon, 8/11/1876

(C.B.P.)
;

Stratton Strawless, 18/10/1910 to 21/10/43 ;
Colney Park,

Oct. 1913
;

Beech Grove, Drayton, 11/11/14 et subseq.
;

Felthorpe,

15/11/16 (G.J.C.) ;
Holt, Dec., 1927 (C. P. Petch)

;
Framingham,

6/11/28, 6/11/30, 16/11/31, 11/11/36, 23/11/37, in a pine wood. Stratton

Strawless, 4/10/34 (B.M.S.)
;

Woodlands Park, Norwich, Dec. 1936 ;

Household, very abundant, 16/11/36—17/12/36, and on various dates
;

Newton St. Faith’s Common, 14/10/37 ;
Gt. Melton, 9/10/35 ;

Drayton

Brecks, 9/11/35 et subs
;
Earlham Park, 6/10/37 to 6/11/42 ;

Eaton,

Thorpe Woods, Mangreen, etc. in the Norwich district in which, contrary

to Plowright’s experience in W. Norfolk, we find it very abundant.

Sheringham, 30/10/36; East Wood, Cromer, 24/11/42; Westwick,

13/10/42; Smotton Common, Saxlingham, 23/11/41; Wroxham,

28/10/43 ;
Little Plumstead, 3/11/43 ;

Surlingham Wood, Wheatfen

Broad, 27/10/34, 24/10/35, 29/10/39 and Rockland St. Mary, 11/11/42

(E.A.E.). Weasenham Wood, 3/9/42 (E. W. Clarke). Mostly a late

season species.

808. C. clavipes (Pers.) Fr.—C. “ Common ” (C.B.P., 1872).

Not so common as the last, but frequent in many woods. Drayton,

11/11/1914 ;
Stratton Strawless, 26/9/16 et subs, to 21/10/43 ;

Horsford,

17/10/19 ;
Holt, Dec. 1927 (C. P. Petch)

;
Holt Lowes, 27/8/36 ;

Sheringham, 30/10/36 ;
Household, 19/10/36 ;

Thorpe Woods, 14/11/39

—14/11/42 ;
Felbrigg Great Wood, 24/9/38 ;

Earlham Park, 9/10/43 ;

Westwick and Stratton Strawless, 3 and 4/10/34 (B.M.S.). Westwick,

8/10/36 ;
Surlingham Wood, Wheatfen Broad, 24/10/35, 6/11/36,

5/11/37 (E.A.E.).

811. C. gangrenosa, Fr., var. nigrescens (Lasch) Cke.—“ Ring-

stead, 1870. Pileus cream-coloured, gills crowded. The whole plant

turns dark blue, then ash grey, when bruised. Lasch, Linn. No. 521 ;

B. and Br. Annals N.H. No. 1199 ;
Fr. Ep. p. 149, Ag. mundulus ”

(C.B.P., 1872), under Agaricus nigrescens. We copy this from Plow-

right here, but believe it to refer to Clitopilus mundulus, var. nigrescens

(Lasch) Fr. (see No. 962).

813. C. inornala (Sow.) Fr.—R. Felthorpe Woods, under

deciduous trees and herbage, 24/10/1919. Sheringham, among leaves

in mixed wood, mostly coniferous, 30/10/36.
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816. C. hirneola Fr.
—

“ Norfolk ” (C.B.P., 1884).

825. C. aurantiaca (Wulf.) Studer.
—

" Very common in W.
Norfolk ” (C.B.P., 1872). It is often common in E. Norfolk, but we
do not meet with it so frequently as, apparently, Plowright did.

Felthorpe, c. 1872 (K.T.) and 5/11/1910 ; Stratton Strawless,

11/10/1904; Horsford Heath, 16/9/04, 31/10/11, 11/11/14; Carr’s

Hill, Costessey, 26/11/21 ; Northrepps, West Runton, Westwick,

Sprowston, Wheatfen Broad, Holt and Swanton Novers, Oct. 1934

(B.M.S.)
;

Drayton Woods, 15/10/38 ;
Drayton Drewray, 30/8/41

(H.B.D.)
;

Newton St. Faith’s Common, 28/10/37 ;
Honingham,

9/11/37 ;
Framingham, 16/10/37 ;

Mousehold, 7/10/35, 26/9/39,

11/11/43 ;
Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 18/11/42 ;

Cockley Cley, large

and abundant, 8/10/40 ;
Shropham Carr, 22/10/40 ;

Earlham Park,

on larch roots, 6/11/42 ;
Felbrigg Great Wood, 24/9/38 ;

Weasenham
Wood, 3/9/42 (E.W.C.). Often on open heaths about old gorse roots

and where pines have been felled.

var. albida (Gillet) Rea—Surlingham Wood, Wheatfen, 7/1/1934;

Westwick and Buxton Heath (Hevingham), October, 1934 (B.M.S.) ;

Honingham, 9/11/37. Uncommon.
var. lactea (Quel.) Rea—Horsford Heath, 11/11/1914; seen later

in various localities
;
not uncommon. Differs in being entirely pallid.

var. nigripes (Pers.) Rea—Horsey sea flood area, 15/11/1940.

Drayton, 29/11/41 and elsewhere, mostly in boggy places; not un-

common.
827. C. odora (Bull.) Fr.—F.C. Earsham Wood (T. Woodward).

In a shady wood, Cossey, 1859 ” (K.T.). “ Common ” (C.B.P.,

1872). Sparrow Lane, Framingham, 27/9/1904, 15/10/13. Stratton

Strawless, 25/10/10 and various dates in September and October to

14/10/43 ;
Sprowston Wood, 15/10/14 ;

Felthorpe, 26/9/16 ;
Eaton

Park, 24/10/24 ;
Honingham Brecks, 25/10/38 ;

Mousehold, 26/9/38 ;

Ketteringham, 18/10/38 ;
Dunston and Mangreen, 19/10/43 ;

Earlham

Park, 16/11/42; Little Plumstead, 2/11/43; Westwick, 3/10/34

(B.M.S.), and 13/10/42 ;
Wheatfen Broad, 6/8/36 (S.A.M.)

;
Keswick,

28/8/41 and 17/9/41 (L.W.) ;
Northrepps Wood, 17/11/42 (L.W.).

We find this species rather uncertain in its appearance in some woods.

It was especially plentiful in 1941.

829. C. trogii Fr.—R. Honingham, in a deciduous wood, 8/7/34

and 12/9/34. This plant is almost white, exceedingly rugged about

the stem and exceptionally fragrant.

830. C. rivulosa (Pers.) Fr.—F.C. In the Norwich district we

find it very common, less so in other areas. “ Castle Rising, 23/10/

1896 ” (C.B.P.) ;
Middleton, 11/9/97 (C.B.P.) ;

King’s Lynn, 17/11/98

(C. Rea)
;
Westwick, 3/10/34 (B.M.S.) ;

Eaton, 28/10/34 and annually.

Cringleford, Colney, 30/9/37 and various dates. Earlham, 6/11/42 ;

Mousehold, various dates. Old Lakenham and Harford Bridges

(E.A.E.), 18/10/38 ;
Postwick Grove, 24/10/41 ;

Easton, 5/11/37 ;

Drayton, 18/11/38 ;
Sheringham, 30/10/36 ;

Wheatfen Broad, 12/11/39 ;

Weston, 14/11/41 ;
Brundall, 30/9/43 (E.A.E.).
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831. C. cerussata Fr.—N.I. West Runton, 8/10/32 ;
Shering-

ham, 5/10 and 23/11/32 ; Colney Park, 9/10/35 ;
Drayton Woods,

15/10/38 ;
Mangreen, 28/8/41 (L.W.).

var. difformis (Schum.) Fr.—U. Drayton, in dense spruce wood,

18/11/38.

832. C. phyllophila—F.C. “ Folly Wood, Rising, 1872 (C.B.P.).

Felthorpe, 11/10/1904, 5/11/19; Sprowston Wood, 7/11/19; Attle-

bridge, 3/10/15 ;
Dunston, 11/11/16 ;

Drayton, 30/10/19 ;
Woodlands

Park, Heigham, 3/9/20 ;
West Runton, 5/10/32 ;

Sheringham, 8/10/32 ;

Felbrigg Great Wood, 12/10/38 ;
Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 28/11/39 ;

Keswick, 7/11/42. and 26/10/43 ;
Brundall, 4/10/43 and Wheatfen,

27/10/43 (E.A.E.). Occasionally in ring formation under elm or

beech trees.

833. C. pithyophila (Seer.) Fr.—F.C. Wheatfen Broad, 24/10/35,

etc. (E.A.E.)
;

Drayton Woods, 15/10/38 ;
Felbrigg Great Wood,

12/10/38 ;
Mousehold, 13/12/38 to 11/11/43 ;

Swanton Novers,

23/10/40; Thorpe Woods, 8/11/42 ;
Earlham Park, 6/11/42 ;

Keswick,

26/10/43 ;
Blofield Hall, 2/11/43 ; Easton, 8/10/41 (L.W.).

835. C. candicans (Pers.) Fr.—N.I. “ Norfolk ” (C.B.P., 1884) ;

West Runton, 2/10/34 (B.M.S.) ;
Framingham, 7/12/34 ;

Drayton

Brecks, 22/12/34 to 12/10/40; Earlham, 3/11/36; Felbrigg Great

Wood, 12/10/38 ;
Blakeney Downs, 23/10/40 ;

Stratton Strawless,

11/12/41 to 21/10/43 ;
Eaton Golf Links, 24/10/42 ;

Dunston, 20/11/42.

836. C. dealbata (Sow.) Fr.—F.C. “ Norfolk ” (C.B.P., 1884).

Ringland Hills, 10/10/1904 ;
Carr’s Hill, Costessey, 7/11/23 ;

Framing-

ham, 6/11/28 ;
Haynford, 9/11/33 (E.A.E.) ; Lion Wood, Thorpe,

6/11/35; Sheringham, 30/10/36; Mousehold, 8/11/37; Drayton,

18/11/38 ;
Bluebell Hole, Eaton, 18/10/40 ;

Smotton Common,
Saxlingham, 28/8/41 ;

Eaton Links, 21/10/42 ;
Earlham Park, 11/11/

42
;

Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 9/10/43 ;
Stratton Strawless, 24/10/41

(L.W.), 24/9/42, 21/10/43 ;
Brundall, 30/9/43 (E.A.E.).

var. minor Cke.—F.C. Earlham, 11/11/42; Eaton, November,

1942-3.

837. C. gallinacea (Scop.) Fr.—U. Carr’s Hill, Costessey, 7/11/23.

Cley Bank 23/10/40. Probably this species has often been overlooked

when the pungent smell has not been evident.

840. C. cartilaginea (Bull, non F'r.) Bres.—Keswick, at the base

of an elm trunk, 11/9/41 (L.W.). Thorpe, 7/11/42.

841. C. aggregata (Schaeff.) F'r.—Westwick, 9/10/1933.

849. C. opaca (With.) Fr.—U. Stratton Strawless, 20/10/32.

F'elbrigg Great Wood, 12/11/38 ;
Northrepps Wood, 17/11/42 (L.W.).

In some respect resembling C. cerussata, but distinguishable by its silky

lustre and hard fibrillose stem.

850. C. maxima (FI. Wett.) Fr.—R. " Not uncommon, Rising ”

(C.B.P., 1872). Blickling Park, c. 1872 (K.T.). Brandon, 8/11/76

(C.B.P.). It is possible that these records may refer to Paxillus

(Clitocybe) giganteus (Rea No. 1813), a much commoner species in our

experience, but which did not appear in Plowright’s records until his
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1884 list. Our only certain record of C. maxima is of specimens found

under oaks and elms at Sprowston Park, 27/11/1938. This species

may be known from P. giganteus by its longer, hard stem and darker,

rivulose pileus, and from C. geotropa by its equal, not bulbous, stem
and its darker, browner colour.

852. C. infundibuliforme (Schseff.) Fr.—V.C. “ Common ”

(C.B.P., 1872). Stratton Strawless, 13/10/1911 to 21/10/43 ;
Blofield,

25/8/12 ;
Pedham Lake woods, 3/9/16 ;

Framingham, 8/11/30 to>

28/9/38 ;
Northrepps, West Runton, Westwick, Wheatfen Broad and

Kelling Heath, 2-5/10/34 (B.M.S.)
;
Colney Park 9/10/35 ;

Household,

19/10/36 to 11/11/43 ; Sprowston Wood, 10/10/38 ;
Honingham,

9/11/37; Saxlingham, 27/7/37; Easton, Ringland and Racecourse

Wood, Thorpe
;
Weasenham Wood, 3/9/42 (E. W. Clarke). It is found

in slightly varying form in most wooded areas we have visited.

var. membranacea (FI. Dan.) Fr.—Felthorpe Woods, 24/10/19 ;

Drayton Drewray, 13/7/20.

853. C. trulleeformis (Fr.) B. & Br.
—

“ I believe this plant is not

of uncommon occurrence on exposed heaths, etc.” (C.B..P, 1872).

854. C. incilis Fr.
—

“ King’s Lynn, November, 1881 ” (Cke. 111.,.

153, t.281). 1884 list (C.B.P.). “ Castle Rising road each year within

twenty yards of the spot where I first found it in 1880 ” (C.B.P. in

Mason’s Norfolk).

855. C. sinopica Fr.—North Wootton Heath, 14/5/1907 (C. Rea).

857. C. gilva Fr.
—

" Sandy Denes of Yarmouth ” (M. J. Berkeley,

pre-1836

—

see Eng. Flora, V, Cryptogamia, pt. 2, Fungi, p.32). Pretty

Corner, Sheringham, 5/10/32.

858. C. subinvoluta W. G. Sm. non Batsch—" Pine groves,

Norfolk—Mr. Woodward ” c. 1791. Hudson’s Flora. Felthorpe,

10/1910, 2/11/11 ;
Ringland, 4/11/11 ;

Attlebridge, 18/7/16.

859. C. geotropa (Bull.) Fr.—N.I. “ Very elegant in form when

well grown
;

usually it does not appear before the end of October or

beginning of November ” (C.B.P., 1872). With these remarks we

entirely agree. Ketteringham, under oaks, 16/10/13 ;
under horse

chestnuts, 8/11/38. Under oaks, Eaton Park, 12/9/15; Carr’s Hill,

Costessey, 26/10/21 ;
Colney Park, 9/10/35 ;

Sheringham, 30/10 36.

860. C. splendens (Pers.) Fr.—Earlham Park, Nov. 1933 ;
Eaton

Park, 20/11/34 ;
Dunston Common, 14/12/34 (det. C. Rea).

860*. C. paradoxa Cost. & Duf.—A group or two of this species

was first found under some old larches standing in the open park at

Earlham, 9/11/1927 and from then onward it appeared annually, as a

rule two crops of sporophores being produced, in late September and

late November respectively, each year. In some seasons it persisted

into December, when, apparently owing to drought, no specimens had

appeared in September
;

latest date, 12/12/38. This colony was last

seen on 6/11/42, when numbers appeared to be decreasing, and was not

found in 1943. This species was first recorded in Gt. Britain at Great

Missenden, Bucks., in 1926
;

subsequently also at Burnham Beeches

and a few other places.
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861. C. inversa (Scop.) Fr.—F.C. “North Wootton ” (C.B.P.,

1872) ;
Beech Grove, Drayton, 11/11/1914; Framingham, 15/11/16 ;

Attlebridge, Nov. 1916
;
Eaton, 1/11/26 ;

Keswick, 2/11/28 ; Sprowston
Wood, 5/10/34 (B.M.S.)

;
Wheatfen Broad, 6/11/36, 24/10/40 (E.A.E.)

;

Bawburgh Hangings, 25/10/38 ;
Earlham and Heigham

;
Felbrigg

Great Wood, 24/9/38 ;
Intwood, 24/10/42 ; East Wood, Cromer,

24/11/42.

862. C. flaccida (Sow.) Fr.—V.C. “ Castle Rising, abundantly
in rings in the fir woods ” (C.B.P., 1872) ; Attlebridge Woods, 2/10/

1912, 3/10/15 ;
Stratton Strawless, 26/9/13 to 21/10/43 ;

Keswick,

15/11/16 ;
Framingham, 1/11/28 to 23/11/37, in rings under spruce and

larch
; Westwick and Wheatfen Broad, 3/10/34 (B.M.S.)

; Colney
Park, 22/11/35 ; Earlham, various dates

;
Gt. Melton, 9/10/35 ;

Mouse-
hold, 19/10/36 ; Eaton, 22/5/37 ;

Dunston, 18/12/42 ; Wroxham,
28/10/43.

var. lobata (Sow.) Cke.—Sprowston Wood, 7/11/19, under conifers
;

Dunston, 13/11/30.

866. C. tuba Fr.—Drayton Woods, on dry pine needles, 5/11/38

(G.J.C. & H.B.D.)
; Smotton Common, 28/8/41 ;

Stratton Strawless,

21/10/43 ;
Wheatfen Broad, 9/11/33, 25/10/40 (E.A.E.).

867. C. ericetorum (Bull. )Fr. U. Wolferton, 8/9/1900—C.B.P.
Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 14/11/42 ;

Stratton Strawless, 21/10/43.

868. C. cyathiformis (Bull.) Fr.
—

“ Common late in autumn ”

(C.B.P., 1872). “ A pasture, Ringland, 1866 ” (K. Trimmer). Taver-
ham Heath, 14/11/1931 ; Weston, 14/11/41 (E.A.E.)

; Drayton, 26/11/

41 (G.J.C. & H.B.D.)
;

Little Plumstead, 2/11/43. These are all the
records we have of this species, and with the exception of the last-

named are all within a circumscribed area. Plowright’s comment
therefore cannot be said to hold good for E. Norfolk.

869. C. expallens (Pers.) Fr.—Norfolk (C.B.P., 1884 list). Baw-
sey, 11/9/1897 (C.B.P.). Earlham Park, 5/12/28, 26/11/40, 11/11/42;
Drayton Brecks, 27/12/34.

871. C. obbata Fr.—North Wootton, 25/10/1896 and Mintlyn
Wood, 5/10/01, (C.B.P.).

873*. C. vibeciua Fr.—C. Horsford, 12/12/1911
;

Carr’s Hill,

Costessey, 7/11/23 ;
Drayton Drewray, 11/11/32 ; Sheringham, 4/11/32,

30/10/36; Westwick, 17/10/35 ;
Earlham Park, 22/11/35 ; Mousehold,

2/12/35 to 11/11/43 ;
Thorpe Woods, various dates

; Drayton Brecks,

9/11/35 ;
Framingham, 23/12/37 ; Dunston Common, 19/10/39 to

7/1/43 ;
Wroxham Avenue, 28/10/43 ;

Eaton, 25/10/43 ; Northrepps,
Stratton Strawless, 2 and 4/10/34 (B.M.S.)

; Newton St. Faith’s
Common, 14/10/37 ; Wheatfen Broad, 29/10/39 (E.A.E.),

874. C. suaveolens (Schum.) Fr.—Beeston Regis, 22/9/1932 ;

Northrepps, Westwick, Sprowston, Framingham Chase, 2-5/10/34
(B.M.S.)

;
Stratton Strawless, 17/9-3/10/41, 21/10/43

; Dunston,
26/11/41 ;

Wroxham, 28/10/43 ; Wheatfen Broad, 29/10/39 (E.A.E.).
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875. C. brumalis Fr.—Given by C.B.P. in 1884 list of Norfolk

fungi. Records of this species should probably be put under C.

vibecina Fr. as above.

877. C. metachroa (Fr.) Berk.—Norfolk (C.B.P., 1884 list).

880. C. ditopus Fr.—Dunston, 13/11/1923 ;
Framingham,

5/11/32 ;
Stratton Strawless, various dates

;
Westwick Woods, 3/10/34

(B.M.S.) and 13/10/42; Smotton Common, Saxlingham, 23/11/41;

Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 30/10/42; Earlham Park, 6/11/42. Not
infrequent among dead leaves.

882. C. fragrans (Sow.) Fr.—" Met with at almost every season

of the year ” (C.B.P., 1872) ;
Salhouse, 1/12/1848 (RAV.)

;
Mousehold,

12/10/1904 to 19/10/36 ;
Stratton Strawless, 25/10/10/ and subse-

quently. Deighton Hills, Attlebridge, 3/10/15 ;
Dunston Common,

27/10/16-19/10/36
;
Holt, 12/1927 (C. P. Petch)

;
Row Heath, Beeston

Regis, 28/9/32 ;
Sheringham, 30/10/36 ;

Easton, 5/11/37 ;
Honingham

Brecks, 5/11/37 ;
Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 14/11/39, etc.

;
Smotton

Common, 15/10/41 ;
Drayton Brecks, 18/11/38, etc.

;
Old Mill Marsh,

Wheatfen Broad, 23/11/41 (E.A.E.)
;

Weston, 14/11/41 (E.A.E.)
;

Earlham Park, 6/11/42. We find this species more commonly on open

heathy land or open park and wood. It has a somewhat ‘ Omphalia-

like ’ stem, distinguishing it from C. snaveolens, which grows in woods,

but it is probably only a form of that species.

883. C. angustissima (Lasch.) Fr.—U. Tuck’s Plantation,

W heatfen Broad, 24/10/35 ;
Intwood, 24 10/42.

884. C. obsoleta (Batsch) Fr.—U. Wroxham Avenue, among
conifers, 28/10/43 (G. J.C. and L.I.C.).

886. l-accaria laccata (Scop.) B. & Br.—Common (T. Woodward,

c.1790) ;
Salhouse, 16/10/49, (R.W.). “ Exceedingly abundant

’"

(C.B.P., 1872). We reiterate this remark of Plowright’s. One of the

most frequently occurring species in the county, especially common

among old furze bushes and in open heathy woods everywhere. Fel-

thorpe and Horsford Heaths, 11/10/1904 ;
Ringland Hills, Mousehold,

Drayton Drewray and Stratton Strawless, October, 1910. Holt, Dec.,

1927 (C. P. Petch)
;
Holt Lowes, 27/8/36 ; Newton St. Faith’s Common,

14/10/37 ;
Northrepps, Westwick, Stratton Strawless, Sprowston

Wood, Wheatfen, Holt and Kelling Heath, 2-5/10/34 (B.M.S.)

.

var. proxima (Boud.) Maire—Drayton Drewray, October, 1910

and Brecks 21/12/34.

var. amethystina (Vaill.) B. & Br.—Salhouse, 23/10/48 (R.W.).

“ The amethyst-blue variety is by far the most uncommon ” (C.B.P.,

1872). Notwithstanding Plowright’s remark, this is a very common

form in many Norfolk woods. Broome (T. Woodward, 1/90) ;
Fel-

thorpe, 11/10/1904; Horsford Heath, 12/10/06; Stratton Strawless

and Drayton, 1910 ;
Newton St. Faith’s Common, 14/10/37 ;

Cunnell’s

Pit, Eaton, 2/11/41 ;
Northrepps, Stratton Strawless, Framingham
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Chase, Holt and Swanton Novers, 2-5/10/34 (B.M.S.)
;

Wheatfen

Broad, various dates (E.A.E.). A specimen that appeared intermediate

between the type form and var. amethystina, of a rich vindus purple

colour, occurred at Framingham, 11/11/36.

891. Hygrophorus eburneus (Bull.) Fr.—Norfolk ,1848 (R.W.) ;

Holt, 12/1927 (C. P. Petch)
;

Ketteringham, 8/11/38.

892. H. cossus (Sow.) Fr.—Norf. List, 1884 (C.B.P.).

900. H. glutinifer Fr.—In undergrowth under oaks, Ketteringham,

18/10/38.

903. H. discoideus (Pers.) Fr.—Earlham Park, 20/12/34.

906. H. limacinus Fr.—Heacham Hall, 23/9/1896 (C.B.P.).

908. H. olivaceo-albus Fr.—Jex’s Wood, North Wootton, 1872

'(C.B.P.)
;

Holt, 12/1927 (C. P. Petch)
;
Ringland Wood, 18/11/32 and

Drayton Woods, 12/10/40.

909. H. hypothejus Fr.
—

‘ Sir Wm. Jerningham’s plantations

at Cossey, nr. Norwich, October 1794 ’ (Sow.)
;

Swannington (K.T.

1872); ‘Common’ (C.B.P. 1872); Horsford Heath, 8/11/1910;

Drayton Drewray, 31/10/11 ;
Framingham, 8/11/27 ;

Household,

.3-15/11/32 (very abundant 24/12/34), 12/2/35, 11/11/35, 9/11/36 and

subsequently; Drayton Woods, 31/12/37, Drayton Brecks, 6/12/35,

7/11/36; Racecourse Wood, Thorpe 28/11/39, 18/11/42; Earlham
Park, 6/11/42 ;

Holt (C. P. Petch), December, 1927. A late season

species, not uncommon.
915. H. livido-albus Fr.—Drayton Woods, 5/11/38 ;

Bracon

Ash (L.W.), 27/9/41.

916. H. camarophyllus (A. & S.) Fr. (

—

H. caprinus (Scop.) Fr.)

—

Sandringham, 25/10/1902 (C.B.P.)
;

‘ Near King’s Lynn, 26/10/1902
’

(C. Rea)
;
both records may relate to the same find (G.J.C.).

919. H. pratensis (Pers.) Fr.—C. ‘ Very common ’ (C.B.P.

1872) ;
Salhouse, 22/9/1848 (R.W.)

; Edgefield Heath, 1860 (K.T.)
;

Holt, 12/1927 (C. P. Petch). Ringland Hills, 10/10/04, 5/10/10,

6/10/20 ;
Household, 10 and 11/10 ;

Honingham Brecks 7/11/34 and

9/11/37
;

Gunton Park 12/10/20 ;
Earlham Park, 10 to 20/12/34,

25/10/36, 6/11/36 and subsequently in November to 9/11/43. The
var. civerens Fr.—Wheatfen 22/9/33 (E.A.E.)

;
var. pallidus B. & Br.

—Earlham Park, 20/12/34 and 9/11/43.

921. H.foctens Phill.
—

' Nottingham Point, King’s Lynn, in short

grass on old sea bank, 27/9/1896’ (C.B.P.).

922. H. virgineus (Wulf.) Fr.-—C. balhouse, 9/10/1848 (R.W.)
;

Common ” (C.B.P. 1872) ;

“ West Norfolk ” (Hundford, in White’s

Norfolk 1864). Ringland Hills, 21/10/1909; Holt (C. P. Petch)

December, 1927; Earlham Park, 27/10/34 to 20/12/34, 4/11/36;

Honingham Brecks, 6/11/36; Smotton Common, Saxlingham, 15/10/

41
;
Wheatfen (E.A.E.) 12/11/39. The var. roseipes Massee—Westwick

woods, 30/10/35 ; Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 28/11/39 ;
Sheringham

Woods, 21/10/36.

924. H. niveus (Scop.) Fr.—V.C. “ Common ” (C.B.P. 1872) ;

Ringland Hills, 10/10/1904, 21/10/09; Fast Carleton, 18/11/14;
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Weston, November, 1914 ; Westwick, 17/10/35 ; Honingham Brecks,

5/11/37 ; Ringland Heath, 9/11/37 ; Easton, 25/10/36, 5/11/37 ;

Household, 8/11/37 ; Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 28/11/39
;

Earlham
Park, 30/9/32, 20/12/34, 24/11/35 and subsequently in November each

year to 9/11/43 ;
Bawburgh Hangings, 25/10/36 ;

Drayton Brecks,

7/11/36 ;
Stratton Strawless, 17/9/41, 21/10/43 ; Postwick Grove,

24/10/41 ;
East Bradenham, 17/10/43 ;

Strumpshaw (E.A.E.), 10/10/

43 ; Wheatfen, 20/11/41.

925. H. russo-coriaceus Berk. & Miller—

N

T
orfolk List 1884

(C.B.P.)
; Westwick Woods, 30/10/1935 (G.J.C.)

926. H. fornicatus Fr.—Norfolk List 1884 (C.B.P.).

931. H. ovinus (Bull.) Fr.—Massingham Heath, 29/10/1886

(C.B.P.).

933. H. subradiatus (Schum.) Fr., var. lacmus Fr.—Ashwicken,

October, 1899(C.B.P.).

938. H. Icetus (Pers.) Fr.—Massingham Heath, 29/10/1886

(C.B.P.).

940. H. citrinus Rea.—Hellesdon Golf Links, 9/10/1930 (G.J.C.).

941. H. ceraceus (Wulf.) Fr.
—

“ Common ” (C.B.P. 1872) ;

Ringland Hills, 10/10/1904, 21/10/09, 5/10/10 and subsequently;

Postwick Grove, 22/10/09 ;
East Carleton, October, 1914 ;

Earlham

Park, 7-21/12/34 and subsequently to 9/11/43 (very scarce in 1943) ;

Honingham Brecks, 25/10 to 6/11/36, 9/11/37 ;
Saxlingham Green,

9/11/38 ;
Arminghall (Scotchman’s Meadow), 16/11/40.

942. H. coccineus (Sclueff.) Fr.—C. Salhouse, 28/9/1848 (R.W.)
;

“Common” (C.B.P. 1872). Ringland Hills, 29/9/1904, 21/10/09;

Postwick Grove, 22/10/09 and 24/10/41 ;
East Carleton, 18/11/14 ;

Taverham
;

Dunston Common, 19/10/30 ;
Household, 20/10/30 and

subsequently to 9/11/36; Racecourse Wood, 28/11/39-18/11/42;

Earlham Park, 17/10/30, 2012/34 and subsequently to 6/11/42 (not

seen there 9/11/43) ;
Honingham Brecks, 25/10/36 and 9/11/37 ;

Hethersett Hall Park, 20/7/36; Wheatfen (E.A.E.) 1935.

This species is probably more common than nos. 924 and 941.

943. H. miniatus Fr.—N.I. Salhouse, 28/9/1848 (R.W.)
;

“ Frequent on damp heaths ” (C.B.P. 1872). Stratton Strawless,

18/10/10 ;
Keswick Park, 1/7/20 ;

Household, 13/10/30, 2/11/36,

25/11/39 ;
Postwick Grove, 24/10/41 ;

Holt (C. P. Petch) December,

1927
;
Strumpshaw Marsh (E.A.E.), 10/10/43) ;

Wheatfen (E.A.E.),

7/10/37.

945. H. tunmdus Fr., var. lepidus Boud.—Surlingham Wood,

Wheatfen, 5/10/1941 (E.A.E.).

946. H. mucronellus Fr.
—

“ Near King’s Lynn ” (Cooke Illustr.

No. 905, t.937, fig. b) ;
Norfolk List 1884 (C.B.P.).

949. H. puniceus Fr.—N.I. Edgefield Heath, July, 1857 (K.T.) ;

Ringland Hills, 29/9/1904 and subsequently
;

Earlham Park, 7/12/33,

20/12/34 and 9/11/43.

950. H. nigrescens Quel.—Sprowston Wood, 5 10/1934 (B.H.S.).

952. H. intermedius Pass.—Holt, December, 1927 (C. P. Petch).
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H. conicus (Scop.) Fr.—C. Norfolk c. 1848 (R. Ward fig.

80). "Everywhere” (C.B.P. 1872); Ringland Hills, 10/10/1904;

Mousehold Heath, 31/10/10 and at the same spot, 7/11/27 ;
Earlham

Park, 9/24 ;
Holt (C. P. Fetch) 12/27 ; Beeston Regis, 22/9/32 ;

Honingham Brecks, 6/11/36 and 5/11/37 ;
Ringland Heath, 9/11/37 ;

Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 14/11/39; Gunnell's Pit, Eaton, 8/11/34
and 16/11/39 ;

Eaton Golf Links, 30/9/39 and 18/9/43 ;
Drayton

Brecks, 9/11/35 ;
Saxlingham Green, 2/9/41 ;

Stratton Strawless,

5/10/34 (B.M.S.), 16/9/41, 14/10/43 ;
Wheatfen, 5/7/41 (L.W.), 29/7/37,

and 18/10/42 (E.A.E.). Although widely distributed, this species is

found usually in lesser numbers than nos. 924 and 942 and earlier in

the season.

954. H. calyptrceformis Berk.—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.).

955. H. chlorophanus Fr.—F.C. Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.) ;

Norfolk and Norwich Hospital lawn, 4/8/1932 ;
Earlham Park,

14/12/34, 24/11/35 and 4/11/36 ;
Dunston Park, 15/10/36 ;

Honing-
ham Brecks, 6/11/36 ; Hethersett Park, 20/7/36 ;

Sandringham Park,

28/7/37 ;
Skeets Hill, Shotesham, 2/9/41 ; Yaxham (E. W. Clarke),

26/8/42 ; Stratton Strawless (B.M.S.), 4/10/34. A variety, showing
streaks of red coloration of both pileus and stem mixed with the usual

citron yellow of the type form, occurred under hawthorns in a gravel

and chalk quarry at Bawburgh, 26/7/36 and in an exactly similar

habitat at Skeets Hill, Shotesham, 2/9/41 ;
in the latter case the

variety was growing mixed with the type form.

956. H. psittacinus (Schaeff.) Fr.—Salhouse, c.1848 (R.W.)
;

" Common ” (C.B.P., 1872) ;
Ringland Hills, 10/10/1904, 5/10/10

and subsequently
; little Plumstead Park, 25/8/12 ;

East Carleton,

16/10/13; Mousehold, 7/11/27 and 2/11/36 ;
Earlham Park, 20/12/34,

26/11/40 and 6/11/42; Honingham Brecks, 25/10/36 and 9/11/37;
Saxlingham Green 9/10/38; Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 11/11/39;
Drayton Brecks, 9/11/35; Holt (C. P. Petch), December, 1927.

About equally frequent with the last species No. 955, but never seen

in any great number at a time.

957. H. spadicQus (Scop.) Fr.-—R. Buxton Heath, Hevingham,
in boggy ground approaching moorland in character, 7/9/33 (E.A.E.
and G.J.C.).

958. H. unguinosus Fr.—North Wootton, 1872 (C.B.P.).

961. Clitopilus prunulus (Scop.) Fr.—N.I. Salhouse, 18/9/1848
(R.W.)

;
“ Not common ” (C.B.P. 1872) ; Strumpshaw, 17/9/1912 ;

Eaton, 6/8/32 ;
St. Faith’s Common, 14/10/37 ; Sheringham, 30/10/36 ;

Cringleford, 30/9/37 ;
Smotton Common, Saxlingham, 28/8/41 ; West-

wick, Stratton Strawless, Sprowston and Swanton Novers (B.M.S.j,

2-5/10/34; Drayton (H.B.D.), 21/10/40; Carr’s Hill, Costessey
;

Wheatfen (E.A.E.)
, 7/10/37 and 24/8/41. As Plowright says, it is not

really common, but we have seen this species latterly in a number of

places where it was not recorded earlier, usually only one or two
specimens at a time.
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962. C. mundulus (Lasch.) Fr.—1884 List (C.B.P.)
;
Honingham

Brecks, 6/11/36; Brundall, 30/9/1943 (G. E. Deacon). The var.

nigrescens (Lasch) Fr. was recorded from Ringstead, 1870 (C.B.P.)—-see

entry under No. 811.

963. C. popinalis Fr.—Sandringham, 25/10/1902 (C.B.P.)
;

near

King’s Lynn, by roadside, 22/10/02 (C. Rea)—this may refer to the

same gathering. Stevenson in ' British Fungi ’ records this species

from “ Worthing,” October, 1865 ; it is not certain whether this is

the Worthing near East Dereham in Norfolk, but it might be presumed
so as other records from that neighbourhood are given by Stevenson.

964. C. undatus Fr.—1884 List (C.B.P.).

966. C. cretutus B. & Br.—U. King’s Lynn, October 1882

(Cooke Illustr. No. 345, t.375, fig. b) ;
Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.)

;

Drayton Brecks, 8/8/1936 (G. f.C.) ;
Harford Bridge, Keswick, 19/7/42

(E.A.E.).

973. C. straminipes Massee—R. Westwick woods, in short turf

near beeches and birch scrub/ a pretty little group, 9/10/1933 ;
it is

much like an Eccilia (G.J.C.).

980. Flammula decipieus W.G.Sm.—At roots of burnt furze on

Ringland Hills, 8/9/1934 and 8/11/34.

. F. lenta (Pers.) Fr. (

—

Hebeloma glutinosum (Lindgr.) Fr.)

Norfolk List 1884 (C.B.P.). For other records see No. 759, Trans.

Norf. & Norw. Nat. Soc. xv., 225.

983. F. lupina Fr.—Hockham Mere, on fen soil .and pasture, 3/11/

1935 (E.A.E.).

985. F. juncina W.G.Sm.—North Wootton, November, 1870

(Cooke Illustr. No. 472, t.475)
;

Norfolk List 1889 (C.B.P.) “ on dead

bulrushes in an old clay pit.”

986. F. gummosa (Lasch.) Fr.—Westwick, 3/10/1934 (B.M.S.)

Eaton, on a buried stump, 5/11/43.

989. F. carbonaria Fr.—C. Bawsey, September, 1872 (C.B.P.) ;

Felthorpe, 5/11/1919, 8/10/20; Household, October, 1912, 14/10/21,

21/10/24, 23/11/31, 8/11/41 ;
Ringland, 12 9 34 ; Sprowston Wood

(B.M.S. ), 5/10/34; Earlham Park, 4 11/36; Honingham Brecks,

25/10/36 ; Marston’s Lane, Eaton (S.A.M.), S/4 '36
;

Ivetteringham,

18/10/38; Blue Bell Hole, Eaton, 19/10/40; Drayton, 29/11/41.

Usually found where gorse has been burnt.

991. F. fusu's (Batsch.) Fr.—East Carleton, 20/6/1912 ;
Stratton

Strawless, 27/8/14 and (B.M.S.), 4/10/34; “Worthing” (Stevenson:

Brit. Fungi, 1886)—it is not stated whether this is the Norfolk village,

but many records given by Stevenson are from the East Dereham

district, probably supplied by Du Port.

994. F. alnicola Fr.—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.)
;

on alder,

Hockham Mere, 3/11/1935 and Wlieatfen, 28/10/35 (E.A.E.).

995. F. flavida (Schaelf.) Fr.—U. Holt, 9/10/1896 (C.B.P.) ;

Framingham, under laurels, probably on buried wood, 4/11/32 ;

Smotton Common. Saxlingham, 28/4 41.
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996. F. inaurata W.G.Sm.—North Wootton, on willow, Novem-

ber, 1870 (Cooke Illustr. No. 482, t. 477) ;
Norfolk List, 1889 (C.B.P.)

This is probably a small form of 994.

997. F. conissans Fr.
—

“ Reffley and elsewhere on osier stumps ”

(C.B.P. 1872) ;
Framingham, on a dead stump, 3/11/32.

998. F. inopus Fr.—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.).

999. F. apicrea Fr.—Haveringland, 8/11/16 ;
Westwick, 3/10/35 ;

Buxton Heath, Hevingham, 26/8/36 ;
Felbrigg Great Wood, 24/9/38.

1003. F. hybrida Fr.—Holt, 9/10/1896 (C.B.P.)
;

Westwick,

26/10/1935 (the latter specimens agreed more with descriptions of F.

penetrans Fr., but I believe them to be forms of the same species—G. J .C.)

1004. F.sapinea Fr.—V.C. Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.). Usually

on pine stumps, but also on pine needles and fragments of the rotten

wood
;
commonly in a small form and less frequently in a larger and

more richly coloured form
;

September to December
;

once in May
(Hethersett Hall, 7/5/37) and once in June (Bawsey, 7/6/30, B.M.S.)

Norfolk localities include Attlebridge, Bluestone Wood at Heydon,

Drayton Woods, Felbrigg Great Wood, Holt (C. P. Fetch), Horsford,

Northrepps Wood, Sheringham, Smotton Common, Sprowston, Stody

Wood, Stratton Strawless, Swanton Novers, Thorpe Wood, West

Runton, Westwick, Wheatfen Broad, and in many other woods not

listed here.

1005. F. liquoritice (Pers.) Fr.
—

" Mattishall, October, 1883, on

hr ” (Stevenson, Brit. Fungi

)

;
Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.).

1006*. F. limulata Fr.—Ringland, 10/11/1934 (coll. G.J.C., det.

A.A.P.).

1007. F. tricholoma (A. & S.) Fr.—Norfolk, 1883 (Cooke Illustr.

No. 444, t. 404, as Inocybe tricholoma)
;

Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.)
;

Sprowston and Framingham Chase, 5/10/34 (B.M.S.)
;

Felbrigg Great

Wood, 12/10/38.

1010. F. scamba Fr.—Sprowston woods, 5/10/34 (B.M.S.).

1011. F. ochrochlora Fr.—U. “ King’s Lynn, on a railway

sleeper, 26/11/1886 ” (C.B.P.)
;
Saxlingham Green, 2/9/41.

. F. flava (Bres. (

—

Naucoria flava Bres.

—

Flammula dacty-

lidicola Lange).-—This species was found growing, as is its habit accord-

ing to Lange, on rhizomes of cock's-foot grass (Dactylis glomerata) in

the garden of Old Lakenham Hall, Norwich, 29/8/1942, by E.A.E. and

G.J.C. and determined by A.A.P. It has not hitherto been recorded

from Britain and Mr. A. A. Pearson (in litt. 3/10/42), says that
11
so far

as our information goes it has only been recorded by Bresadola, pre-

sumably in Italy and by Lange in Denmark.”

1013. Gomphideus glutinosus (Schaeff.) Fr.
—

“ Pine groves at

Earsham, Broome and Kirby Cane ” (T. Woodward, c. 1790, quoted

by Withering)
;

East Norfolk (Mundford, 1864) ;

“ Very common ”

(C.B.P. 1872) ;
Attlebridge

;
Horringham

;
Saxlingham, 2/9/41 ;

Tuckswood, Lakenahm (L.W.), 11/10/41.
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1014. G. roseus (Fr.) Quel.—R. North Wootton Heath, 1872

(C.B.P.).
;
Newton St. Faith’s Common, amongst conifers in a boggy

place, 14/10/37 and 20/8/42.

1015. G. viscidus (L.) Fr.—C. Salhouse, 18/9/1848 (R.W.)
;

" Common ” (C.B.P., 1872) ;
Felthorpe, 3/10/11 ;

East Carleton,

16/10/33 and 27/10/14; Horsford, 26/8/14; Sheringham, 2/9/19;

Raveningham, 20/9/20 ;
Holt (C. P. Petch) December, 1927 and (G. J.C.)

27/8/36 ;
Northrepps and Sprowston (B.M.S.) October, 1934 ; Plum-

stead, 7/11/34 ;
Stoke Holy Cross, 25/10/35 ;

Newton St. Faith’s,

14/10/37, etc.
;
Drayton Woods and Drayton Drewray, 18/11/38, etc.

;

Saxlingham Green, 2/9/41 ; Buxton Heath, Hevingham, 26/8/36

;

Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, various dates
;
Yaxham (E. W. Clarke).

26/8/42.

1017. G. gracilis B. & Br.—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.).

1018. Collybia radicata (Relh.) Berk.—Salhouse, 19/8/1850

(R.W.)
;

“ Anything but common in the neighbourhood of Lynn,

neither does it appear to have occurred elsewhere in the county ”

(C.B.P. 1872). It is difficult to explain the above remark of Plowright,

seeing the present day frequency of the species in East Norfolk, especi-

ally around beech stumps (G.J.C.). A pure white specimen was found

on Wootton Marshes, October 1869 (C.B.P.)
;

Woodlands Park, N.

Heigham, 21/9/1904 ;
Stratton Strawless, 26/9/04, 12/9/11 and (B.M.S.)

October, 1934
;
C-olney, 12/12/11 to 22/11/35 ;

Costessey Woods, 22/8/16

and annually
;
Drayton, 22/8/16 ;

Westwick, Sprowston and Framing-

ham Chase (B.M.S.), 2-5/10/34 ;
Great Melton and Marlingford,

9/10/35 ;
Holt, 27/8/36 ;

Earlham Park (under oaks 25/10/38),

4/11/36 to 9/11/43; Bluestone Wood, 2/10/37; Easton, 5/11/37;

Felbrigg Great Wood, 24/9/38 ;
Ketteringham, on an oak stump,

18/10/38 ;
Swanton Novers, 22/10/40 ;

Old Lakenham Hall, 29/8/42 ;

Dunston, 19/10/43 ;
Little Plumstead, 2/11/43 ;

Mangreen (LAY.)

28/8/41 ;
Litcham Common (E. W. Clarke), 26/8/41 ;

Wheatfen

(E.A.E.), 29/10/39 ;
Eaton, 3/11/39 and 5/12/41. A variety with dark-

edged gills was found at Earlham Park, 9/11/43.

1021. C. longipes (Bull.) Berk.—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.)
;

Yaxham, in a pasture, 26/8/42 (E. W. Clarke).

1023. C. platyphylla (Pers.) Fr.-—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.) ;

Holt, December, 1927 (C. P. Petch)
;

Holt House Wood, Bawsey,

7/6/30, Northrepps, West Runton and Westwick, 2-3/10/34 (B.M.S.) ;

Felthorpe, 24/10/19 ;
Felbrigg, 4/9/38 and 24/9/38 ;

Drayton

12/10/40.

1024. C. fumosa (Pers.) Quel.—Bawsey, 12/11/1898 and Castle

Rising Heath, 18/11/98 (C.B.P.). Plowright (1872) recorded a " var.

points ” as found on the roadside at Rising. I do not know to what

species this record refers unless it be No. 812, Clitocybe polia Fr.

1026. C. semilalis Fr.—Norfolk List 1884 (C.B.P.).

1027. C. fusipes (Bull.) Berk.—N.I. “ This species, so common

elsewhere, I have only found twice ” (C.B.P., 1872). Costessey Park,

on beech, 18/7/1912 ;
Blofield, on oak, 1/8/12 ;

East Carleton, 1/11/16 ;
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Arminghall, on oak, 13/10/19 ; Marlingford, on beech, 23/7/33 and
9/8/34; Dunston Park (S.A.M.), 1/8/36; Blickling Park, 11/7/40;
Eaton, near limes and oaks, 18/8/40 ; Stratton Strawless, 25/9/41 ;

Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 30/10/42 ;
Earlham Park, 11/11/42.

1029. C. maculata (A. & S.) Fr.—C. Pine grove, Kirby Cane
(T. Woodward, c. 1790) ;

“ Not very rare in woods in Norfolk, on
Mousehold Heath and other places ” (Sowerby)

;

“ Abundant on
heaths ” (C.B.P. 1872). Mostly found on bracken-covered heathland
and in open birch woods, from September to December and once in

June (Sheringham 17/6/36). Norfolk localities include : Drayton
Brecks, Drayton Drewray, Easton, Felbrigg, Holt, Horsford Heath,
Ketteringham, Northrepps, Sheringham, Sprowston, Stratton Straw-

less, Swanton Novers, Thorpe (Racecourse Wood), Weasenham Wood
(E. W. Clarke), West Runton, Westwick and Wheatfen Broad. The
var. immaculata Cooke has been found at Drayton Drewray, 3/11/28,

Drayton Woods, 5/11/38 and Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 30/10/42.

1030. C. fodiens Kalchbr.—Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.).

1032. C. distorta Fr.—U. Norfolk List, 1884 (C.B.P.)
;
Westwick,

4/10/33 (G.J.C.) and 3/10/34 (B.M.S.)
;

Stratton Strawless, 21/9/41 ;

Racecourse Wood, Thorpe, 9/10/43.

1033. C. butyracea (Bull.) Fr.—V.C. “ Very common ” (C.B.P.,

1872) . This species occurs most abundantly in some woods and appears
to be on the increase in some areas. Found from September to Decem-
ber and once in Janaury (Dunston woods, 7/1/43), often late in season

as at Stratton Strawless in 1941 where it was scarce on 3rd October and
plentiful on 11th December. Norfolk localities include :—Blakeney
Downs (pasture), Burntfen, Hoveton, Colney Park (pasture), Drayton
woods and Drayton Drewray, Dunston woods, Earlham Park, Eaton
(Blue Bell Hole), Felbrigg Great Wood, Framingham, Honingham
(pasture), Keswick, Mousehold, Northrepps Wood (L.W.), North
Walsham Wood, Thorpe (Racecourse Wood), Sheringham, Smotton
Common, Stratton Strawless (5/10/10 and annually since), Swanton
Novers, Weasenham Wood (F. W. Clarke), Westwick and Wheatfen
Broad.

1037. C. velutipes (Curt.) Fr.—C. “ Everywhere ” (C.B.P.

1872) ;
Brandon, 8/11/76 (C.B.P.)

;
Horsford Heath, 7/12/1910 ;

Woodlands Park, N. Heigham, 13/12/10 ;
Holt (C. P. Petch), December,

1927
;
Wheatfen Broad, October to January and once in April (2/4/36) ;

Whitlingham (on elm), 13/6/42 (R. M. S. Brown)
;

Lower Hellesdon

(H.B.D.), 21/4/40 ;
Great Melton, on elm, 12/1/39 ; Blakeney Downs,

on furze, 23/10/40 ;
Mousehold, on furze, various dates in November

and December
;
Smotton Common, 23/11/41 ;

Eaton, op elm, January—P'ebruary, 1941 ; on elm and elder, Lakenham, 26/1/41 ;
Distillery

Street, Norwich, 7/12/43 ;
Black Peter’s Grove, Earlham, on elm,

7/1/44. Common as a winter species on furze, less so on elm and elder,,

sometimes lasting until April.
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1041. C. leucomyosotis Cooke & Smith (—C. palustris—Tephro-
phcma palustris (Peck) Faure).—U. Bawsey, 7/6/1930 and Leziate
Fen, 9/6/30 (B.M.S.)

;
Newton St. Faith’s Common, 3/6/33 and 20/8/43.

1042. C. cirrhata (Schum.) Fr.—F.C. Stratton Strawless, 26/9/
1904 to 21/10/43 ; Westwick, various dates

; Eaton, 6/11/36 ; Wheat-
fen, 18/10/42 ;

Northrepps and Stratton Strawless, 2-4/10/34 (B.M.S.)

.

1043. C. tuberosa (Bull.) Fr.—N.I. “ Commonly growing on
dead and black Lactarii ; frequent.” (C.B.P. 1872). We find it mostly
on old Russula nigricans. Stratton Strawless, 12/11/42 and 19/10/43 ;

Lamb’s Holes, Newton St. Faith’s, 29/11/37; Westwick, 8/10/36;
Felbrigg Great Wood, 24/9/38; Wheatfen (E.A.E.), 1/11/39, 24/8/41,

etc.
;

West Runton, Westwick, Stratton Strawless and Sprowston,

2-5/10/34 (B.M.S.).

1050. C. xanthopus Fr.—Norfolk List 1884 (C.B.P.).

1051. C. nitellina Fr.—South Wootton 1889 (C.B.P.).

1055. C. acervata Fr.—Colney Park, 9/100935
; Stratton Straw-

less, 17/9/41 ;
Thorpe Woods, 9/10/43.

1056. C. extuberans (Batt.) Fr.—Neatis..t..d 1881 (M. C. Cooke

—

Cke. lllustr. no. 202, t. 146) as C. nitellinus.

1061. C.rancida Fr.—U. Ashwicken, 28/9/1897 (C.B.P.)
;

Race-
course Wood, Thorpe, 14 and 28/11/39 and 18/11/42; Mousehold,

13/12/39.

1063. C. coracina Fr.—U. Drayton Brecks, 17/12/1934 (coll.

G.j.C., det. C. Rea).

1068. C. atrata Fr.—Bawsey and Ringstead (C.B.P. 1872) ;

Beeston Regis, 21/9/1932 ;
Stratton Strawless (B.M.S.), 4/10/34 ;

Earlham Park, 3/11/35 (coll. G.J.C., det. A.A.P.).

1069. C. ambusta Fr.—F.C. Earlham Park, 8/12/1936 and 25/11

to 13/12/39; Honingham, 9/11/37 ;
Ketteringham, 18/10/38 ;

Eaton,

18/10/40; Drayton, 29/11/41 ; Mousehold, various dates.

1072. C. protracta Fr.—U. Horsford Heath, 24/10/1919 ;

Mousehold Heath, 27/11/33 ;
Northrepps Hall wood (B.M.S.), 2/10/34.

1074. C. clusilis Fr.—Lime Tree Road, Eaton, Norwich, on bare

soil under conifers, 4/12/1940.

. C. pseudo-clusilis Josserand & Konrad—R. Drayton

Brecks, 1-29/12/1934, late November 1935 to early January 1936 ;

31/12/37 and annually since ; Dunston churchyard, on a lichen-covered

recumbent tombstone, 15/10/37 ;
Easton, on barren gravelly ground

mostly covered with the lichen Peltigera canina, 9 to 18/11/37 and

25/10/38 ,- Weston, in pasture (E.A.E.), 14/11/41. This species was

first recorded in Britain from Broadwater Forest, Sussex at the end of

November 1933, by A. A. Pearson and I am not aware of any other

records for it in this country. It is a late autumn species favouring

exposed localities and associated generally with conifers.
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ADDITIONS TO PARTS I—IV.

. Platens godeyi Gillet—Wheatfen Broad, 1/10/1942 (coll.

E.A.E., det. A. A. Pearson) : the first record of this species in Britain.

145. Lepiota castanea Quel.—Pretty Corner, Sheringham,

22/10/37.

148. Lepiota naucina Fr.—Eaton, under Thuja lobbii in a garden,

12/9/41 and 2/9/42 (coll. L. Moll.)
;

Bradeston, October, 1943 (coll.

E.A.E.); the var. leucothites (Vitt.) Fr. was found at Bradeston

(E.A.E.) 2/11/43.

233. Amanita muscaria var. regalis Fr.—Stratton Strawless,

17/9/41.

339. Cortinarius (Phleg.) cyanopus (Seer.) Fr.—Ketteringham

(coll. L. Moll), 7/7/41 ; Stratton Strawless, 17/9/41, 21/9/43, 14/10/43.

411. C. (lno .)
tophaceus Fr.—King’s Lynn (Stevenson, Brit.

Fungi)

.

415. C. (Ino
.)

bolaris (Pers.) Fr.—Two widely separated colonies

at Stratton Strawless, 17/9/41 and 25/9/41.

441. C.
(
Dermo

.)
uliginosus Berk.—Ketteringham (coll. L. Moll),

7/9/41.

461. C. (Tela.) scutulatus Fr.—-Foxley (Stevenson, Brit. Fungi).

518. C. (Hydro.) pateriformis Fr.—Stratton Strawless, 25/9/41.

. Astrosporinc napipes Lange.—Stratton Strawless, 17/9/41

(det. A. A. Pearson).

617. Tricholoma spermaticum (Paul.) Fr.—Smotton Common,
Saxlingham (coll. L. Moll), 21/9/41 ;

Thorpe woods, 9/10/43.

625. T. pessundatum Fr. (—populinuni Lange)—Mousehold

Valley Drive, October and November 1943 (E.A.E. and G.J.C.).

633. T. truncatum (SchEeff.) Quel.

—

geminum (Paul.) Fr.—Eaton,

under hedgerow oaks, October, 1943 ;
Bradeston (E.A.E.), 16/10/43.

I believe that I saw this species several times many years ago, notably

at Sprowston Wood.

654. T. cartilagineum Fr. non Bull.—Stratton Strawless, 17/9/41.
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XI

FLORA AND FAUNA OF NORFOLK

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

Compiled by E. A. Ellis

Phenological Notes—The winter of 1943—44 was unusually mild

and plants in woods and sheltered hedge-bottoms made consider-

able vegetative growth which was checked later
;

for instance,

many shoots of cuckoo-pint were showing above ground at Brundall

on January 6th, almost two months before their usual time. Spring

flowering dates for most plants came about a fortnight later than

in 1943 ;
for example, the first hawthorn blossom on Norwich

Castle mound opened on April 28th as against April 15th in 1943.

The following “ first appearances ” were noted in April :—great

stitchwort, 7th
;

evergreen alkanet, 8th
;

germander speedwell,

14th
;

red campion, 15th
;

cuckoo-pint, 19th
;

bog stitchwort,

23rd (the foregoing all at Brundall)
;

wall ragwort (Senecio

squalidus) at Norwich, 15th
;

garlic-mustard at Keswick, 16th ;

wild chervil (Anthriscus scandix) at Norwich, 19th and bulbous

buttercup at Norwich, 25th.

Plant Records—The Peruvian weed, Galinsoga parviflora Cav.,

reported last year from Gt. Yarmouth, appeared at Narborough in

the west of the county during August—September, 1944 (H. A.

Birkbeck). Elecampane
(
Inula helenium L.) was found (three

plants) beside a small stream at Wendling (A. H. Turner). An
alien crucifer, Sisymbrium orientate L. flourished on some bombed

sites in Norwich, 8/5/44. The water-starwort CaUitriche obtus-

angula Le Gall, was found growing in a drain running through the

garden at Wheatfen, 6/7/44. English catchfly (Silene anglica L.)

was flowering on waste ground by the River Wensum, off Oak

Street, Norwich, in June, 1944 and its variety quinquevulnera (L.)

was collected by Q. E. Gurney at Bawdeswell about the same time.

The night-flowering catchfly appeared commonly as a field weed,

amongst barley, at Bradeston this year. Yellow figwort, Scro-

phularia vernalis L., though known to have become established in

Norfolk for at least 120 years, is still a very rare plant here
; a

hitherto unrecorded colony was found in flower on rough ground

at Eccles, near East Harling, in May, 1944 (per Miss P. Meade).

No less than six plants of the hybrid groundsel-ragwort, Senecio

squalidus x vulgaris, were found on bombed sites in Norwich during

May, 1944, as the result of widespread searching amongst many

thousands of the parent plants. Species of particular interest

seen in West Norfolk in 1944 (R. P. Libbey) were :—Spanish catch-

fly, Silene otites Wibel at Gayton
;

purple milk vetch, Astragalus

danicus Retz. still persisting at West Harling Heath
; swine’s
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succory, Arnoseris minima S. & K., a rare weed of cultivation, at

Pentney
;

smooth cat’s-ear, Hypochceris glabra L., at Drayton
;

dune centaury
(
Centaurium pulchellam Dr.) at Holme-next-the-

sea
;

a hybrid dock
(
Rumex conglomeratus Murr. x maritimus L.)

at South Wootton and the club rush, Heleocharis uniglumis Sch. at

Derby Fen, Grimston.

Virus-Free Wild Black Currant—Numerous wild currants—black,

red and white—grow freely in many of the waterside thickets or

carrs of East Norfolk. There they suffer from most of the pests

and diseases known to attack their cultivated brethren and it might

be thought by ardent horticulturists that they : hould be eli-

minated as centres of infestation. As a matter of fact, they are

not, in the aggregate, anything like so numerous as the neglected

bushes in private gardens. Having to fend for themselves under

natural conditions, competing for living-space and subject

to the attacks of parasitic fungi and insects, only the hardiest

of these wild stocks can survive and bear fruit
;

for this reason

they should be looked to as a source from which stocks showing

resistance to diseases of one kind or another might be obtained.

Perhaps the most troublesome disease of cultivated black currants

is that caused by “ reversion ” virus, commonly following infesta-

tion by “ big bud ” mites. This trouble is so universal that it is

extremely rare to find a wild bush unaffected
;

it is therefore

worth recording that' in June, 1944, I came upon a fine black

currant, probably about seven years old, with a good hang of fruit

and free from all symptoms of “ reversion,” growing wild in the

closed reed swamp at Surlingham Broad.

E. A. E.

Alien Weeds in Norfolk—The introduction and spread of plants

alien to this country is often a matter of considerable interest and

conjecture. The dissemination may start from one locality where

a plant was first introduced and gradually extend over wider areas,

or simultaneous introduction may take place at a number of

different centres, thereby giving the plant a relatively wide distribu-

tion at once. A striking example of the latter method was

seen in the summer of 1944, when several alien species, though

recorded previously from this county from time to time, were re-

introduced on a larger scale. From many different parts of

Norfolk alien plants were reported or seen growing in fields of

carrots, their seeds having been brought to this country as impuri-

ties in agricultural seeds sown on the land.

By far the most abundant and widely distributed of these plants

was the Green Bristle-grass or Green Panic, Setaria viridis (L.)

Beauv., a native of Central Europe and Asia
;

it was seen in carrot

fields at Massingham, Sprowston, Cockley Cley, Ickburgh, Mar-

ham, Narborough and Sporle, and reported from several other

localities. The Cockspur Panic or Barn-yard Grass, Panicum
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crus-galli L., with its purple spreading inflorescence, was also

widely distributed but never so numerous as the Green Panic.

Other less frequent species seen were :

—

Panicum capillare L. var.

occidentale Rydb. (Witch Grass), a native of North America

;

Setaria glauca Beauv., seen at Ickburgh only
; Amaranthus retro-

flexus L.
;

Kochia scoparia (L.) Schrad.
; Salsola kali L. var.

tragus L. Solarium sp.

In one field of carrots near Sprowston, large colonies of an alien

dodder were seen attacking not only the carrots but also other weeds

in the field, namely Ribwort Plantain, Creeping Thistle and a

species of bent grass
(
Agrostis sp.). The Director of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew, to whom typical samples were sent,

identified the dodder as Cuscuta pentagona Engelm., which is

parasitic upon a wide variety of plants in America. When seen

during October it was flowering and fruiting abundantly and it

remains to be seen whether the seed will prove viable and if so,

whether it will persist and attack future crops grown in the area.

The writer would be interested to hear of any other records of

alien weeds in carrots or to receive any fresh or dried material of

these next summer.

R. P. Libbey.

Marsh Sowthistle in East Norfolk and Lothingland—Sonchus

palustris L., the great sowthistle which overtops the reeds beside

the rivers of East Norfolk has long been looked upon as a
11
very,

rare ” and decreasing species in Britain. Arthur Bennett in 1905

{Trans. Norf. & Norw. Nat. Soc. viii, 35—40) noted that it had

become extinct by then in the marshes of Cambridgeshire, Hunting-

don, Lincoln, Middlesex and West Norfolk, but was still to be

found, though rarely, in Kent, East Norfolk and Suffolk and

perhaps Essex. Bennett (1905) and Nicholson
(
Flora of Norfolk,

1914) quoted many records of it in East Anglia, mainly dating

from 1866 or earlier, and gave the impression that the plant had

been seen much more rarely here in recent years. Its subsequent

re-discovery in parts of the Waveney, Yare, Thurne and Bure

valleys, reported from time to time by P. E. Rumbelow, R.

Gurney and myself, taken together with observations made in

1944 ,
brings me to the belief that Sonchus palustris is probably

about as frequent in the area now as it was 220 years ago, when

Sherard first recorded it' from Lothingland. It is essentially a

plant of reed *ronds fringing the lower reaches of rivers and its

preservation is due to the fact that there are still many such strips

of rond left between the marsh walls and the rivers
;

any embank-

ment scheme which substituted sheet piling and the building of

walls right at the water’s edge would at once alter the character

* “ Rond ” in the East Anglian dialect refers to a strip of marshy land situated between a high-

level river, estuary or broad and an artificial bank or wall built to prevent water in the high-

level system from flooding the low-level land behind it.
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of the vegetation and result in the disappearance of Sonchus

palustris among other things. It is to be hoped that no drainage

authority will carry out “ work ” of a sweeping character on

these lines
;
the ordinary upkeep of walls behind the ronds is not

likely to have any adverse effect,. The biological interest of the

ronds is so great that in any preservation plan for the Broads,

measures should be taken to safeguard them from interference.

In the following paragraphs the status of Sonchus palustris in the

river valleys of East Norfolk and Lothingland is given as recorded

up to 1944.

River Waveney :—1724, Lothingland (Sherard) ; 1805, river-

side at Beccles and Worlingham (Crabbe) and ditches under Burgh

Castle (Wigg) ; 1830, banks of the Waveney between Beccles and

Yarmouth (Woodward)
;
1834—1850, Burgh Castle (Paget, Priest,

Blake) ; 1857, marshes opposite Burgh Castle (Butler)
;

1862,

Belton and St. Olave’s (Phytologist 1862) ; 1877, sought in vain

at Burgh Castle (Blake)
;

1898—1902, Burgh St. Peter (Baker and

Dutt)
;

c. 1913—1944, St. Olave’s and Haddiscoe (Rumbelow) ;

1938, opposite Burgh Castle (Ellis) ; 1944, Burgh St. Peter,

Somerleyton, Wheatacre, Haddiscoe, St. Olave s, extensive

colonies on all suitable reed ronds by the river (Ellis).

River Yare —Before 1866, Strumpshaw, Hardley, Cantley

(Trimmer) and Reedham (Leathes)
;

1935, Rockland Broad,

Strumpshaw and Surlingham (Ellis and Geldart) ; 1939, river

bank, Wheatfen (Ellis) ; 1944, Brundall, Strumpshaw, Wheatfen,

Buckenham Ferry (large colony) and on all suitable ronds, chiefly

on the north shore of the river, down to Limpenhoe.

River Bure :—1866, Acle (Trimmer)
; 1930, Acle and Stokesby,

thousands of plants (Ellis and Patterson)
;

1944, still at Acle.

River Ant :—1935, Ludham (Ellis).

River Thurne :—1S73, West and East Somerton (Trimmer) ;

1893, Hickling (Bird)
; 1923, Brayden marshes, near Horsey

Mere (J. Vincent and R. Gurney) ; 1938, Horsey, survived sea

flood and extending its range 1944. (A. Buxton).

Flegg Broads :—1876, Rollesby (Trimmer).

The corn sowthistle
(
Sonchus arvensis L.) is not uncommon along

the banks of Norfolk rivers and is present in most localities fre-

quented by 5. palustris
;
when in flower together, there is no

excuse for confusion, since the florets of the former grow in much

larger and more richly yellow heads. I have never seen inter-

mediates, though 5. arvensis, like its relatives S. oleraceus and S.

asper, shows much variation. In both S. palustris and riverside

S. arvensis, large numbers of flowers fail to produce fruits. The

fertile fruits of 5. palustris change from white to pale brown in

ripening, as do those of some samples of S. asper growing in wet

places ;
those of S. oleraceus, some S. asper and S. arvensis go

through a rich yellow stage as they ripen. (E.A.E.)





" Bermuda Grass
”
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A Grass New to Norfolk—On 6th August, 1944, I found a colony of

the very rare “ Bermuda Grass,” Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers.,

growing by the roadside at Castle Rising. Measuring eighteen

by three feet, with many young plants at the edges, the colony

must have been three or four years old and slowly spreading. Mr.

Hubbard informs me that it is almost the last British grass which

might be expected to occur in Norfolk and that there is no speci-

men of it from this county in either Druce’s herbarium or at Kew
;

no local record of it appears in Druce’s Comital Flora. Of rare

occurrence on our south-west coasts, this grass is common only

in southern and central Europe and has become naturalised in

America. It is a far from hardy species and is liable to destruc-

tion by frost. Fortunately, its Norfolk station is near the coast,

so that it is less likely to suffer from extreme cold than in an

inland locality. At Castle Rising the grass grows on relatively

high ground and on extremely porous soil which is never likely

to become waterlogged
;

for this reason also its maintenance

and increase may be confidently expected.

E. L. Swann.

Non-Floral Nectaries—A casual observation may open up a new
field of interest in the most unexpected way. Thus, on the

morning of May 9th, 1944, I happened to look out of my
window at Brundall to see a cock chaffinch busy pecking at red

deadnettles in the front garden
;

going out to investigate more

closely just what he was doing, I got on the track of much interest-

ing information at first hand concerning nectaries on plant organs

other than flowers. First, it turned out that the chaffinch had

been taking the deadnettle seeds while they were still green (though

shaking out easily). Some of these '* nutlets ” had been scattered

and were now being carried away by common dark brown ants,

Lasius iriger (L.)
;

the seeds had shining basal excrescences

which the ants seized in their jaws and one was led to suspect that

they might not be merely stealing the seeds for complete destruc-

tion, but that the “ glands ” alone might have a passing interest

while the seeds might eventually be left in the soil to germinate.

Further, the ants were climbing the deadnettles and imbibing

nectar from special glands on the stipules, to which they appeared

to be guided by dark purplish marks outlining the stipules and in

some cases running down the stem-ridges for two inches or more.

In sunshine, the tissues under the leaf-bases appeared stretched

and semi-transparent, sparkling like aerated water, and the ants

were taking what they wanted at or on the borders of the ultimate

dark areas and again from purple spots on the calices. Some

plants of white deadnettle were next inspected on a neighbouring

hedgebank and these, too, had rather similar honey-guides attract-

ing ants in great numbers
;

the distribution of dark blotches was

slightly different and there were no dark lines running down the

stem ridges. Broad bean plants in the garden and all kinds of wild
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vetches in the neighbourhood were found to have more or less

conspicuous dark purple spots on stipules and calices, with

nectaries for the ants.

Soon afterwards, I noticed many honey bees “ working ” a laurel

hedge and it turned out that they were getting nectar from in-

conspicuous little glands on the undersides of the leaves, in the

axils of the veins. In another garden, ants were tapping the

leaves of other laurels, with similar purpose. The common laurel

being a Prunus (P. laurocerasns), I looked out for leaf-nectaries on

other members of its family and was not disappointed. Leaf-

stalks of cherry had bright red glistening knobs from which crowds

of ants were collecting sweetness ;
peach and almond had nec-

taries of much the same design. Looking round for other examples,

I found that the wayfaring tree
(
Viburnum lantana

)
and wild guelder

rose
(
V. opulus) also possessed leaf-nectaries, but saw no insects

visiting them. There should be plenty of scope for further

observation on these lines
;

perhaps some other members of this

society will keep a look-out for leaf—and stipule—nectaries in

the coming year and note the behaviour of their insect guests.

(E.A.E.)

Sea Aster at Horsey—At the end of September, 1944, I found sea

aster
(
Aster tripolium

)
in flower on a marsh about half a mile

from the sea near the Hundred Stream. I had never seen this

species in flower on one of my marshes before, except just after

the sea flood of 1938. I subsequently discovered that there were

a few small areas at this spot where the surface quaked as I trod

on it, giving the impression of walking on a pie-crust over a very

liquid pie. At the end of November I took out with a spade the

top spit from one of these places, when the water welled up. I

inserted and filled a bottle and sampled it. The result was 10.35

per thousand chloride, i.e. one-third as salt as the sea. This is a

remarkably high salinity, particularly as the marshes were sodden

with rain at the time. I conclude that the salt-water table at this

spot is very near the surface, and that I tapped the sea itself,

diluted with surface water. About three years ago an enemy plane

dropped some bombs in this place, which apparently exploded

deep underground, and these were probably responsible for the

quaking areas. (A. Buxton).

Norfolk Rust Fungi—Puccinia betonicce (A. & S.) DC. was found on

wood betony growing at the edge of a marsh between Surlingham

Ferry and Brundall Gardens, 30/4/44 (new to the county). Aecia

of P. chcerophylli Purt. were plentiful on wild chervil (Anthriscus

sylvestris) at Strumpshaw in April
;

uredo-spores of P. porri

(Sow.) Wint. were found by Mr. T. Petch on leeks at North Wootton

in December. Uromyces genistce-tinctorice (Pers.) Wint. was

collected on dyer’s green-weed
(
Genista tinctoria

)
near Wymond-

ham by Dr. P. R. Buckton and at Wacton Common (D. H. Smith)
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in September, 1944. U . armeriee (Schlecht.) Lev. showed abun-

dant pycnia and aecia on thrift in a garden at Lingwood on April

12th. (E.A.E.)

Norfolk Mycetozoa : recent additions to the county list.

Physarum nutans Pers. var. robustum Lister*—On living grasses,

Costessey, August, 1930, collected by R. Gaze. While the typical

form is extremely common in all localities, this variety has not

been recorded previously from Norfolk.

Physarum crateriforme Petch*—A very small gathering from

dead marram grass at Eccles, 13 January 1935 (R. Gaze) was
examined by Miss Lister, who was of the opinion that it was this

species.

Physarum sessile Brandza*-—On dead stems and grass, Costessey,

11 October, 1930. Miss Lister, to whom the material was sent,

found it very puzzling, but is inclined to place it as named here.

I collected this species in quantity near Meiringen, Switzerland,

the only other European record being from Moldavia
;

it has not

been recorded previously from Britain.

Diderma montanum Meylan var. album G. Lister*—This variety

was found on a log at Clippesby, 4 November, 1938 ; it had been

recorded previously only from Dorset.

Didymium difforme (Pers.) Duby var. repandum G. Lister*

—

Two gatherings of this variety were made in widely separated

localities, Morston and Surlingham, by R. Gaze in January, 1935.

Didymium trachysporum G. Lister*—On dead leaves, Costessey,

18 March, 1938 (R. Gaze).

Didymium anellus Morgan*—On a poplar leaf at Taverham,

12 February, 1935 (R. Gaze).

Lepidoderma chailleti Rost.*—A fine gathering from dead

willowherb stems at Stratton Strawless, 14 November, 1935 (R.

Gaze) and another from dead leaves at Felthorpe, 5 February,

1939 (H.J.H.).

Comatricha pulchella (Bab.) Rost. var. fitsea Lister*—On twigs

amongst the marrams, Eccles, 13 January, 1935 (R. Gaze).

Cribraria piriformis Schrad. var. notabilis Rex*—A poorly-

developed gathering on an old sawdust heap, with Dictydium

cancellatum (Batsch) Macbr. var. fuscum G. Lister*, 26 July, 1930.

Hemitrichia leiotricha Lister*—Four small gatherings of this

species were made as follows :—on bracken, etc., Costessey, 3 May,

1930 (first Norfolk record)
;

on pine needles in an alder carr, 30

August, 1939 ;
on grasses, etc., Blakeney Point, 22 January,

1935, and on dead bracken at Costessey, 15 January, 1939 (R. Gaze).

Arcyria insignis Kalchbr. & Cooke*—A fine gathering of the

typical form of this species was made from dead wood in Dunston

woods, 26 August, 1939. Miss Lister says of it :
“ The small
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sporangia with colourless capillitium marked with close half rings

or transverse bands for short distances, somewhat spirally

arranged, are characteristic. This species is not uncommon in the

tropics and has been recorded also from Germany and Portugal ;

Dr. Brandza found it commonly in the Moldavian woods ;
it has

not been found previously in Britain.”

Arcyria cerstedti Rost.*—This species has been omitted from

published records of Norfolk Mycetozoa, but Miss Lister informs

me that it was found here by J. Saunders in September, 1907 ;

it was collected again from dead wood at Costessey, 2 May, 1930,

by R. Gaze.

Dianema harveyi Rex*—A fine gathering was made from dead

wood at Costessey, 30 April, 1930 (R. Gaze).

Other records of interest :

—

Physarum conglomeratum (Fr.) Rost.—On a dead leaf, Costessey,

April, 1931 (this second Norfolk gathering was made in the same

locality as the first).

Physarum didermoides (Ach.) Rost.—This occurred in associa-

tion with Physarum straminipes Lister on grasses on the marrams

at Eccles, 9 February, 1935 (R. Gaze).

Diderma asteroides Lister—The second Norfolk gathering of

this uncommon species was made from grass and leaves of Senecio

jacobcea on Blakeney Point, 10 February, 1935 (R. Gaze).

H. J. Howard.

The Rond Snail, Assiminea grayana Fleming, in East Anglia. In

his book " British Snails ” (1926), A. E. Ellis described this snail

as “ common in brackish water and on wet mud in the Thames

t
estuary, and some way up its tributaries in Kent and Essex,”

adding that it had been recorded also from Blythburgh in Suffolk,

from Belgium and Ribe in Denmark. The only other records

appear to be those of A. Mayfield, who found specimens in the

River Aide at Aldeburgh in 1906 and at the mouth of the Orwell

in 1907. Nothing further seems to have been known about its

distribution in Britain until 1929, when in the course of searching

for other estuarine snails, I found A .
grayana well established on

riverside ronds at King’s Lynn, near the mouth of the Bure at Gt.

Yarmouth and at Burgh-castle and St. Olave’s beside the Waveney.

In 1933 I saw this species at Lake Lothing, near Lowestoft and in

1934 came upon a colony on salt-marsh fringing the Cockle Bight

on Scolt Head Island. In July, 1944, A. grayana turned out

to be the dominant snail of all the reed ronds bordering the

Waveney from Somerleyton to St. Olave’s and from Reedham to

within half-a-mile of Cantley on the Yare. Here it was found in

great numbers on mud among the reeds, wherever the tides reached,

being most abundant near Reedham Ferry, with a concentration

of 2,000 snails to the square metre over a zone stretching from

the river’s brink to where the grass Glyceria maxima began to
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appear among the reeds at points varying from five to fifteen

metres inshore. The Assiminea population thinned out rapidly

in the area of Glyceria'

s

sub-dominance, and through an inner

zone of Agrostis stolonifera, disappearing finally in the fringe of

•orach at the very foot of the marsh wall.

Whether this snail has only recently been extending its range

northward or merely escaped the notice of Norfolk conchologists

until 1929 is not easy to decide
;

but if it had been as abundant

in the lower Yare and Waveney fifty years ago as it is now, the

shells could hardly have been missed by the collectors whom we
know examined the flood debris at Burgh-castle in those days.

A
.

grayana shows a wide range in its tolerance of the varying

brackishness of estuarine waters (1.0 to 30.0 promille chloride).

The plants associated with it in one or more of fifteen East Anglian

stations fall into three groups :—(1) Typical salt-marsh littoral

species, including the scurvy-grasses
(
Cochlearia officinalis and

C. anglica), sea-spurrey (Spergularia media), wild celery (Apintn

graveolens), sea aster
(
Aster tripolium), sea milkwort

(
Glaux

maritima), sea. lavender
(
Statice limonium), sea plantain (Plantago

maritima), sea beet
(
Beta maritima), sea purslane (Obione porlula-

eoides), annual sea-blite
(
Suceda maritima), glasswort (Salicornia

annua), sea arrow-grass
(
Triglochin maritimum), sea sword-rush

(Scirpus maritimus) and the salt-marsh grass
(
Glyceria maritima)

;

(2) species characteristic of sub-estuarine river-margins in East

Anglia, but occurring also, less frequently, outside the influence

of brackish water, including parsley-leaved dropwort (Oenanthe

lachenalii), marsh sowthistle (Sonchus palustris), brookweed

(
Samolus valerandi), orach [A triplex hastata) and glaucous bul-

rush
(
Scirpus taberncemontani). Group (3) comprises fresh-

water marsh plants typical of reed-ronds in the Yare and Waveney
valleys, all of which are to some degree tolerant of brackish water :

—

meadow rue (Thalictrum flavum)

,

marsh marigold (Caltha palustris),

marsh pea (Lathyrus palustris), meadowsweet
(
Spircea ulmaria),

purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), marsh pennywort
(
Hydro

-

cotyle vulgaris), water dropwort
(
Oenanthe fistulosa), angelica

(Angelica sylvestris), marsh bedstraw (Galium palustre), valerian

• (Valeriana officinalis), hemp agrimony (Eupatorium cannabinum),

marsh ragwort (Senecio aquaticus), yellow loosestrife (Lysimachia

vulgaris), water forget-me-not (Myosotis palustris), great bind-

weed (Calystegia sepium) , water mint (Mentha aquatica) great marsh

dock (Rumex hydrolapathum) yellow flag (Iris pseudacorus), fen

rush (Juncus subnodulosus), the sedges (Care.v riparia, C. acuti-

formis and C. otrubce), broad-leaved meadow-grass (Glyceria

maxima) and reed (Phrag)iiites communis)
;

to these may be

added a few species growing marginally where the reeds are not

dominant, viz., cuckoo-flower (Cardamine pratensis), the plantains

(Plantago lanceolata and P. major) and the bent-grass (Agrostis

stolonifera).
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At various points in its iange, A. grayana lives in association

with the following molluscs, beginning near the coast with the

rough winkle
(
Littorina saxatilis

)
only at Scolt Head, the estuarine

spire-snail (Hydrobia ulvce) at Lynn, Scolt Head, Gt. Yarmouth,

Burgh-castle, Lake Lothing and Blythburgh
;

Hydrobia ventrosa

accompanies it at the fringes of the estuaries, penetrating up the

Yare as far as Reedham Ferry
;

Amnicola confusa lives with

it at St. Olave’s, Somerleyton and Lake Lothing, then leaves it

behind and pushes farther up the Waveney to just above Beccles,

where Oldham found it in 1921, and again above the range of A.

grayana in the Yare, where I found it living on the mud under

Glyceria maxima fringing the river immediately facing the Cantley

Sugar Factory in July, 1944 ;
Hydrobia jenkinsi is present in

most of its stations and goes right up into fresh water. Of the

molluscs normally inhabiting fresh-water marshes, Succinia

pfeifferi, Agriolimax agrestis, A. Icevis and Lymncea truncatula

occur in reed ronds with Assiminea as far down-river as St. Olave’s,

while a few species less tolerant of brackish water flooding appear

where Assiminea approaches its upper limit, viz. Succinia putris,

S. elegans, Vallonia pulchella, Cepcea nemoralis, Ashfordia granulata

and Cochlicopa lubrica. The isopod Sphceroma rugicauda is found

with it as far up the Yare as Hardley Cross, just where the last of

the floating fragments of bladder-wrack are to be seen on the way

up the river from Breydon. E. A. Ellis.

Woodlice—Porcellio spinicornis Say was found at Waxham and

Thorpe-next-Norwich and P. Icsvis Latr. at Waxham in 1944

(A. E. Ellis). Ligidium hypnornm (Cuv.) was seen in the wetter

parts of Buxton Heath, Hevingham, Swanington Upgate Common
and in the Woodbastwick marshes near Horning Ferry this year

(E.A.E.).

Tree Grasshopper—A female Meconema thalassinum D.G. was

found climbing an oak trunk at Whitlingham Sewage Farm,

4/10/44 (G. F. B. Robinson).

Dragonflies in 1944

—

Aeshna isosceles, the large green-eyed dragonfly

which in Britain is known only from the Norfolk Broads, continues

to maintain itself in its old haunts about Hickling and Catfield.

Since E. T. Daniels was able to report that it had survived the

sea floods of 1938, few observations on its distribution have

been made till this year and now there seems reason for believing

that the insect has increased its territory recently in east Norfolk.

One was seen hawking over a water-soldier-filled dyke at Haddiscoe

on July 8th (E.A.E.)
;

others were noticed at South Walsham
on August 4th and numbers at Sutton Broad on August 8th (A.E.E.)

The small, slender-bodied kinds of dragonflies are weak in flight

and unlike the powerful hawker and darter types do not excel in

catching other insects on the wing. Little seems to be known of
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their methods of hunting, but they have a stealthy way of sidling

round the stems of marsh plants and it may be their habit to

pounce on other insects climbing the stalks. A female Ischnura

elegans, one of our commonest small dragonflies, was seen eating

a caddis-fly (Colpotaulius incisus) of almost its own weight, under

sedges at Surlingham Broad on June 22nd. The caddis, an

energetic and slippery insect of the fen undergrowth seemed an

odd kind of prey for such a weak captor ;
being a night-flier it

was most probably caught while at rest during the day.

The earliest Brachytron pratense was seen on the wing at Wheatfen,

May 29th ; the first Aeshna grandis near St. Olave’s Bridge, July

17th ; Aeshna mixta was common in the Yare Valley in late

August and September ; the first Aeshna cyanea (teneral) was

noticed at Blofield, July 13th and the species was less common
than usual in August ; Libellula quadrimaculata was common in

the Yare Valley in June, a male being seen at Brundall so early as

May 21st
;

Libellula depressa (mainly a pond and up-river insect)

was common in suitable localities, the earliest being seen by Mr.

A. H. Turner at Wendling on May 27th
;

Sympetrum striolatum

was very common in East Norfolk from mid-August to October
;

dozens of newly-emerged Lestes sponsa were seen along a dyke

near Haddiscoe Dam, July 8th
;

Pyrrhosoma nyinphula began

emerging in the first week of May at Wheatfen and was not quite

so common as usual in the Yare Valley this year. (E.A.E.)

Heteroptera (Bugs)

—

The small Cydnid, Legnotus limbosus (Geoffr.

in Fourcr.) was found in a hedge-bottom at Brundall, 6/7/44 ; this

insect is uncommon in Norfolk and the only published record of

it here gives Arminghall as its station
;

specimens in Norwich

Castle Museum bear labels which show that H. J. Thouless took

one from Norwich Cemetery c. 1900 and J. Edwards another from

a hedgebank at Old Lakenham in August, 1905. The Coreid,

Alydus calcaratus (L.), an ant-mimic which frequents sandy

ground, was seen at Buxton Heath, Hevingham, 30/7/44 ; Thou-

less and Edwards found this species several times at Dunston

Common and Mousehold Heath, up to 1900 and E. A. Butler re-

corded it from Southrepps in 1883. The Mirid, Stenodema
(
Brachy-

stira) calcarata (Fall.), which keeps going through the winter in

grass-beds, can remain active at quite low temperatures ; a male

was found climbing leaves of Glyceria maxima at Bradeston on

January 2nd, 1944, when the temperature was only two degrees

F. above freezing-point. The rare water-bug, Aphelocheirus

montandoni Horvath was found in Norfolk first in 1874 by J.

Landy Brown, in a running stream at Costessey ;
it was not seen

again till 1942, when E. T. Daniels recorded it as numerous in the

River Wensum, below the New Bridge at Norwich
;

in April,

1944, Dr. W. H. Thorpe re-discovered it at Costessey and later

this year found it in several places along the Wensum and its
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tributaries ;
dredging and netting the River Yare at Lakenham,

Harford Bridges and Colney proved unsuccessful. (E.A.E.).

Thorn-Like Insect.—A specimen of Centrotus cornutus L., the only

British Homopteron camouflaged to look like a thorn among the

bushes, was found on a window-pane at Wendling in July, 1944

(A. H. Turner). It has been recorded previously in this county

from Foxley Wood and hedgerows at Ketteringham, by Edwards

and Thouless.

Apple Shoot Weevil—While some cordon apple trees were being

examined in May, a little shoot-boring weevil (Rliynchites ceeruleus

De Geer) was noticed in the act of boring a tunnel transversely

into a young shoot two inches from the tip. About four inches of

this shoot were carefully removed without disturbing the weevil,

placed in a Petri dish and the lid put on. This was done to allow

of further observation without upsetting the insect at work. The

boring and egg-laying were completed, then, after a short rest, a

second and third operation of the same kind took place, each time

nearer the apex of the shoot. Two fresh shoots were then put in

the dish and each was subjected to one boring and egg-laying.

Each hole took about three-quarters of an hour to make, the

weevil thrusting its rostrum in and out repeatedly until it was

able to push it down to its full extent. The rostrum was then

withdrawn ;
an egg was laid over the mouth of the boring and

manoeuvred into position by the rostrum which was then used

to push it right down. The operation was completed by smoothing

the opening with pushing and drawing movements of the rostrum.

The weevil is of a glittering blue colour, elegant in appearance and

altogether a very interesting little creature to watch. (G. E.

Deacon).

Beetles boring through Linoleum—While I was discussing damage

by wood-boring beetles with an acquaintance in Yarmouth, I was

told that some had “ even come up from the floor-boards and

eaten through the floor-cloth.” I ventured to doubt this, because

the commoner boring beetles will rather die than cut through a

thin coating of paint, or even paper. However, I was afterwards

shown the holes and the beetles which made them. The borings

were a trifle larger than those of A vobi urn striatum and the beetles

too were rather stouter. Investigation showed that they were

another bunch of undesirable aliens—Ptinus tectus Boield—not

previously noted for this county. (P. E. Rumbelow).

Blister Beetles—From time to time, often at intervals of five years

or more, swarms of the large metallic-green blister beetles, Lytta

vesicatoria L. appear on privet hedges, lilac and ash trees in various

parts of Norfolk, most often in coastal districts. It is possible

that some at least are immigrants from the European mainland

(on one occasion I received a specimen from a lightship), but the
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erratic nature of their appearances may be clue to climatic factors

or to the local distribution of the bees which they parasitize.

During the first week of July, 1944, blister beetles turned up at

Edingthorpe and Brundall, and one of the former laid a batch of

several hundred eggs on damp earth at the bottom of a jam jar.

A month later, swarms of very active little triungulin larvie, rather

like birdlice, emerged from these eggs and after a short period of

wandering about the jar, crept under dead leaves and into the soil-

crevices, where they lay more or less dormant. . Uqlike the triun-

gulins of the common oil-beetle, Meloe proscarabceus L., they

did not swarm in writhing masses at the highest points they could

reach, for the purpose of clinging on to the legs of bees visiting

flowers. Dr. F. I. van Emden subsequently informed me that the

French entomologist, Beauregard, in 1890, proved that the larvae

of Lytta vesicatoria burrow in the soil for nests of gregarious solitary

bees, especially Colletes ; he also reared them, successfully in nests

of Megachile and, less easily, Osmia tridentaia. Two cells of the

bee are required as a rule, and the full-grown larva leaves the cell

and burrows into the soil where it rests over winter and sometimes

overlies for a full year (with two winters) as a pseudo-chrysalid.

Only freshly made cells can be used, in which there is an egg or very

young larva or even no stage of the bee
;

cells with the older stages

of the bee do not contain enough honey. The natural host bees

used by Lytta in Norfolk have yet to be determined ; we have

three out of the seven British species of Colletes, six out of nine

Megachile and five out of eleven Osmia. (E.A.E.).

1944 A Great Year for Ladybirds—By the end of June it became

apparent that East Anglia was experiencing the worst blackfly

season for ten years
;

broad beans and later, sugar beet were

badly affected by Aphis rumicis and many other kinds of aphids

were unusually numerous. Fortunately, by way of a corrective,

ladybirds were also very abundant and must have taken a great

toll of the aphids. Similar conditions seem to have prevailed on

the other side of the North Sea and there were reports in the press

describing the arrival of millions of seven-spot ladybirds (Cocci nella

7 -punctata) on the south-east coast between July 30th and August

4th and others flying in “ like a black cloud on the Lincolnshire

coast on August 30th, presumably from the Continent. The
“ hundreds of ladybirds ” seen at Cromer on August 23th by Miss

R. S. Heward and at Overstrand on the following day (H. Hunt)

may have formed part of similar migratory swarms ;
but it is well

known to entomologists who live on the coast that winds from

landward frequently bring vast numbers of beetles and other

insects, and deposit them in the shelter of the cliffs ;
I have known

this to account for great aggregations of ladybirds on the coast

between Gorleston and Lowestoft in previous years.

The following observations were made on the various kinds of

Norfolk ladybirds in 1944. (1) Cocciuella 1 -punctata (the common
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large red ladybird) : many came out of their winter hiding-places

in thick hedges on bright days in January, February and March,

and were seen basking on wayside banks, sometimes in clusters of

as many as five together
;

in April they became more active,

swarming up gorse bushes and evergreens and resorting to beds of

young nettles ;
throughout May they were mating and egg-laying

on black-currant bushes, nettles, thistles, etc., and on potato tops

in early June ;
by mid-June the over-wintered specimens had died

off and their grubs were feeding on aphids everywhere ;
on July

8th many adult ladybirds of the new generation began to emerge

from the pupae which were very numerous and noticeable in the

potato fields
;

they went on emerging throughout J uly and by the

end of the month their great abundance was being remarked upon

all over the county
;

during August they were common in the

fields and many males frequented A ngelica flowers on the marshes

until early October
;

by the end of October they were mostly

hidden away in thickets and hedges for the winter.

(2) Adalia hipunctata (two-spot ladybird) : from January to

mid-April this species was found hibernating in dead leaves

under evergreens, heaps of hedge-cuttings, stack-yards and

buildings
;

at the end of April numbers congregated on

black-currant and rose bushes, willow, apple and other trees liable

to early aphis attack ;
mating and egg-laying went on through-

out May and the old generation of ladybirds died out for the most

part by mid-June. Adults of the next brood were found mated

among black-fly on broad beans at Wheatfen (M. J. D. Cockle) on

July 4th
;

on July 12th vast numbers of pupae and newly-emerged

adults were seen on osiers bordering the River Yare at Brundall
;

a further generation was reared on many kinds of aphids on docks,

thistles, potatoes, lettuces, etc., during July and August and in

the autumn months males were found with other ladybirds taking

nectar from Angelica flowers on the marshes. At the end of

October the insects swarmed into houses and the other usual

hide-outs for the winter.

(3) Synharmonia conglobata (anchor-marked yellow ladybird) :

this species was found hibernating under dead leaves and in moss

on tree trunks in January and February, but was only moderately

common, usually in the company of A. bipunctata in the spring
;

mating was observed in May ;
a freshly emerged adult of the next

generation was found on foxglove in Surlingham Wood on June

24th and the species became fairly common in August, when males,

as usual, visited Angelica blossom on the marshes.

(4) A nisosticta 19-punctala (19-spot ladybird) : this species is

almost confined to marshes
;

it hibernates in litter and in hollow

stems and leaf-sheaths of reeds, reed-mace, sedges, etc., emerging

to mate and lay eggs in May ;
in 1 <>44 its greyish larvae were very-

numerous, feeding on aphids on reed leaves in June and July in

the Yare and Waveney valleys
;

adults were emerging at St.
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Olave’s on July 8th and others at Surlingham the following day.

(5) Adalia 10-pimctata (ten-spot ladybird) : less common than

usual. (6) Coccinella 11 -pundata : apparently rare this year.

(7) Calvia 14-guttata : mainly a woodland species ; not so

numerous as in other years at Wheatfen (M.j.D.C.). (8) Micras-

pis 16-punctata : very few seen, though this species is usually

abundant on upland fields, sometimes hibernating under hedge-

trimmings gregariously in thousands packed together. (9) Thea

22-punctata : fairly common, but not more so than usual. Several

rarer Norfolk species are omitted from this list.

Of the two species showing spectacular increase (C. 7-punctata and

A . bipunctata
)
of economic importance, it should be recorded that

both were rather plentiful in 1943 and that an unusually dry winter

and spring must have contributed to their successful hibernation.

Two points arise as a matter of interest to agriculturists ; first,

the importance of hedgerows and small patches of woodland for

the hibernation of ladybirds ; second, the tremendous contribu-

tion of 2-spot ladybirds made by willows in our river valleys,

which undoubtedly had the effect of reducing black-fly on local

sugar-beet in July and August. (E.A.E.).

Hornets Increasing—Until about ten years ago, the finding of a

hornets’ nest in this county was considered “ news ” and only

very occasionally was one recorded
;

recently, however, more

and more have been found in all quarters of Norfolk and especially

in the immediate neighbourhood of Norwich. In 1944 there

were colonies at Crown Point, Old Lakenham, Earlham, Attle-

bridge, Frettenham, Thorpe, Brundall, several in the Thetford

district and a few in north Norfolk. At Wendling, near Dereham,

Mr. A. H. Turner reported that they were unusually common
this year, with several nests in that area

;
on one occasion two

worker hornets were found snared in the web of a spider
(
Aranea

reaumuri Scop.) and rolled up; Mr. Turner remarks that the spider

must have shown considerable pluck—he has seen this species roll

up wasps and bees with great rapidity, but never hornets before.

Resident Butterflies in 1944—The large tortoiseshell (N. polychlo-

ros) re-appeared in a few Norfolk localities this year ; one at

Thorpe-next-Norwich, April 8th (A. E. Ellis) and one at Wheatfen

Broad, April 19th (M. J. D. Cockle) were the only over-wintered

specimens reported ; at Ellingham Hall, near Bungay, Mrs.

Lockhart Smith found one pewly-emerged on July 31st and several

others later; at Wheatfen, single specimens were seen on July

25th, August 5th and September 14th. The peacock (N. io) did

not come through hibernation in such numbers as usual, but was

widely distributed
;

a few came forth in many parts of the county

on the first real “ butterfly day ” of the year—March 26th and odd

specimens persisted until late June (one at Wheatfen on 23rd)
;

the first butterfly of the new brood was seen at Brundall on July

26th and the species was fairly common generally in August. The
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comma (P. c-album) was rather scarce in the spring ;
one was

seen at Thorpe-next-Norwich on April 6th (A. E. Ellis) the first

summer specimen was noticed at Wendling on August 7th (A. H.

Turner) and a few others there later
;

at Wheatfen, small numbers

were seen frequently from September 11th to October 24th, with

a maximum of eight on October 13th (M. J. D. Cockle)
;

at Fret-

tenham the species was fairly common in September and October

(A. N. Garrett) and M. D. Joel saw specimens at Happisburgh on

September 16th and 30th ;
there can be no doubt that the

comma is still holding its own as a recent newcomer to the

county. The white admiral
(
L . Camilla) was seen in a localised area

of Hargham Woods (as in 1943) in July (G. H. Buncombe)
;

also in July at Wheatfen Broad, Sprowston, West Runton (A. C.

Savin) and on the Acle New Road (M. J. Seago) ;
odd specimens

persisted at Ellingham up to August 6th (Mrs. Lockhart Smith)

and one, very ragged, to August 8th at Wheatfen (M. J. D. Cockle).

The grayling
(
E.semele

)
is seldom known to wander far from the

stony heathlands tufted with the sheep’s fescue grass on which its

caterpillars feed
;

perhaps some freakish trick of the wind was

responsible for the appearance of specimens off the beaten track

in mid-August, when one was noticed at Wheatfen and another in

a Norwich street. The holly blue (L. argiolus) was commoner

than usual, especially in the spring, throughout the county. The

white-letter hairstreak (S. w-album) was seen again at West Runton

(A. C. Savin). The dingy skipper (E. tages
)
was more widespread

than usual.

The swallowtail (P . machaon
)
was fairly common near the

Broads from mid-May to the third week of June and again for a

short period in August. A totally black specimen, the first ever

recorded from the Yare Valley, was visiting flowers of ragged robin

at Wheatfen on May 29th
;

it was not molested. (E.A.E.).

Migrant Butterflies

—

A few red-admirals (

V

. atalanta) appeared

at Catfield early in March and one was seen on high ground

at Brundall on March 26th
;

odd specimens in rather poor condi-

tion were seen here and there during April, including one at

Foulsham on the 13th (R. H. Hall)
;

a fresh influx came at the

beginning of June, when several were seen at rhododendron and

other flowers at West Somerton between the 9th and 13th only

(E. P. Wiltshire) and one at Wheatfen on the 12th. A single faded

specimen was seen at Attleborough on July 14th (G. H. Buncombe)

and another near St. Olave’s Bridge on the 17th. A fresh specimen

was seen flying N.E. at Wendling on August 7th (A. H. Turner)

and another at Wheatfen on the 12th
;

towards the end of

August and through September they became fairly numerous

throughout the county and specimens were last seen at Wheatfen

on October 14th. M. D. Joel found caterpillars of the red admiral

on nettles at Lessingham on August 30th and these had gone

five days later. The year was notable for the almost complete

absence of the painted lady (F. cardui

)

in Norfolk
;

one was seen
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flying westward at Wendling, near East Dereham, July 5th

(A. H. Turner) and another visiting Buddleia flowers in Norwich
in August (E. C. Smith). One Camberwell beauty (N. antiopa)

was reported from Aylsham, August 25th (R. F. Kerrison).

While no large-scale immigration of white butterflies was observed

here in 1944, it is likely that the large whites
(
P . brassier) seen

passing westward over the marshes in small numbers at Wheatfen
on May 28th and 29th formed part of a real, if unspectacular, mi-

gratory movement. P. brassicce never became very numerous,

except " in spots ” in September, when eggs were laid on Brussels

sprouts and other greens, resulting in caterpillars which went on

feeding in some cases until the end of November (one was found

still living outdoors at Brundall on December 20th. E.A.E.).

The small white (P. rapee) began to appear on the wing during

the second week of April
; it became moderately common during

May and a second brood emerged early in July ;
eggs were laid

again from mid-July to August, resulting in a partial third brood

in the autumn
;

the caterpillars were more numerous on cabbages

in late autumn than in most years. There may have been some
local immigration of this species in July, since small whites were

seen crossing the Channel from France to England at that time.

Only one clouded yellow (C. croceus) seems to have been noticed :

a very “ worn ” male at Downham Market (E. C. Smith) on

August 28th.

Migrant Moths—Single specimens of the convolvulus hawk-moth

{H. convolvuli

)

were seen at flowers of Nicotiana affinis, Wendling,

September 16th (A. H. Turner) and on a derelict ship lying on the

beach at Happisburgh, October 1st (M. D. Joel). The month of

July was notable for the number of humming-bird hawk-moths

appearing all over the county and visiting a variety of flowers in

gardens, from the 6th onward; from July 5th to 7th dozens

at a time were seen by our invasion forces crossing the

Channel, flying from boat to boat and making for England, in

company with a few small tortoiseshell and small white butterflies

(K. G. Durrant). The silver Y (P. gamma

)

was reported by Mr.

A. H. Turner to have been unusually scarce this year (first seen

at Wendling on June 18th) ; the diamond-back (P. maculipennis)

was also far less common than usual (first seen at Wendling by

A. H. T. on May 26th).

Air-Borne Caterpillars Endangering Planes—During a sudden

onset of calm warm weather at Whitsun, vast numbers of Tort-

ricid caterpillars were seen to launch themselves on silk-thread

parachutes from 'oak trees in East Norfolk. Evening breezes

appear to have carried many of them to a good height, and the

phenomenon seems to have been fairly general, because aero-

planes coming in to land at the time experienced serious trouble

with their air-speed indicators, due to blockage by these cater-

pillars blown into them during the homeward flight. Fortunately

there was no recurrence of the trouble, as the weather changed

immediately afterwards. (E.A.E.).
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OBITUARY.

JIM VINCENT.

By the passing of Mr. Jim Vincent of Hickling, Norfolk has

lost a great ornithologist and a remarkable personality, with

deep religious convictions. Born at Hickling, his father

early laid the foundations of Jim’s unrivalled knowledge

of bird life by going through a bird book with him night after

night, and teaching him their plumage and habits. At the

age of 19, Jim Vincent had already acquired much knowledge

of birds, and the late Lord Lucas who had recently hired

Hickling with a view to turning it into a bird sanctuary, selected

Jim to look after and organise it. Later he was joined by the

late Sir Edwin Montagu, afterwards Secretary of State for

India and the late Sir Edward Grey, afterwards Lord Grey of

Fallodon.

During the Great War 1914-18, Jim Vincent served in the

Inland Water Transport, for which he was well suited by his

life on the Broad. After the War, as the bird sanctuary

developed, in the ownership of the late Honorable Ivo Grenfell,

followed by his father, Lord Desborough, Jim Vincent, in

addition to his duties of head keeper of the estate, resumed

charge of the sanctuary and was made bailiff of Hickling

Broad. He was a loyal and devoted servant to Lord Des-

borough for many years, and was still in his service at the time

of his death.

His reputation as an ornithologist was in fact international,

and in recent years he had visited the bird sanctuaries in

Holland
;
he was well known to the public by his many articles

on the subject and by his broadcasts on life of Hickling Broad.

In 1943 he was elected President of the Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society. Though he was best known as a" bird

man,” as he liked to call himself, Jim was a man of many

parts and a natural leader. He was a first class shot, and an

expert fisherman, especially for pike. In recent years he used
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to spend a few days on the Wye, and was equally successful

when it came to spinning for salmon on that famous river.

He also won many races in a sailing punt, and was a past

master in the art of “ quanting.”

He devoted much time to all the interests of his native

village, and featured largely in many aspects of public work.

He was well known as an expert on the drainage problems of

his district
;

there were indeed few public activities in North

East Norfolk with which Jim was not connected and he also

found time to conduct an extensive correspondence on matters

relating to natural history. In August 1938, he became an

air raid warden and continued in the service until his death.

He was a wonderful companion and could talk well on many
subjects. A keen and accurate observer, he was at his best

when showing some interested visitor to the sanctuary, some

rare bird or its nest. Many will remember him as the “ Admiral

of the Fleet ” on the thrilling occasion of the annual coot shoot

on the Broad as he shouted his orders from the centre of the

long line of punts. Those who were fortunate enough to be

invited to Whiteslea for duck flighting carried away many
happy memories of his cheery greetings to old friends, and noted

the trouble he took to put any novice at his ease by explaining

the plan of campaign and imparting that sense of anticipation

and adventure, which add so much to the enjoyment of a flight.

Jim had an uncanny knowledge of the reactions of weather

conditions on duck and other wildfowl, but was always ready

to try out new theories or to adopt any reasonable suggestion,

though it hardly ever paid to go against his advice. After the

evening flight, when the guns had settled down before a large log

fire after supper, it was his custom to come in and discuss plans

for the morning flight and he would often keep the party en-

thralled for an hour or so with reminiscences of “ the great days

in the distance enchanted” when the pochard roared down from

Horsey in their thousands across Whiteslea
;
he had the power

of giving very graphic descriptions and could tell many an

interesting anecdote of hits—and misses—-of well-known

personalities who had shot at Hickling. Long before dawn

next morning he was up and about and one can remember

vividly his smiling morning face at the bedroom door as he
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looked in to announce “ a grand morning with a strong wind

from the nor’ east and scuds of snow.” He was never happier

than when seeing others enjoy themselves, and no one in his

company could fail to do so. On one occasion he was

summoned to Sandringham by King George V and treasured

a memento of that visit.

Possessed of a strong and fearless character, he lived up to

his high principles, and was sympathetic and generous to a

degree
;

endowed with a keen sense of the artistic he saw

beauty everywhere in nature. His many friends will treasure

his memory. He leaves a widow and two sons, both of whom

are now serving in the R.A.F.
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